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ABSTRACT
Steel furnace slag (SFS) and coal wash (CW) are two common by-products from coal
mining and steel industries in Australia. Rubber crumbs (RC) is a material derived from
waste tyres contributing to environmental problems in most developed countries. Reusing
and recycling these waste materials is not only economically beneficial and
environmentally sustainable, but it also helps to address geotechnical problems such as
track degradation. In this study, SFS, CW, and RC are blended to explore the feasibility
of obtaining an energy absorbing capping layer with properties similar or superior to
conventional subballast. To achieve this objective, the basic geotechnical properties, the
stress-strain behaviour under monotonic and cyclic loading, and the mathematic insight
into the SFS+CW+RC mixtures have been investigated in detail.
The basic geotechnical properties consist of the specific gravity, the compaction
characteristics, permeability, the soaked CBR value, swell properties (including swelling
potential and swell pressure). For these basic geotechnical properties, the influence of the
blending ratio of SFS:CW and the RC contents 𝑅𝑏 (%) were explored.
The static consolidated drained triaxial tests on the SFS+CW+RC mixtures with varying
blending ratio of SFS:CW and 𝑅𝑏 (%) were conducted under three different effective
confining pressures (i.e. 10, 40, and 70 kPa). The influence of the blending ratio SFS:CW,
RC contents 𝑅𝑏 (%) , and the effective confining pressure 𝜎′3 on the stress-strain
behaviour, (peak friction angle) shear strength, strain energy density, initial tangent
modulus, stress-dilatancy behaviour, as well as the particle breakage due to shearing has
been investigated.
The cyclic loading behaviour of SFS+CW+RC mixtures in a large level deformation
range has been investigated based on extensive drained cyclic triaxial tests. The influence
ii

of the effective confining pressure, RC contents, loading frequency, and cyclic stress ratio
on the dynamic properties (e.g. the deformation behaviour, resilient modulus, damping
ratio, and shear modulus) of SFS+CW+RC mixtures has been examined. In addition, the
energy absorbing capacity of waste mixtures having different rubber contents will be
studied comprehensively.
Accordingly existing criteria of selecting capping layer materials were described firstly.
By incorporating the existing criteria and considering the geotechnical properties of the
waste materials, eight parameters (i.e. gradation, permeability, peak friction angle,
breakage index, swell pressure, strain energy density, and axial strain under cyclic loading)
were determined to evaluate the possibility of developing an energy absorbing layer
which is superior to traditional subballast. It was found that a mixture with SFS:CW=7:3,
and 10% RC (63% SFS, 27% CW, and 10% RC) is the best mixture for subballast.
Within the framework of critical state soil mechanics, a bounding surface model for
SFS+CW+RC mixtures has been proposed and validated the test data in this study and
previous studies. A power relationship was found between the total work input 𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
and the critical stress ratio 𝑀𝑐𝑠 in which way the energy absorbing property by including
RC can be captured, and the parameters for the critical state line in 𝑒 − ln 𝑝′ space are
also related to 𝑅𝑏 . Furthermore, CS for sand-RC mixtures that cannot be achieved through
triaxial tests investigated by previous studies can be obtained through the empirical
relationships, and the stress-strain relationship has been predicted using the developed
constitutive model indicating that the proposed model could be used for other soil-RC
mixtures.

iii
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CHAPTER ONE

1. Introduction

1.1 Back ground
As the mining and manufacturing industries grow worldwide, so too does the need for
disposal of by-product waste materials that result from their activities. Often these
granular waste materials are stockpiled leading to a substantial reduction of the land
available for urban development as well as cause environmental problems such as ground
contamination, and may pose a threat to the communities’ health. Therefore, it is preferred
that these waste materials are reutilised or recycled in other industries to minimise the
need for stockpiling.
Coal wash (CW) and steel furnace slag (SFS) are granular by-products of coal mining
and steel industries, respectively. CW is produced during the coal washing process to
separate coal from its impurities using physical and chemical methods, whereas SFS is
produced while converting iron to steel in a basic oxygen furnace (BOF); the production
of these wastes in Australia alone can be several hundreds of millions of tonnes per year
(Leventhal & de Ambrosis, 1985). While the reuse of these granular waste by-products
has substantial advantages from an economical and environmental perspective, their
individually adverse geotechnical properties such as the breakage potential of coal wash
(Indraratna, 1994a, Indraratna, 1994b, Heitor et al., 2016) and volumetric instability
(swelling) of steel furnace slag (Wang, 2010) may prevent their use as individual fill
materials. Indeed, previous research studies report that mixtures of CW and SFS can
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reduce particle breakage and control volumetric expansion (Chiaro et al., 2015a; Heitor
et al., 2014), and the selected blend have been used successfully as a structural fill for
Port Kembla Outer Harbour reclamation (Chiaro et al., 2015a).
Waste tires are another type of waste material that raises public concern. In recent years,
the study and use of scrap tires in civil engineering projects has increased. Recycled tyres
in their granulated or shredded form exhibit acceptable frictional behaviour, low unit
weight of solids (their specific gravity generally ranges from 1.00 to 1.36), low bulk
density, high hydraulic conductivity, low shear modulus, high damping property, and
high compressibility (Kostas et al., 2012; Zheng & Kevin, 2000; Edeskar, 2006; Edil &
Bosscher, 1994). The application of scrap tyres in civil engineering includes soil
reinforcement in road construction, ground erosion control, vibration isolation, nonstructural sound barrier fills, slope stabilisation, lightweight materials for backfilling
retaining structures, and additive materials to asphalt, etc. (Sheikh et al., 2013). According
to the high damping and compressibility properties of the rubber materials, the addition
of rubber crumbs to the SFS and CW mixtures will help to develop an energy absorption
mixture while simultaneously increasing permeability, reducing particle breakage, and
stopping the mixtures from swelling.
Although researchers have proposed many ways to use coal wash, steel furnace slag, and
scrap tires, the actual amount of recycling is still not desirable, so if they can be properly
utilised in large construction projects there will be large monetary and environmental
benefits. This study has attempted to develop an energy absorption mixture using coal
wash, steel surface slag, and rubber crumbs as subballast in a railway system in a way
that is economically and environmentally friendly, while also minimising track
degradation and the need for freshly quarried natural aggregates. In this study the basic
2

geotechnical properties of SFS+CW+RC mixtures (mixtures of coal wash, steel furnace
slag, and rubber crumbs) are investigated through extensive laboratory tests and data
analysis, and then choosing an optimum mixture for the subballast layer by comparing
the properties of the waste mixtures with traditional subballast. The mathematical
behaviour of SFS+CW+RC mixtures under monotonic and cyclic loading, whilst
capturing their energy absorbing properties, is also studied.

1.2 Research motivation and originality
Even though civil engineering research into the use of scrap tyre products, steel furnace
slag and coal wash commenced in the early 1990s, their individual application into civil
engineering project is limited. Furthermore, the use of these three waste materials in a
mixture has never been studied before. One of the main motivations of this study is to
investigate the geotechnical properties of SFS+CW+RC mixtures, to fast-track and
promote its more widespread application in civil engineering projects.
In addition, the inclusion of rubber crumbs having high damping property is desirable to
extend the application of SFS+CW+RC mixtures in cyclic loading conditions, in which
there is a distinct lack of research, particularly related to the dynamic properties of SFS
and CW materials. While the dynamic properties of rubber-soil mixtures has been studied
to some extent by previous studies (e.g. Senetakis et al., 2012; Zheng & Kevin, 2000;
Anastasiadis et al., 2012; Saxena et al., 1988; Kostas et al., 2012), they only focused on
the small strain behaviour (≤0.01% shear strain). In this regard, the cyclic loading
behaviour of these waste materials at a large strain levels is not well understood, hence,
the other motivation for this study is to investigate the cyclic loading behaviour of waste
mixtures at a large strain level to boost the confidence of the engineering community and
promote their use in anti-seismic projects or railroad foundations.
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Furthermore, optimising SFS+CW+RC mixtures for subballast layer based on their
comprehensive properties will enable governments, rail asset owners, and other
concerned communities to reuse waste materials, reduce the cost of railway projects and
the need for freshly quarried natural aggregates, whilst also assisting in the reduction of
track degradation.
Finally, a mathematic model of SFS+CW+RC mixtures under monotonic and cyclic
loading conditions is needed to better understand the geotechnical behaviour of waste
mixtures mathematically and as a reference for studies of rubber-soil mixtures, SFS+CW
mixtures, and other waste blenders.

1.3 Objectives of this research
This research aims to find an optimum mixture of CW, SFS, and RC for the capping layer,
and then study the cyclic loading behaviour of mixtures of waste materials to capture their
energy absorbing properties. This research will benefit rail asset owners with safer and
better designs and have to spend less by using waste materials; it will also be beneficial
for the environment and ecosystem by recycling waste materials. The specific objectives
are as follows:


Carrying out extensive laboratory tests to evaluate basic geotechnical parameters
such as particle size distribution, density, specific gravity, permeability coefficient,
swell properties, and the compaction of SFS+CW+RC mixtures.



Investigating the monotonic and cyclic properties of SFS+CW+RC mixtures such
as the shear strength, stress-strain behaviour, strain energy density, resilient
modulus, shear modulus, damping ratio, and particle breakage index after
monotonic and cyclic loading.
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Selecting the optimum mixture for the capping layer based on comparing the
properties of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with traditional subballast.



Developing a mathematic model to predict the static and cyclic shear behaviour
of capping layer materials, and also capture the energy absorbing property of the
inclusion of RC.

1.4 Thesis outline
This thesis is organised in nine chapters as follows:
Chapter 1 is thesis Introduction, where the research background, the statement of
motivation, the objectives, and the outline and organisation of this thesis have been
presented.
Chapter 2 is a literature review of: (i) current and past research into the properties and
application of steel furnace slag and coal wash, (ii) the geotechnical properties of rubber
crumbs and rubber-soil mixtures investigated by previous studies, (iii) the constitutive
modelling of blended waste materials.
Chapter 3 explains the total test plan used to obtain the geotechnical properties of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures. Firstly, the waste materials are identified through their particle
size distribution, and the target gradation of the waste mixtures is determined. Then the
tests methods, the corresponding equipment, and the specimen preparation are described
in detail.
Chapter 4 presents the test results and discusses the basic geotechnical properties of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures such as their specific gravity, maximum dry density, results of
compaction tests, the coefficient of permeability, the swelling pressure and swelling
5

potential, the California bearing ratio (CBR), and the particle breakage index after
compaction.
Chapter 5 presents the results of monotonic drained triaxial tests and discusses the
parameters obtained from the test results. First of all, the stress-strain behaviour of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures is described, and then other parameters like peak friction angle,
the strain energy density, the particle breakage index after shearing, the initial tangent
modulus, and the dilatancy behaviour are discussed in detail.
In Chapter 6 the results of stress-controlled drained cyclic triaxial tests of SFS+CW+RC
mixtures are provided and discussed. Cyclic loading characteristics such as total
deformation (axial strain and volumetric strain), the resilient modulus (reflecting resilient
deformation), the shear modulus and the damping ratio are presented, and how factors
such as RC contents, the effective confining pressure, loading frequencies, and the cyclic
stress ratio to influence these cyclic characteristics are discussed in detail. Finally, the
energy absorbing properties of SFS+CW+RC mixtures are analysed based on the
comprehensive parameters obtained from the tests.
In Chapter 7 the SFS+CW+RC mixtures are optimised based on the results of
comprehensive tests obtained from the previous chapters. The parameters and criteria
used for optimisation are determined and then the optimum mixture is selected based on
the parameters and the criteria.
Chapter 8 primarily presents mathematical model of waste materials under monotonic
and cyclic loading capturing the energy absorbing properties of RC. It also discusses how
to determine the model parameters. The model is then validated by the test results
obtained in the current study and previous studies.
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Chapter 9 summarises and highlights the main findings of this research, and then
recommendations of the optimum mixture for practical applications in civil engineering
are presented. Future research work into SFS+CW+RC mixtures is also described.
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CHAPTER TWO

2. Literature review

2.1 Introduction
This chapter has four parts. Part one presents previous and current research into coal wash
(CW) and steel furnace slag (SFS), including the production process, the physical and
chemical properties, the geotechnical properties, and the application of SFS and CW. Part
two presents information on rubber products, the basic geotechnical properties of rubber
crumbs (RC), and the geotechnical properties of rubber-soil mixtures. Part three describes
the mathematic modelling of SFS+CW mixtures and tyre rubber-soil mixtures, including
monotonic modelling and cyclic modelling. Part four is a summary of this chapter.

2.2 Coal wash (CW) and steel furnace slag (SFS)
Coal mining and steel manufacturing are the two main industries in Australia, and
although the country benefits economically, there are problems with the large stockpile
of waste materials produced while they are being processed. These waste materials
occupy large storage areas which create environmental issues such as air and water
pollution. The problems caused by these waste materials become more severe because
the rate of dealing with them is much less that the rate of producing them. Of all the waste
materials stemming from coal mining and steel manufacturing, coal wash and steel slag
are the main waste products. In Europe around 12 million tons of steel slag are produced
annually, of which more than 35% is disposed (Motz & Geiseler, 2001), and in New South
Wales (Australia) alone, more than 2 million tons of coal wash (CW) is produced per year,
8

which is about 25-40% of the total production of raw coal (Lu and Do, 1992,
Rujikiatkamjorn et al., 2013).
The standard configuration of a modern Australian coal plant which extracts pure coal
from raw materials usually consists of comminution (to crush larger particles into smaller
ones), sizing, concentration, and dewatering. Coal wash is the by-product produced
during coal washing where coal is separated from its impurities using physical and
chemical methods.
The coal mining rejects reflect the lithological characteristics of the above rocks. The coal
stratum in Wollongong (New South Wales, Australia) is underlain by interbedded shale
and mudstone layers, while the strata above the coal seam (Bulli seam) consists of lithic
sandstone with a basal shale layer. Therefore, the mine stone from coal mining in
Wollongong consists mainly of shale and mudstone gravels with fragments of sandstone
(Indraratna, 1994a).
In the steel industry steel furnace slag is the largest by-product in the conversion of iron
ore or scrap iron to steel, making up approximately 10-15% by weight of the total steel
output (Proctor et al., 2000). Two methods are used to make steel: (a) converting iron to
steel in a basic oxygen furnace (BOF); (b) melting scrap to make steel in an electric arc
furnace (EAF). The steel slag produced from the first method is called steel furnace slag
(SFS), and the steel slag from the second method is electric arc furnace slag (EAF slag).
The steel slags from these methods have similar properties but there is more than five
times the quantity of SFS slag than EAF slag (Shi, 2004). In 2000, steel furnace slag was
31% of the slag produced in Australia and New Zealand (Dippenaar, 2005).
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2.2.1 Chemical and physical properties of CW and SFS
Coal wash is dark grey and consists of fragments of fine-grained carbonaceous
sedimentary rocks and some sandstone and coal. CW particles are usually in a plateshaped elongated form with angular ends, and with a ratio of length to thickness of more
than 3 (Holubec, 1976). Different parts of coal wash vary in percentages depending on
the raw materials and mining processes used. The typical results of a chemical analysis
of CW in New South Wales (Australia) are in Table 2.1; here the chemical compositions
are mainly ash (SiO2 and Al2O3), volatiles, and Carbon, with a little Sulphur, Hydrogen,
Nitrogen, and Phospor (Heitor et al., 2016).
Table 2.1 Percentage range of chemical compositions in SFS and CW (after Shi, 2004
and Heitor et al., 2016)
SFS
CW
Components
Percentage
Components
Percentage
SiO2
Al2O3
FeO
CaO
MgO
MnO
TiO2
S
P
Cr

8-20
1-6
10-35
30-55
5-15
2-8
0.4-2
0.05-0.15
0.2-2
0.1-0.5

Ash
C
Volatiles
H
Ni
S
P

40-66
19-32
15-20
1.9
0.55
0.23-0.4
0.02

SFS is usually off-white or grey and cubic in shape; it is relatively non-porous and
produces a high-density aggregate with high crushing strength. The main chemical
compositions in SFS are CaO, MgO, SiO2, and FeO. In the SFS, There is a proportion of
uncombined (free) lime and magnesia which reacts expensively in the presence of
moisture, but when handled properly SFS can be converted into a high quality road
construction aggregate. The proportion of different components in SFS varies depending
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on the raw materials, the steel making processes, furnace conditions, and etc. The specific
composition of SFS is shown in Table 2.1 (Shi, 2004).
Since SFS and CW contain heavy metal chemicals, the geoenvironmental pollution
caused by chemical leaching is of concern to researchers, but trace element concentration
tests indicate that neither coal wash nor steel furnace slag poses any significant risk of
environmental contamination. The commercial use of these engineered fills above and
below the groundwater level has already been approved by the Environment Protection
Authority of New South Wales (NSW EPA, 2014). Similarly, chemical tests reported by
Lim & Chu (2006) indicate that the heavy metal concentrations contained in a typical
steel slag leachate are much lower than the threshold toxicity limits stipulated by the US
EPA.
The specific gravity 𝐺𝑠 of CW and SFS varies at different locations. Table 2.2
summarizes the 𝐺𝑠 of CW and SFS in U.S.A, the United Kingdom, and Australia. The
variation of 𝐺𝑠 of CW is due to the difference between coal, shale, or clay minerals and
their associated proportions in the coal reject. It is reported that the amount of
carbonaceous in CW has a great influence on the specific gravity, for example, when the
amount of carbonaceous increases from 20% to 40%, the 𝐺𝑠 of CW will change from 2.05
to 2.45 (Willians & Morris, 1990). It is evident that the 𝐺𝑠 of CW is lower than
conventional materials such as sand or limestone, whereas the 𝐺𝑠 of SFS is much higher
than conventional materials (Table 2.2).
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CW

SFS

Table 2.2 Specific gravity of CW and SFS
Source
References
𝐺𝑠
Eastern U.S.A.
1.5-1.8
Fell et al., 1992
Western U.S.A.
1.4-1.6
Fell et al., 1992
1.4-2.6
Taylor, 1987
United Kindom
1.6-2.1
Fell et al., 1992
New South Wales,
1.45-2.15
De Ambrosis & Seddon, 1986
Australia
Queensland,
1.56-2.48
Willians & Morris, 1990
Australia
1.67-1.85
Willians & Morris, 1990
United Kindom
3.52-3.55
Jones, 1982
U.S.A.
2.98-3.16
Wang et al., 2010
New South Wales,
Chiaro et al., 2015a; Heitor et
3.29-3.34
Australia
al., 2014

Since CW has a proportion of clay, it is necessary to evaluate the Atterberg limits of the
fine fraction in CW. The plastic limit and liquid limit are influenced by the type of clay
minerals, the clay content, and the processing method. Table 2.3 presents the Atterberg
limits of CW fines from previous studies, where the CW fines are between low to medium
plasticity.
Table 2.3 Atterberg limits of the fine fraction in CW
Liquid limit (%)

Plastic limit (%)

Plasticity Index (%)

References

27.2

17.7

9.5

Indraratna et al., 2013

27.7

17

10.7

Heitor et al., 2016

27

15

12

Saxena et al., 1984

37.1

25.8

11.3

Okogbue & Ezeajugh, 1991

The superiority of SFS materials is reflected by comparing them with other natural
aggregates. Table 2.4 shows the general physical properties of SFS compared to BFS
(blast furnace slag), carboniferous limestone, and typical basalt. The particle strength of
SFS is very high, as is shown by the low impact value dry and crushing value, and the
high 10% fines soaked value compared to other materials. These properties index indicate
that SFS particles are strong under both dry and wet conditions. The lower Abrasion value
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(resistance to abrasion) is also good, which indicates that SFS has a strong crystalline
structure. The value of polished stone is 53-62%, which suggests that the skid resistance
of SFS is better than most naturally occurring aggregates. However, the density of SFS is
higher than most natural aggregates, which is another disadvantage, apart from volume
expansion, to its use in civil engineering.
Table 2.4 General physical properties of SFS compared to other natural aggregates
(Geiseler, 1996)
Carboniferous
SFS
BFS
Typical basalt
limestone
Bulk density (g/cm3)
3.1-3.7
2.5-2.7
2.72
2.85
Waster absorption (%)
0.9-1.3
4
0.7
1.9
Impact value dry (%)
7
34
19
12
Crushing value (%)
9-13
34
21
12
Polished stone value (%)
53-62
53-57
38-48
50-55
Abrasion value (%)
1.5
5-7
8
4
10% fines soaked (kN)
360
85
160
350

2.2.2 Geotechnical properties of CW and SFS
From an economic perspective, CW and SFS is attractive but when use alone, coal wash
is easy to break, and steel furnace slags swell heavily, which may prevent them to be used
as good individual engineering materials. This is why many researchers try to investigate
blends of CW and SFS, and when they are mixed properly, mixtures of CW and SFS can
supress their adverse engineering properties effectively (Heitor et al. 2014; Chiaro et al.,
2015a). In this section the geotechnical properties of CW and SFS, as well as mixtures of
SFS and CW are presented.
2.2.2.1 Particle size distribution (PSD)
The particle size distribution of waste materials differs based on where they are mined
and the type of processing machinery. For CW usually wet sieving method is adopted as
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fines are adhesive on the coarse particles, whereas the dry method is used for SFS.
Figure 2.1 shows the PSD of CW and SFS from previous studies; note that the PSD of
SFS and CW does not diverge very much, which indicates they could easily be blended
into a uniform mixture. To exclude the influence of gradation, the same PSD is usually
adopted for mixtures, such as the same PSD for SFS+CW blends by Chiaro et al. (2015a;
e.g. Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1 PSD of CW and SFS from previous research
2.2.2.2 Compaction of CW, SFS, and CW+SFS blends
A compaction test is used to determine the relationship between water content and the
dry density of soil, and it is the best way to determine the optimum water content
(OMC; %) of soil and also it provides a reference of the maximum dry density (𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 ,
𝑘𝑁/𝑚3 ). Figure 2.2 shows the compaction curves of CW and SFS from previous studies
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and also the SFS+CW blends of Chiaro et al. (2015a). The according compaction
characteristics are shown in Table 2.5.

Figure 2.2 Compaction curves of CW and SFS from previous studies
It can be seen that the compaction curves are influences by the types and sources of
material, and the specific gravity. The maximum dry unit weight 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 of CW is around
13.2-16.13 𝑘𝑁/𝑚3 which is much lower than SFS (19-25 𝑘𝑁/𝑚3 ) because CW has a
lower specific gravity. Thus for CW+SFS mixtures, the maximum dry density 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥
increases as SFS content increases in the mixtures. The minimum void ratio 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑛 of
CW+SFS mixtures in Figure 2.2 shows that 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑛 decreases as CW increases in the blends;
this means that CW is easier to compact with the same energy than SFS (Chiaro et al.,
2015a). The OMC of SFS and CW, and the blends of SFS and CW changes irregularly,
regardless of the specific gravity.
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Table 2.5 Compaction characteristics of CW, SFS, and CW+SFS blends from previous
studies
OMC
Material
𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 ( 𝑘𝑁/𝑚3 )
References
𝐺𝑠
(%)
2.04

10.4

16.13

Indraratna et al., 2013

1.83-2.19

12.6

14.43

Indraratna, 1994a

1.72-1.99

17.7

13.2-13.8

Okogbue & Ezeajugh,
1991

3.45

9-10

25

Malasavage et al., 2012

3.29-3.34

4-8

19-22

Yildirim & Prezzi, 2009

SFS

3.29

11.6

22.9

CW

2.16

9.8

17.2

Chiaro et al., 2015a

CW75+SFS25

2.48

10.7

18.3

Tasalloti et al. (2015)

CW50+SFS50

2.75

12.0

19.8

CW25+SFS75

3.05

12.0

21.3

CW

SFS

CW+SFS means the mixtures of CW and SFS, and the number next to the materials is
the percentage of this material inside the blends.
2.2.2.3 Shear strength of CW, SFS, and CW+SFS blends
CW and SFS are cohesionless granular materials. Similar to other granular materials, their
strength depends on the type of material, and the particle size and shape. The strength and
the friction angle of SFS are relatively high due to the roughness of the particles, whereas
CW has a lower shear strength due to their flat shape and particle breakage property. Shi
(2002) carried out a series of compression tests on different slag fines and found their
compressive strength increased by 50-250% after curing for 28 days because the
cementitious properties of the particles increased with time. The shear strength and the
friction angle of CW and SFS depend on the source of materials and test conditions such
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as the void ratio, water content, the effective confining pressure 𝜎′3, drained or undrained
tests, and test types (e.g. direct shear tests or triaxial tests); the material content of
CW+SFS mixtures should also be considered.
Figure 2.3 summarises triaxial test results of the shear strength and peak friction angle of
CW, SFS, and CW+SFS mixtures under different test conditions (e.g. void ratio, water
contents, confining pressures, and the SFS content) from previous studies. It could be
concluded that the friction angle of CW increases as the void ratio of the specimen
decreases (Figure 2.3a; Leventhal & de Ambrosis, 1985), and it peaks when the specimen
is prepared at OMC (Figure 2.3b; Indraratna et al., 1994c). The shear strength of CW and
SFS increases with the confining pressure (Figure 2.3c; Indraratna et al., 1994b; Chiaro
et al., 2015a; Yildirim & Prezzi, 2015), while the peak friction angle decreases as the
confining pressure increases (Figure 2.3d; Chiaro et al., 2015a). At the same confining
pressure, the shear strength of SFS is higher than CW (Figure 2.3c), and thus the peak
friction angle of CW+SFS mixtures increases as the SFS content increases (Figure 2.3d;
Chiaro et al., 2015a).
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Figure 2.3 Summary of the peak friction angle and shear strength of CW, SFS, and
CW+SFS mixtures under different test conditions from previous studies: (a) the friction
angle changes with the void ratio; (b) the friction angle changes with the water content;
(c) the shear strength changes with the confining pressure; (d) the friction angle changes
with the SFS content inside the CW+SFS blends

2.2.2.4 Particle breakage and volumetric instability
Particle breakage of coal wash
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Particle degradation is one of the main adverse geotechnical properties of CW, and it
occurs due to physical and chemical weathering. Chemical weathering usually happens
when the pyrite in shale and carbonaceous particles oxidises. Holubec (1976) studied the
chemical weathering of CW shown in Figure 2.4 (a) where chemical weathering may
extend several metres below the surface. Physical weathering is usually caused by
external forces during handling, disposal, and compaction, and when subjected to
monotonic or repetitive loading. Heitor et al., (2016) investigated the particle breakage of
CW after compaction and shearing, and Figure 2.4 (b) shows the change of PSD curves
of CW specimens compacted at OMC with 100% relative density after compaction and
shearing at three different confining pressures (e.g.𝜎′3 = 200, 400, 600 kPa). Note that
the higher the effective confining pressure, the broader the gradation, which indicates
higher particle breakage. Shearing exerted more influence on particle breakage than
compaction, while the predominant particle size after shearing shifted to the lower particle
sizes (0.02-2 mm), this also differed after compaction.

Figure 2.4 (a) Chemical weathering of CW after Holubec (1976); (b) Physical
weathering of CW (after Heitor et al., 2006)
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Volumetric instability of SFS
One of the key adverse characteristics that prevent the use of SFS alone in civil
engineering is its unstable volume (i.e., expansion). SFS expands due to the presence of
free lime (CaO) and free magnesium (MgO) which could turn into calcium hydroxide
(Ca(OH)2) and magnesium hydroxide (Mg(OH)2) with hydration. Volumetric expansion
could be as much as 10%, which would cause serious problems if SFS is used in confined
spaces, and furthermore, the reactions of free lime and free magnesium will cause SFS
particles to disintegrate and lose their strength. In fact volumetric expansion caused by
the reaction of free lime with water will cause the specific gravity to change from 3.34 to
2.23, which is a big issue when SFS is used alone (Motz & Geiseler, 2001; Montenegro
et al., 2012).
The volume expansion of SFS depends on the amount and temperature of free lime;
Wachsmuth et al. (1981) found that pores inside the sample were also an important factor.
The volume expansion of SFS in Figure 2.5(a), indicates that it increased as the amount
of free lime and the volume of the pores increased. This relationship between volume
expansion with the amount of free lime and the volume of pores was also demonstrated
by Wachsmuth et al. (1981) in Figure 2.5 (b).
To use SFS as granular base or subbase in civil engineering construction, researchers and
engineers have been endeavouring to develop treating and processing technology for steel
slag over the last couple of decades. Emery (1982) investigated the swelling potential 𝑆𝑓
of SFS with temperature control. The test results are shown in Figure 2.6 (a), where
ageing SFS (e.g. acidic treatment) reduced the percentage of volumetric expansion and a
high temperature will help the hydration reaction of free lime and magnesium. Figure 2.6
(b) shows the swelling potential of three different SFS (different in free lime content)
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with and without a surcharge (25 g/cm2) from Wang et al., (2010). The results showed
that the free lime content could influence the volumetric swelling of SFS quite
significantly, such that more free lime caused more swelling. This difference in the
swelling potential of surcharged and non-surcharged SFS samples could be from 7-13%.
Apart from ageing and surcharge, Motz & Geiseler (2001) found that SFS mixed with
bitumen could also reduce expansion.

Figure 2.5 (a) Volumetric expansion of SFS, and (b) the relationship of the amount of
free lime and the volume of pores (after Wachsmuth et al., 1981)
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Figure 2.6 Swelling potential of SFS from previous studies
Particle breakage and volumetric expansion of CW+SFS mixtures
Chiaro et al. (2015a) investigated the geotechnical characteristics of CW+SFS mixtures,
including particle breakage after compaction and shearing, and volume instability. The
particle breakage of CW+SFS mixtures was measured just after compaction at OMC and
shearing under an effective confining pressure 𝜎′3 of 30 and 120 kPa. The breakage index
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(BI) proposed by Indraratna et al. (2005) was used to evaluate particle breakage; the
definition of BI is shown in Figure 2.7 (a). Area A means the area between the initial PSD
and the initial PSD, while area B represents the potential particle breakage defined by the
area between the arbitrary boundary of maximum breakage and the final PSD. The
breakage index can then be defined as (Indraratna et al., 2005):
𝑨

𝑩𝑰 = 𝑨+𝑩

(2.1)

As expected, CW has a moderate post-compaction particle breakage (BI=10%), whereas
the particle breakage of SFS is negligible, possibly because CW has a more fragile nature
and angular shape than the more rounded and stiffer SFS grains. After shearing at 𝜎′3 =
30 kPa, particle breakage for CW (BI=26%) increased considerably, but it remained
insignificant for SFS (BI=0.2%) Figure 2.7b). Particle breakage for CW+SFS is supressed
by the increased percentage of SFS, while Heitor et al. (2014) found more particle
breakage during compaction for blends with CW>50%, and more particle breakage
during shearing for blends with CW<50%.
It seems that with a higher shear strength and lower particle breakage index, the more
SFS in the blends the better, but the adverse effect of volumetric expansion prevents this
from happening. Swelling is mainly due to the presence of free lime in the SFS. A one
dimensional expansion test is the usual way to evaluate the swelling property of soils.
The tests results after Chiaro et al. (2015a) are shown in Fig.2.8. It can be concluded that
CW+SFS blends with 50% < CW<70% can control the particle breakage and volumetric
expansion of CW and SFS, which is why CW+SFS blends were used as landfill in Port
Kembla harbour in 2012. However, since subballast has strict conditions for particle
breakage and volume stability, CW+ SFS blends may be modified by adding another
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waste material such as rubber crumbs, to try to reduce particle breakage and volume
expansion, whilst maintaining enough shear strength in the mixtures.

Figure 2.7 (a) The definition of breakage index after Indraratna et al. (2005); (b) BI of
CW+SFS mixtures (after Chiaro et al., 2015a)

Figure 2.8 Swelling characteristics of CW+SFS blends after Chiaro et al. (2015a)
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2.2.2.5 Hydraulic conductibility
Hydraulic conductibility is usually evaluated by the coefficient of permeability because
it is influenced by particle size distribution, the void ratio, the chemical composition, and
the amount of fines in the materials.
Table 2.6 presents the permeability coefficient of CW from previous studies. Note that
the hydraulic conductibility of the fine fraction of CW (10−9 − 10−8 m/s) is lower than
the coarse fraction (10−6 − 10−2 m/s). The permeability of SFS has not been reported
very much from previous studies, but Chiaro et al. (2015a) investigated the permeability
of CW+SFS blends compacted at their optimum moisture content with constant head and
falling head tests. They found the constant head and falling head tests of CW+SFS
blenders resulted in the same permeability shown in
Figure 2.9 where the permeability of SFS is higher than CW, and the permeability of the
CW+SFS blends increases with the increasing inclusion of SFS. The void ratio and the
permeability of the specimen is also shown in Fig.2.9, and it shows that the increase in
permeability with the SFS content is due to an increase in the void ratio.

Figure 2.9 The permeability coefficient of CW+SFS blends after Chiaro et al. (2015a)
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Table 2.6 The permeability coefficient of CW from previous studies
CW type
Gradation description
Permeability (m/s)
References
𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.1 𝑚𝑚,

1 × 10−9 − 1 × 10−8

Leventhal &
Ambrosis, 1985

3.0 × 10−9

Williams &
Morris, 1990

6.0 × 10−8

Indraratna et al.,
1994b

1 × 10−9 − 1 × 10−5

Holubec, 1976

1 × 10−6 − 1 × 10−4

Leventhal &
Ambrosis, 1985

𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 10 𝑚𝑚

4.5 × 10−2

Indraratna et al.,
1994a

𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 50 𝑚𝑚,

3.6 × 10−8 − 1.1
× 10−4

Saxena et al., 1984

1.0 × 10−3

Holubec, 1976

1 × 10−6 − 1 × 10−5

Thomson & Robin,
1972

𝐷50 = 0.01 𝑚𝑚
𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1 𝑚𝑚,
Fine fraction

𝐷50 = 0.01 𝑚𝑚
𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.2 𝑚𝑚,
𝐷50 = 0.0015 𝑚𝑚
Compacted fine CW
𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 100 𝑚𝑚,
𝐷50 = 10 𝑚𝑚

Coarse
fraction

𝐷50 = 14 𝑚𝑚
Fresh uncompacted

𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum particle size, and 𝐷50 means that the total fraction smaller than this
particle size amounts to 50% of the total weight.

2.2.3 The engineering application of SFS and CW
Reusing CW and SFS is an economically attractive and environmental friendly option;
one of the most efficient ways of recycling these waste materials is in civil engineering
projects. The application of coal tailings depends on the particle size, whereas the reuse
of steel refuse relies on the type of slag.
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The coarse fraction of coal tailings can be used in the construction of tailing dams, mine
access roads, and fill embankments (Indraratna, 1994a). Figure 2.10 shows a flow chart
of the recycling coal tailings (or coal gangue) concluded by Haibin & Zhenling (2010). It
can be seen that the coal tailings can also be used for power generation, land reclamation,
and the production of brick and cement.

Figure 2.10 Application of coal tailings (after Haibin & Zhenling, 2010)
As a by-product of steel making, SFS has a percentage of Fe so part of SFS can be iron
recovery and the rest is left to engineers and researcher to create avenues to use SFS in
civil engineering. Researchers found that SFS could have a broad use in civil construction,
such as manufacturing blended cement, in road base or subbase courses, and as an
aggregate in various asphalt mixes or pavement surfaces (Wang et al., 2010). Since the
technology for treating and processing SFS is now well developed, its use has increased;
for example, around 40% of the total steel slag produced in China over the past 20 years
is reportedly used in cement production (Shen & Forssberg, 2003), and Dippenaar (2005)
reports that around 60% of the total SFS produced in Australia and New Zealand in the
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year 2000 has been used as seeling aggregate, asphalt aggregate, base, subbase, subsoil
drain, and construction fill. Table 2.7 lists the applications of SFS from previous studies.
Moreover, it is also reported that CW+SFS blends have shear strength, bearing capacity,
and permeability properties similar to or superior to conventional sandy fills, and by
restricting it with criteria for swelling, particle breakage, permeability, and shear strength,
CW+SFS blends with a certain mixture ratio can be used as waterfront fill, structural fill
for port reclamation, and general fill (Chiaro et al., 2015a).
Table 2.7 The application of SFS concluded in previous studies
References
Applications
Returning it to blast furnace slag;
Road construction;
Emery, 1982
Use in asphalt mixes;
Use as fertilizer
Shi, 2004

As a cementing component in different cementing systems

Shen & Forssberg,
2003

Iron recovery;
Road construction, fertilizer, and cement production
Road construction;

Motz & Geiseler,
2001

Hydraulic structures (e.g. dams, dikes, stabilisation of river
banks)

2.3 Scrap tyre rubber
2.3.1 General information of scrap tyres
Due to the rapidly increasing number of vehicles worldwide every year, waste tyres has
become a critical environmental problem in many urban cities. It is estimated that 13.5
million tons of scrap tyres (United States 4.4 million tons; European Union 3.4 million
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tons; and the rest of the world 5.7 million tons) are generated every year (Genan Business
and Development A/S 2012), and in Australia alone, 500,000 tons of tyres are replaced
every year.
Stockpiles of waste tyres are an environmental hazard because they occupy large amounts
of land, cause environmental pollution, and their long time storage turns them into
breeding grounds for injurious insects which threaten human health; rubber has the
potential to develop exothermic reactions, which means the tyres could catch fire; it is not
good to keep tyres in landfills because their large volumes and 75% void space consumes
valuable space, and tyres can trap methane gas which causes them to become buoyant or
bubble on the surface; this can damage landfill liners and then contaminate ground water
and local surfaces. Thus there is an acute need to find environmentally friendly ways to
recycle waste tyres.
The increase in recycling scrap tyres in recent years is due to the efforts of governments
and business. The amount of scrap tyres recovered in the Unites States soared from 11%
(by weight) in 1990 to 89% in 2007 (Rubber Manufacturer Association 2009). In major
European countries the recycling rate was 90% in 2009, but in other regions the recovery
rate is not as noticeable (European Tyre and Rubber Manufacturers’ Association 2010).
Although the recycling rate of scrap tyres in the Unites States and Europe is remarkable,
there was still about 2.1 million tons in the Unites States in 2007, and 5.5 million tons in
Europe in 2010), let alone other regions. Most of the remaining waste tyres go into
landfills or are dumped illegally, which poses problems; it is estimated that if this trend
remains unchanged, about 5.4 million tons of tyres will go into landfills over the next 20
years (Australian Government 2010).
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One of the main methods of reusing waste tyres is TDF (tyre derived fuel), but
unfortunately the production method for TDF generates a lot of pollution, which is why
recycling scrap tyres as landfill and ground rubber for civil engineering projects is much
preferred.
It is reported that scrap tyre products have excellent engineering properties such as low
unit weight of solids, low bulk density, high hydraulic conductibility, and high energy
absorbing capacity (Senetakis et al., 2012; Zheng & Kevin, 2000; Edeskar, 2006; Edil &
Bosscher, 1994). Despite these benefits, only a limited amount of scrap tyres have been
used in civil engineering; for example, 4.7% were reused in the European Union in 2010
and 7.8% were reused in the US in 2011. Thus it remains a challenge for the engineering
community to reuse scrap tyres in civil engineering albeit scrap tyres have excellent
geotechnical properties.
Based on different usage in civil engineering, scrap tyres (without wire) are made into
different sizes and shapes. ASTM D6270-08 (ASTM 2008) defines waste tyre products
for civil engineering as follows:


Tyre shreds: pieces of scrap tyres with a basic geometrical shape and between 50
and 305 mm in size.



Chipped tyre (tyre chip): pieces of scrap tyres with a basic geometrical shape,
between 12 and 50 mm in size, and with most of the wire removed.



Rubber crumbs (granulated rubber): particulate rubber consisting of mainly nonspherical particles that span a broad range of maximum particle dimensions, from
below 425 𝜇𝑚 to 12 mm (also referred to as particulate rubber).
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Ground rubber: particulate rubber consisting of mainly non-spherical particles that
span a broad range of maximum particle dimensions, from below 425 𝜇𝑚 to 2
mm (also referred to as particulate rubber).



Rubber fines: small particles of ground rubber that are a by-product of shredded
rubber.

Rubber crumbs will be used in this research because the granulated particles make it
easier to mix them uniformly with two other granular materials (i.e. SFS and CW).
2.3.2 The index geotechnical properties of scrap tyre products
Chemical properties and environmental effect
Modern pneumatic tyres consist of synthetic rubber, natural rubber, fabric and wire, and
carbon black and other chemical compounds. Table 2.8 lists the components of scrap tyres
without wire. The chemical compounds in used tyres include Copper compounds, Zinc
compounds, and Lead compounds, etc. (Table 2.9). When using scrap tyre products in
civil engineering, the adverse effects on ground water induced by the chemical
compounds in the rubber tyres are of concern to many engineers, but Table 2.9 shows that
the contents of hazardous chemical compounds in rubber tyres are really low.
ASTM D6270-98 (2002) provides discussions on the acceptable limits for leaching heavy
metals and organics from shredded waste tyres in civil engineering applications.
Laboratory tests such as the Toxicity Characteristics Leaching Procedure test done by
Downs et al. (1996) and Zelibor (1991) show that tyre shreds are not hazardous to human
health. Humphrey et al. (1997), Edil & Bossscher (1992), and Downs et al. (1996) carried
out scaled field studies of shredded rubber above and below the water table and found
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the hazardous chemical compounds that leached into the water were below the typical
limits in drinking water standards, thus indicating that scrap tyres are nonhazardous waste.
Table 2.8 Components of tyre crumbs (Mashiri, 2014)
Chemical analysis
Percentage (%; by weight)
5
Ash at 550℃
Carbon black content
32
Rubber hydrocarbon (Polymers)
50
Extractables
13
Moisture content
0.5
Steel content
<0.1
Fibre content
<0.1

Table 2.9 Chemical compounds inside used tyres (Anne & Russ Evans, 2006)
Chemical name
Content (by weight)
Copper compounds
Approximately 0.02%
Zinc compounds
Approximately 1%
Cadmium
Maximum 0.001%
Lead & Lead compounds
Maximum 0.005%
Acidic solutions or acids in solid form
Approximately 0.3%
Organohalogen compounds other than
Content of halogens maximum 0.1%
substances in Annex

Specific gravity and bulk density
The specific gravity 𝐺𝑠 and bulk density of scrap tyre products from previous studies are
shown in Table 2.10. The specific gravity of a scrap tyre is generally around 1.0 to 1.18,
and the bulk density is around 0.4-0.7 g/cm3 regardless of the type of scrap tyre. Scrap
tyre products are much lighter than normal construction materials such as sand (𝐺𝑠 =
2.6 − 2.7 ) and limestone ( 𝐺𝑠 = 2.2 − 2.6 ), so scrap tyres can be used for slope
stabilisation, road subgrade, highway embankments, retaining walls, and backfill
materials in residential and commercial constructions.
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Table 2.10 The specific gravity and bulk density of scrap tyre products from previous
studies
Scrap type
Bulk density (g/cm3)
References
𝐺𝑠

Rubber crumbs

0.53-0.60

0.4

Pierce & Blackwell, 2003

1.17

0.44

Sheikh et al. (2013)

1.157

-

Speir & Witczak (1547)

1.11

-

Zheng & Kevin (2000)

1.10

-

Senetakis et al. (2012)

1.08-1.18

0.5-0.6

Ghazavi (2005)

1.15

0.6-0.69

Zornberg et al. (2004)

1.12

-

Mashiri (2014)

-

0.41

Bosscher et al. (1997)

Tyre chips

Particle size distribution (PSD)
The size and shape of scrap tyre products are based on the shredding equipment. Figure
2.11 shows the particle size distribution of rubber crumbs (RC) from previous studies; the
particle size distribution of scrap tyre products is generally very badly gradated (Figure
2.11) because they are produced by cutting the scrap tyre uniformly. If a certain gradation
of rubber crumbs is required, scrap tyre products of different sizes can be mixed to obtain
the target gradation.
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Figure 2.11 Particle size distribution of rubber crumbs from previous studies
2.3.2 Engineering properties of rubber crumbs-soil blends
Research into the scrap tyre products used in civil engineering commenced in the early
1990s. Although the low unit weight and high energy absorbing capacity make rubber
crumbs a good material for constructing an embankment, its high deformation, low shear
strength, and self-heating mechanism prevents it from being used alone, and therefore
most scrap tyre products are mixed with sand, asphalt, and other soil materials.
2.3.2.1 Hydraulic conductivity of rubber-soil mixtures
Scrap tyre products have very high hydraulic conductivity and as such the inclusion of
rubber crumbs (RC) can increase the permeability of the RC-soil mixtures (Figure 2.12a;
Racichandran et al., 2016; Cetin et al., 2006). The size of the pore space and
interconnectivity of the spaces are the essential parameters that influence the hydraulic
conductivity of rubber-soil mixtures, so the shape and the size of grain play a significant
role. Cetin et al. (2006) investigated the permeability of RC-clay mixtures using two
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different sizes of RC and found that fine-grained RC-clay mixtures have a higher
hydraulic conductivity than coarse grained RC-clay mixtures in the same test conditions
(Figure 2.12c). Apart from that, vertical stress can also affect permeability, such that the
higher the vertical stress, the lower the permeability and the permeability coefficient of
unconfined tyre chips can be more than 1 cm/s (Figure 2.12 b-c; Edil & Bosscher, 1994;
Cetin et al., 2006).

Figure 2.12 Permeability of rubber tyre-soil mixtures from previous studies
2.3.2.2 Compressibility of tyre rubber-soil mixtures
Compressibility is of great important to the stability and serviceability of tyre rubber-soil
mixtures for geotechnical structures. The compressibility of pure scrap tyres is much
higher than pure sand and other soil materials. Sheikh et al. (2013) performed one 35

dimensional compression tests on sand-tyre crumbs mixtures where the behaviour of the
mixtures was determined after four loading/unloading cycles. The compression parameter
was calculated from the gradient of the straight portions of the loading and unloading
phases (shown in Figure 2.13). The results show that the RC content has a significant
influence on the compression of the mixtures such that the higher the amount of RC, the
higher is the compression index; this agrees with the study by Youwai & Bergado (2003).

Figure 2.13 Compaction index of RC-sand mixtures modified after Sheikh et al. (2013)
In terms of the common compaction procedures for tyre rubber-soil mixtures, vibratory
compaction is not recommended due to segregation, as observed by Edil & Bosscher
(1994), and thus common compaction methods such as standard proctor compaction are
preferred for tyre rubber and soil mixtures. Finally, the unit weight of tyre rubber-soil
mixtures after compaction significantly depends on the soil content in the mixture,
whereas the compaction effort and the moulding moisture content has almost no influence
(Venkatappa & Dutta, 2006).
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2.3.2.3 Monotonic shear behaviour
Pure scrap tyre products exhibit friction behaviour with a cohesion intercept, and tyre
shreds/ chips have a very high friction angle. Edil & Bosscher (1994) reported that the
friction angle of tyre chips is around 37-43° in a loose condition, and as high as 85° when
compacted. Humphrey et al. (1993) investigated the shear strength of pure tyre chips
using a direct shear apparatus and obtained a friction angle of 19-25° with cohesion
incepts of about 4.3-11.5 kPa. Foose et al. (1996) reported that tyre chips had a friction
angle of 30° and cohesion incept of 3 kPa. Ghazavi (2004) tested rubber crumbs using a
small direct shear apparatus and found the friction angle of RC alone was around 31°. He
also found that cohesion intercepts appeared with the inclusion of sand at low normal
stresses because the sand had penetrated into the rubber grains when elastic deformation
occurred, and bridging resistance appeared in the form of cohesion when shear stresses
were applied.
The study of tyre rubber-soil mixtures commenced in the early 90’s. Most of these studies
considered four parameters, (1) the percentage of tyre products in the mixtures by mass
or by volume; (2) the confining pressure in triaxial tests; (3) the aspect ratio (length over
width) of tyre shreds or chips, and (4) the mixture unit weight (Edil & Bosscher, 1994;
Humphrey et al., 1993; Venkatappa & Dutta, 2006; Youwai & Bergado, 2003). It was
concluded that the shear behaviour of tyre-soil mixtures depend mainly on the confining
pressure and the gravimetric ratio of rubber in the mixtures. The aspect ratio (length over
width) and the size of the chip had negligible effects on the shear strength of the mixtures
(Sheikh et al., 2013). The ratio of rubber and other materials in the test specimen can be
measured by mass and by volume; previous studies suggested using mass (e.g. Edil &
Bosscher, 1994; Zheng & Kiven, 2000), because the volume of solids relies on the
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specific gravity which will vary somewhat among rubber particles, and with the
temperature, water content, and ageing.
As with other granular materials, the shear strength of tyre rubber-soil mixtures increases
as the confining pressure and the relative density increase, whereas the influence of the
rubber content on the shear strength diverged considerably from previous studies.
Table 2.11 shows how the tyre rubber content influenced the shear strength of rubber-soil
mixtures. Two results emerged from these test results; some showed that tyre rubber can
increase the shear strength of these mixtures, and the optimal amount of tyre rubber is
around 10-40% depending on the types of soil and test conditions; whereas the other part
shows that increasing the amount of tyre rubber will reduce the shear strength or cannot
increase the shear strength of these mixtures. It is worthy to note that the scrap tyre in the
‘positive effect’ part is mainly tyre chips or shreds, while rubber crumbs are the main type
in the ‘negative effect’, indicating that tyre chips/shreds can induce higher shear
resistance with soil than rubber crumbs.
The shear strain of the RC-sand mixtures was found compressed initially and then dilated
upon shearing (Ghazavi, 2004; Lee et al., 1999). Sheikh et al. (2013) also investigated the
shearing behaviour of RC-sand mixtures using a monotonic triaxial apparatus and found
the axial and volumetric strain corresponding to the peak deviator stress increased as RC
content increased. Also, the stiffness decreased as RC was added into the mixtures and
the stress-strain curves changed from brittle to ductile, indicating that rubber-to-rubber
interaction increased in the skeleton of the mixtures; this was also supported by Kim &
Sanramarina (2008).
Ahmed (1993) and Zornberg et al. (2004) found that the shear behaviour of rubber-soil
mixtures varied from sand-like to rubber-like as the proportion of tyre rubber increased.
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This behaviour was further investigated by Kim & Sanramarina (2008) and Lee et al.
(2007) who found the difference in behaviour depended on the rigid or soft granular
skeleton formed by the tyre rubber and the sand. Mashiri et al. (2015a) identified the
behavioural zones (sand-like, sand-rubber, and rubber-like) of tyre rubber -sand mixtures
based on the matrix void ratio (Figure 2.14). The matrix void ratio was found to be related
to the skeleton of the rubber-sand mixtures. Zone 1 (tyre rubber <18%) corresponds to
the sand-like behaviour because the sand forms the skeleton. Zone 3 (tyre rubber >35%)
refers to the rubber-like behaviour where the tyre rubber forms the skeleton, and in Zone
2 (18≤ tyre rubber ≤ 35%) where sand and rubber form a binary skeleton.

Figure 2.14 Behavioural zones of tyre rubber-sand mixtures after Mashiri et al. (2015a)
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Table 2.11 The influence of rubber tyre content on the shear strength of rubber-soil
mixtures
Optimal rubber tyre content to increase
Investigator
Mixtures
shear strength
Edil &
Bosscher
(1994)
Tatlisoz et al.
(1998)
Rao & Dutta
(2006)
Zornberg et al.
(2004)
Positive
effect

Sand-scrap tyre
mixtures

10% by volume (around 5% by mass)

Sandy silt-tyre
shred/chip mixtures

30% by volume (around 20% by mass)

Sand-tyre chips

20% by mass

Tyre shred-sand
mixtures

35% by mass

Ahmed (1993)

Sand-tyre mixtures

39% by mass

Venkatappa &
Dutta (2006)

Sand-tyre mixtures

Shear strength increases marginally with
the addition of tyre chips (0-20%).

Rubber crumb-clay

10% by mass

Sand-tyre chips

10% by mass

Singh & Vinot
(2011)

Tyre chips with
cohesive/cohesionless
soil

13% for cohesive soil, and 30% for
cohesionless soil

Gotteland et
al. (2005)

Tyre chips-sand

34% by mass

Masad et al.
(1996)

Granulated rubbersoil mixtures

No improvement of shear strength at any
level of confining pressure

Youwai &
Bergado
(2003)

Sand-tyre mixtures

Shear strength decrease with the increase
of tyre content

Sheikh et al.
(2013)

Sand-tyre crumb
mixtures

Shear strength decrease with the increase
of tyre content

Sand-granular rubber

The addition of rubber cannot enhance
significantly the shear strength of rubbersand mixtures

Tyre chips-sand

Shear strength of the mixtures is
intermediate between those of sand and
pure tyre chips

Racichandran
et al. (2016)
Anvari &
Shoochpasha
(2014)

Negative
effect

Ghazavi
(2005)
Lee et al.
(1999)

The findings of the tyre rubber-soil mixtures show that the rubber content affects the shear
strength according to the type of rubber and the test conditions. The addition of rubber
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crumbs did not improve the shear strength of these mixtures, and indeed the dilatancy and
stiffness decreased as the amount of rubber increased. Moreover, the behavioural zones
of the tyre rubber-soil mixtures can be defined based on the matrix void ratio and the
rubber content which related to the skeleton (Ahmed, 1993; Zornberg et al., 2004; Mashiri
et al., 2015a; Kim & Sanramarina, 2008; Lee et al., 2007; Sheikh et al., 2013).
2.3.3.4 Cyclic loading behaviour
The high damping property of rubber makes tyre rubber-soil mixtures a promising
material for reducing vibration. Tsang et al. (2012) conducted numerical investigations to
validate the use of a tyre rubber-soil mixture as an alternative seismic isolation and found
it could reduce horizontal shaking by 40-60%, and significantly reduce vertical shaking.
The tyre rubber-soil mixture can be considered as part of the vibration damping system
for machine foundations or railway track beds (Zheng and Sutter, 2000). Thus
investigations into the dynamic properties of tyre rubber-soil mixtures are crucial for
these applications.
Researchers such as Zheng & Sutter (2000), Senetakis et al. (2012), Mashiri (2014),
Hazarika et al. (2007), Uchimura et al. (2007), Anastasiadia et al. (2012), Lee et al. (2007),
Pamukcu & Akbulut (2006) investigated the dynamic properties of tyre rubber-sand
mixtures; the type of tyre rubber, test types, and the shear strain range of these studies are
shown in Table 2.12. The main findings of the dynamic properties from previous studies
indicate the following:


The shear modulus of rubber-sand mixtures increases with confining pressure but
decreases with the inclusion of rubber tyres;



The damping ratio of the mixtures increases sharply after adding rubber, but the
increasing ratio decrease ratio decreases as the rubber content increases;
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The rubber content influences the non-linear response of granular soil, and the
reference strain increases with the increasing amount of rubber materials;



The addition of rubber products can reduce the generation of excess pore water
pressure by reducing the potential of liquefaction occurring to the sand-tyre
mixtures when subjected to ground vibration.

Table 2.12 Previous studies on the dynamic properties of tyre rubber-sand mixtures
References
Materials
Tests type
Strain range (%)
Zheng & Kevin,
Torsional resonant
RC -sand mixtures
0.0001-0.1
2000
column tests
Senetakis et al.,
Resonant column
RC-sand mixtures
0.0001-0.1
2012
tests
Undrained Strain0.15-0.5
Mashiri, 2014
RC -sand mixtures
controlled cyclic
(Maximum 1000
triaxial tests
cycles)
Hazarika et al.,
Tire chips-sand
Shaking table tests
2007
mixtures
Uchimura et al.,
Tire chips-sand
Shaking table tests
2007
mixtures
Anastasiadia et al.,
Resonant column
RC-sand mixtures
0.0001-0.1
2012
tests
Resonant column
Li et al., 2016
RC-sand mixtures
< 0.2
tests
Lee et al., 2007
RC-sand mixtures Bender element tests
< 0.0001
Pamukcu &
RC-sand mixtures
0.0001-0.01
Akbulut, 2006

It is shown that the inclusion of tyre rubber can significantly influence the geotechnical
behaviour of these mixtures, but the studies above only focus on small strain behaviour
(≤0.01% shear strain) by resonant column tests or shaking table tests, which provide very
little insight into the role that rubber plays on these mixtures under cyclic loading at a
large strain level (shear strain > 0.1%). Li et al. (2016) investigated the dynamic behaviour
of rubber-sand mixtures under cyclic loading where the shear modulus and damping ratio
were compared at small strain level to large strain level (up to 1%), however, the level of
deformation achieved under a large number of loading cycles, relevant to transport
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infrastructure was not considered. Thus an investigation into the geotechnical properties
(total deformation, resilient deformation, shear modulus, and damping ratio) of tyre
rubber-soil mixtures at large cyclic loading cycles is of great importance.

2.4 Constitutive modelling
In this section, constitutive models of steel furnace slag, coal wash, and rubber crumbs
from previous studies will be concluded, including monotonic and cyclic modelling.
While there is no evidence of any studies on mixtures of these three materials, thus this
part has been concluded from studies of SFS+CW mixtures and tyre rubber-sand mixtures.

2.4.1 Monotonic modelling
Parameters for critical state are of great importance when modelling the behaviour of soils.
The critical state is a reference condition when soil yields at a constant volume and yield
continue to occur without changing p, q and volume. It is reported that, for saturated clay
and fine soil, the critical state line (CSL) is linear, while for granular materials the CSL
may be non-linear reported by previous studies. For instance, Been (1991) proposes a
bilinear critical state line of sand capturing particle rearrangement and breakage, while
Bedin (2012) examined gold tailings and came up with a non-linear CSL with curvature
which is supposed due to particle breakage.
The slop of CSL can be reflected by the critical state stress ratio 𝑀𝑐𝑠 . Chavez and Alonso
(2003) stated that 𝑀𝑐𝑠 was not a constant for crashing materials (e.g. rockfill), and it
depended on confining stress and suction. Plastic work was also introduced to capture the
changes of 𝑀𝑐𝑠 due to suction and confining stress.
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Specifically, the CSL sets the boundary between dilatancy – strain softening and
contraction – strain hardening of the mixture for a given value of p’. This type of
behaviour can be explained by the state parameter 𝜓, which is defined as the vertical
distance between the current state and the CSL in the 𝑣 ∼ ln p’ plane by Been et al. (1985).
𝜓 = 𝑣 − 𝑣𝑐𝑠

(2.2)

If the current state is above the CSL, 𝜓 is positive and the soil behaviour is expected to
be contractive, then strain hardening will occur. Alternatively, if the current state is under
the CSL, 𝜓 is negative and the soil behaviour is expected to be dilative, then strain
softening will occur.
Only one constitutive model for SFS+CW mixtures was found in the literature review.
Chiaro et al. (2015b) developed a critical state surface generalised plasticity model for
SFS+CW mixtures, where a critical state surface (CSS) was established in the 𝑝′ − 𝑞 − 𝑒
space related to the SFS content:
∗ (𝑓
𝑒𝑐𝑠𝑠
𝑆𝐹𝑆 ) = 𝑒Γ (𝑓𝑆𝐹𝑆 ) − 𝜆(𝑓𝑆𝐹𝑆 ) ln 𝑝′

(2.3)

∗ (𝑓
∗
𝑞𝑐𝑠𝑠
𝑆𝐹𝑆 ) = 𝑀𝑐𝑠𝑠 (𝑓𝑆𝐹𝑆 )𝑝′

(2.4)

∗ (𝑓
where 𝑒Γ (𝑓𝑆𝐹𝑆 ) = 0.695 + 0.229𝑓𝑆𝐹𝑆 , 𝜆(𝑓𝑆𝐹𝑆 ) = 0.061 (constant), and 𝑀𝑐𝑠𝑠
𝑆𝐹𝑆 ) =
∗ (𝑓
1.44 + 0.12𝑓𝑆𝐹𝑆 . In these equations, 𝑓𝑆𝐹𝑆 is the SFS content, 𝑒𝑐𝑠𝑠
𝑆𝐹𝑆 ), 𝑒Γ (𝑓𝑆𝐹𝑆 ), and

𝜆(𝑓𝑆𝐹𝑆 ) are the critical state ratio, critical state ratio at a reference pressure 𝑝′ = 1 𝑘𝑃𝑎,
and the slope of the CSS in the 𝑝′ − 𝑒 space, respectively. The state parameter 𝜓 was also
used in this model to identify the position of the current density state from the CSS in the
𝑝′ − 𝑒 space.
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A few constitutive models were found for tyre rubber-sand mixtures in the literature, but
the scrap tyre was only tyre chips/shreds. The first monotonic constitutive model for tyre
shreds-sand mixtures was developed by Lee et al. (1999); this model could capture the
stress-strain behaviour before the peak deviator state, but it could not capture the postpeak state. Youwai & Bergado (2003) proposed a hypoplasticity model which adopted
the critical state concept to predict the monotonic behaviour of tyre shreds-sand but the
critical state of the mixtures with a certain amount of tyre shreds could not be achieved
within an axial strain 𝜀1 = 25%, and thus the condition at of the end of the test (𝜀1 =
25%) was postulated to be the critical state. Mashiri et al. (2015b) developed a semiempirical constitutive model for tyre chips-sand mixtures using the critical state
framework, but they also recognised the difficulty of determining the critical state of the
mixtures (Mashiri et al., 2015b). Hence, the constant stress ratio (first introduced by
Mashiri et al., 2015a) was used to replace the critical stress ratio, and the constant stress
state occurred soon after softening, once the dilatancy and increment of stress ratio had
decreased.
No studies have been carried out on a constitutive model of RC-soil mixtures, and since
the monotonic behaviour of RC-soil mixtures and tyre chips/shreds-sand mixtures are
different from literature, thus the difficult to achieve the critical state may not happen to
RC-soil mixtures, but this point still needs to be identified by the test data.

2.4.2 Cyclic modelling
There is no cyclic constitutive model for SFS+CW mixtures or rubber tyre-sand mixtures.
However, a hyperbolic empirical equation (Eq. 2.5) indicated by Hardin & Drnevich
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(1972) was used in the literature to predict the shear modulus of tyre rubber-soil mixtures
under cyclic loading (Zheng & Kevin, 2000; Senetakis et al., 2012; Nakhaei et al., 2012).
𝐺
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥

=

1

𝛾
𝛾
1 + 𝛾 (1 + 𝑎 ∙ exp(−𝑏 ∙ 𝛾 ))
𝑟

(2.5)

𝑟

where a and b are the soil constants, G is the shear modulus, and 𝛾𝑟 is the reference shear
strain. The shear modulus in this equation is normalised by the maximum shear modulus
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 and the shear strain is normalised by the reference shear strain 𝛾𝑟 .
The normalised shear modulus degradation curves for RC-sand mixtures tested by Zheng
& Kevin (2000) and Masad et al. (1996) are shown in Figure 2.15; here the equation (with
different parameter values) proposed by Hardin & Drnevich (1972) is not only fit for dry
sand, saturated cohesive soil, wheat, it is also fit for rubber-sand mixtures.
For general soil, the bounding surface plasticity is one of the most representative theories
to explicate the behaviour of cyclic loading for cohesionless materials. It is modified and
simplified from the multiple yield surface model. Dafalis and Popov (1975) firstly
simplified the plastic modulus field theory as that the plastic modulus on the yield surface
is a function of the distance between the loading stress point and the “image point”, and
Mroz et al. (1979) simplified the multiple yield surface model to a two-surface model (a
boundary surface and a loading surface). Then Dafalis and Herrmann (1982) took a
further step to simplify the moving loading surface to a stress point, but all these
simplified boundary surface models have the same plastic modulus field theory proposed
by Dafalis and Popov (1975).
For the bounding surface model, it is assumed that the stress-strain relationship curve will
evolve finally to be a bounding surface, which cannot be exceeded by loading stress.
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Therefore plasticity only happen within the bounding surface, and the plastic modulus
changes flexibly with the cyclic loading stress and it can be explained by a decreasing
function of the distance between the loading stress point and the “image point” on the
bounding surface.

Figure 2.15 Normalised shear modulus degradation curves versus normalised strain for
49% rubber specimens (Zheng & Kevin, 2000)
The bounding surface model has been widely used to predict the the cyclic loading
behaviour of different materials since it was firstly proposed by Dafalis and Popov (1975).
It was adopted for modelling clay by Dafalias and Herrmann (1982), for sand by Bardet
(1987), Aboim and Roth (1982), and Khalili et al. (2005), and for Speswhite kaolin by
Russell and Khalili (2006), and Khalili et al. (2008). All of the above models showed a
good agreement between the model predictions and experimental results. In this study,
the bounding surface model will be adopted to predict the cyclic loading behavior of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures as it is much easier, efficient, and accurate than other theories.
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2.5 Chapter summary
It is environmentally friendly and economically attractive to reuse waste materials such
as coal wash and steel furnace slag in civil engineering. Although, their individual
detrimental characteristics such as the swelling potential of SFS and particle breakage of
CW prevent them from being used on their own, mixtures of SFS and CW prepared at
optimal blending ratios have been reported to have overcome their inherent weaknesses,
and SFS+CW mixtures have been used successfully in practical engineering applications
such as port reclamation.
Stockpiles of waste tyres can lead to serious environmental problems, especially in
developing countries so the pressing need from an environmental perspective is to
encourage their reuse in innovative ways. The type of the scrap tyre used in this study is
rubber crumbs (RC), because the appearance of granulated particles will prevent
segregation when mixed with SFS and CW. The inclusion of RC in RC-soil mixtures
from literature has been found that it can reduce the unit weight, increase the hydraulic
conductibility, compressibility, and damping properties, albeit reducing their shear
strength and increasing the deformation. Rubber crumbs mixed with sand is reported as
being good at isolating vibration so it has been adopted widely in seismic geotechnical
projects.
The addition of RC into SFS+CW blends will further reduce the swelling and particle
breakage of SFS and CW, and the high damping property of rubber will also extend the
application of SFS+CW mixtures into dynamic loading conditions to reduce vibration,
prevent track degradation, and absorb energy.
The cyclic loading behaviour of SFS+CW mixtures has not been studied, although several
researches have examined the dynamic behaviour of rubber-soil mixtures by focusing
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mainly on small strain behaviour (≤0.01% shear strain) by resonant column tests or
shaking table tests, which provide very little insight into the role that rubber plays in these
mixtures under cyclic loading (shear strain > 0.1%). Thus large-strain level cyclic loading
tests must be carried out to examine the total deformation, resilient deformation, shear
modulus, and damping ratio of SFS+CW+RC mixtures.
Furthermore, the monotonic shear behaviour and cyclic loading behaviour of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures needs a thorough mathematical investigation, and few researches
have studied the constitutive modelling of waste mixtures, developing a constitutive
model to predict the monotonic and cyclic loading behaviour of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
will be a challenge.
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CHAPTER THREE

3. Experimental Program

3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents basic information on the waste materials used in this study, i.e. steel
furnace slag (SFS), coal wash (CW), and rubber crumbs (RC), the test apparatus,
specimen preparation, test conditions, and the procedure for carrying out swell tests (swell
potential and swell pressure) and triaxial tests (monotonic and cyclic). Since no previous
studies have examined the properties of SFS+CW+RC mixtures, to understand their
behaviour and explore the possibility of using them as subballast, preliminary tests were
carried out to determine their specific gravity 𝐺𝑠 , maximum dry density 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 , optimum
moisture content OMC, coefficient of permeability, the soaked California Bearing Ratio
(CBR), and the swell potential and swell pressure. Subsequently, the stress-strain
behaviour under monotonic and cyclic loading conditions was then examined by triaxial
tests. The overall laboratory testing program is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 The overall laboratory testing program used in this study
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3.2 Test materials
The source materials of SFS and CW are from ASMS (Australia Steel Milling Services)
and Illawarra Coal Mining, respectively. The general appearance of SFS and CW is
shown in Figure 3.2 and their general chemical compositions are listed in Table 3.1. Note
that SFS contains many oxides, which are the main reason for its volumetric instability.
The rubber crumbs used here are from waste tyres provided by Tyre Crumbs Australia,
and they come in three different sizes (0-2.3mm, 0.3-3mm, and 1-7 mm) (Figure 3.3).
Table 3.1 The chemical composition of SFS and CW in this study
SFS
CW
Components

Proportion (%)

Components

Proportion (%)

SiO2

12.5

Ash

65.6

Al2O3

2.8

Carbon

24.3

CaO

38.3

Volatiles

14.4

MgO

9.9

Hydrogen

1.90

Fe2O3

30

Nitrogen

0.55

MnO

3.7

Sulphur

0.23

TiO2

1.2

Phospor

0.02

Others

1.6

*Provided by the ASMS and the BHP Illawarra Coal.
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Figure 3.2 Typical appearance of steel furnace slag (SFS) and coal wash (CW)

Figure 3.3 The rubber crumbs (RC) used in this study
The particle size distribution (PSD) curves of SFS, CW, and RC are shown in Figure 3.4.
The dry method was used to sieve oven-dried SFS and air-dried rubber crumbs, whereas
the wet method was used for CW because some fine particles adhered to the larger
particles. SFS and CW are classified as well-graded gravel with silty-sand (GW-GM),
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and well-graded sand with gravel (SW) (unified soil classification system, USCS),
respectively, whereas RC is referred to as granulated rubber (ASTM D6270, 2008).

Figure 3.4 PSD of SFS, CW, RC, traditional subballast, and the target PSD for the
waste mixtures
To exclude the influence of the particle size distribution observed by previous studies
(Cerato & Lutenegger, 2006, Carrera et al., 2011), all the waste mixtures were mixed with
the same PSD, which was determined by comparing it with traditional subballast from
Victoria, Queensland, and Wollongong (Australia), as shown in Figure 3.4. This ensures
that the waste mixtures meet the requirement of PSD for subballast. Since there are three
materials in the mixture, the blending ratio of SFS:CW was determined first, i.e. 5:5, 6:4,
7:3, 8:2, and 9:1 (by weight), and then 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, or 40% RC (by weight) was
added to the SFS+CW mixtures. The inclusion of rubber crumbs is limited to 40% by
weight (about 60% by volume), because a rubber content of more than 60% by volume
means that the mixtures generally exhibit a rubber-like behaviour as rubber-to-rubber
interfaces develop, and the overall dynamic behaviour is mainly controlled by the rubber
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(Senetakis et al., 2012; Kim & Santamarina, 2008). In these cases the mixtures undergo
high compressibility and exhibit a low shear strength, which is not recommended for
transport applications.
To achieve the target PSD for the mixtures, all the waste materials were sieved and
separated according to different particle sizes, and then the exact mass of SFS, CW, and
RC according to a given size range and percentage in the mixtures was weighted and
blended thoroughly. The appearance of the SFS+CW+RC mixture with SFS:CW=7:3,
and 10% RC is shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5 The appearance of the SFS+CW+RC mixture

3.3 Swell tests
As explained previously, volumetric instability may occur in the waste mixtures because
SFS contains a lot of oxides which will expand with the addition of moisture. To
investigate the swelling properties of SFS+CW+RC mixtures, a series of swell potential
tests and swell pressure tests were carried out.
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3.3.1 Swell potential tests
The one-dimensional free swelling test was used to examine the swell potential of the
waste mixtures; the test equipment is shown in Figure 3.6. To accelerate swelling, all the
specimens were submerged into a bath of hot water at 40℃; this temperature could not
be raised because the RC would melt. All the tests lasted around 20 days to ensure that
no more significant swelling would occur. The one dimensional swell potential 𝑆𝑓 can be
defined as the ratio of the change in height to the initial height of the specimen, expressed
as a percentage:

𝑆𝑓 =

𝐻𝑓 − 𝐻0
𝐻0

(3.1)

where 𝐻0 and 𝐻𝑓 refer to the height of the specimen before and after swelling,
respectively.

Figure 3.6 One dimensional free potential test equipment

3.3.2 Swell pressure tests
The swell pressure of SFS+CW+RC mixtures can be evaluated by constant volume tests
in a hot water chamber at 40℃, just like the free swelling tests. During these tests, the
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specimen was constrained from swelling vertically, and the maximum pressure measured
by the load cell was monitored through the LabView testing system (Figure 3.7). The
swell pressure can be inferred after a period of typically 20 days, upon which variations
in the vertical pressure were considered to be negligible.

Figure 3.7 Swell pressure test equipment

3.3.3 Preparing the specimens for swell tests
The specimens for the free swelling tests and the swell pressure tests are the same, 158
mm in dimeter by 112 mm high, in accordance with ASTM D4792. All the SFS+CW+RC
mixtures with different blending ratios of SFS:CW and RC contents according to Table
3.2, were mixed with the optimum moisture content (OMC), and compacted to 95% of
their maximum dry density 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 in the PVC mould. PVC moulds were used instead of
steel moulds because the steel can corrode in hot water (reported by Tasalloti, 2015).
Figure 3.8 shows the steps in which the specimens were prepared for the swell tests. The
waste mixture with the target PSD (Figure 3.8a) was mixed thoroughly after adding the
required amount of water (Figure 3.8b). To reduce friction between the specimen and the
PVC mould, petroleum jelly was used to lubricate the internal surface of the mould. A
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space disk (60 cm thick) was then placed on the bottom of the mould (Figure 3.8c). The
waste mixture was separated into five parts with the same mass, and each part was
compacted into the mould using the same hammer as the standard proctor compaction
test. Once compaction was complete (Figure 3.8d), a perforated base plate was placed on
the specimen and the spacer disk was then removed. The specimen was well prepared as
a filter paper was placed on top of the specimen (Figure 3.8e).
Table 3.2 Specimens for the swell tests
Mixtures
SFS:CW
SFS50+CW50

RC %
0

5:5
SFS45+CW45+RC10

10

SFS70+CW30

0

SFS66.5+CW28.5+RC5

5

SFS63+CW27+RC10

10
7:3

SFS56+CW24+RC20

20

SFS49+CW21+RC30

30

SFS42+CW18+RC40

40

SFS80+CW20

0
8:2

SFS72+CW18+RC10

10

SFS90+CW10

0
9:1

SFS81+CW9+RC10

10

*The mixtures of SFS, CW, and RC are described as SFS+CW+RC, and the number after
SFS, CW, and RC means the blending percentage (by weight) of each waste material in
the mixture.
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Figure 3.8 Specimen preparation for swell tests

3.4 Triaxial tests
The stress-strain behaviour of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with different blending ratios of
SFS:CW and different amounts of RC under monotonic and cyclic loading conditions
was examined via monotonic and cyclic triaxial tests. The test apparatus, test conditions,
specimen preparation, test procedures, and the theory and formulae used to analyse the
triaxial tests are described in detail as follows.

3.4.1 Monotonic triaxial tests
A fully automated GDS Triaxial Testing System (GDSTTS) designed specifically for
testing the stress path was used for the monotonic triaxial tests. This testing system is
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shown in Figure 3.9; it includes a channel serial pad, GDSLAB software, pressure/volume
controllers, and a load frame and triaxial cell.

Figure 3.9 Static GDS Triaxial Testing System (GDSTTS)
The channel serial pad is a standard 16 bit GDS 8 channel data acquisition device that can
be used within any GDS testing system; it can control and record data from different
resources, and in the monotonic triaxial tests it is used to record data from the pore water
pressure transducer, axial displacement, and load cell. The GDSLAB software is a highly
developed and extremely flexible control and acquisition software platform used to set
different test stages and test conditions, and to acquire and plot data transferred from the
channel serial pad.
The GDS pressure/volume controllers are used to control the cell pressure, the back
pressure, axial stress and axial displacement, and to measure any volume change in the
specimen. To ensure that the volume change was measured accurately, only deaired water
was used to fill the 200cc capacity controller chamber. The controller is rated to a
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maximum of 3 MPa, and the volume and pressure measurements are accurate to 1 mm3
and 1kPa, respectively.
The loading frame and triaxial cell in GDSTTS is a classic Bishop & Wesley type stress
path triaxial cell that can control the stress directly onto the test specimen. The cell is 528
mm high, the outer cell diameter is 190 mm, and the ram is 25 mm in diameter. The
maximum pressure rating is 2 MPa, and the sample can be up to 50 mm in diameter. The
monotonic triaxial testing program is presented in Table 3.3.

Materials

Table 3.3 Monotonic triaxial test program
RC (%)
SFS:CW

SFS50+CW50

0

SFS45+CW45+RC10

10

SFS40+CW40+RC20

20

5:5

SFS35+CW35+RC30

30

SFS30+CW30+RC40

40

SFS54+CW36+RC10

10

6:4

SFS70+CW30

0

SFS63+CW27+RC10

10

SFS56+CW24+RC20

7:3

20

SFS49+CW21+RC30

30

SFS42+CW18+RC40

40

SFS72+CW18+RC10

10

8:2

SFS90+CW10

0

SFS81+CW9+RC10

10

SFS72+CW8+RC20

20

9:1

SFS63+CW7+RC30

30

SFS54+CW6+RC40

40

60

𝜎′3 (kPa)

10, 40, 70

40

10, 40, 70

40

40

Consolidated drained triaxial tests were carried out on SFS+CW+RC mixtures with
blending ratios of SFS:CW (i.e. 5:5, 6:4, 7:3, 8:2, and 9:1) and different amounts of RC
(i.e. 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%). The effective confining pressure 𝜎′3 (i.e. 10-70 kPa)
was used in this study to simulate the field conditions of railway subballast depending on
typical axle loads (heavy haul) and heights of track embankments in the state of NSW
(Indraratna et al., 2007; Indraratna et al., 2011). Since one of the main functions of track
subballast is to drain the water coming from the ballast and subgrade, drained conditions
were applied to the triaxial tests.
During these tests, data were recorded every 10 seconds, that is, the number of stages,
time since the test started (s), time since the start of the stages (s), the radial pressure 𝜎3
(kPa), the pore water pressure 𝑢 (kPa), the back pressure 𝑃𝑏 (kPa), the back volume 𝑉𝑏
(mm3 ), axial displacement 𝛿 (mm), and the load cell L (kN). The variables for this test
analysis were calculated from the above test data. All the basic variables during shearing
and the related equations are shown in Table 3.4 where 𝐻𝑐 and 𝑉𝑐 are the heights of the
specimen after consolidation, respectively, and 𝑉𝑏(0) refers to the initial reading of the
back volume at the beginning of static shearing.
Table 3.4 Basic variables and related equations during static shearing
Variables
Equation
Equation No.
Axial strain (%)

𝜀1(𝑖) = 𝛿𝑖 /𝐻𝑐

(3.2)

Specimen volume (mm3)

𝑉𝑖 = 𝑉𝑐 + ∆𝑉𝑖

(3.3)

Volume change (mm3)

∆𝑉𝑖 = 𝑉𝑏(𝑖) − 𝑉𝑏(0)

(3.4)

Specimen intersection area (mm2)

𝐴𝑖 = 𝑉𝑖 /(𝐻𝑐 − 𝛿𝑖 )

(3.5)

Volume strain (%)

𝜀𝑣(𝑖) = ∆𝑉𝑖 /𝑉𝑐

(3.6)
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Volume strain increment (%)

∆𝜀𝑣(𝑖) = 𝜀𝑣(𝑖+1) − 𝜀𝑣(𝑖)

(3.7)

Deviator strain (%)

𝜀𝑞(𝑖) = 𝜀1(𝑖) − 𝜀𝑣(𝑖) /3

(3.8)

Shear strain (%)

𝛾(𝑖) = 3𝜀𝑞(𝑖) /2

(3.9)

Deviator strain increment (%)

∆𝜀𝑞(𝑖) = 𝜀𝑞(𝑖+1) − 𝜀𝑞(𝑖)

(3.10)

Deviator stress (kPa)

𝑞(𝑖) = 𝐿𝑖 /𝐴𝑖

(3.11)

Effective confining pressure (kPa)

𝜎′3(𝑖) = 𝜎3(𝑖) − 𝑢𝑖

(3.12)

Effective principle stress (kPa)

𝜎′1(𝑖) = 𝑞(𝑖) + 𝜎′3(𝑖)

(3.13)

Effective mean stress (kPa)

𝑝′(𝑖) = (𝜎 ′1(𝑖) + 2𝜎′3(𝑖) )/3

(3.14)

Stress ratio

𝜂𝑖 = 𝑞(𝑖) /𝑝′(𝑖)

(3.15)

Peak friction angle (°)

𝜙𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 = 𝐴𝑆𝐼𝑁(

𝑞𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
)
𝑞𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 + 2𝜎′3

(3.16)

*(i) refers to increments of 10 s.

3.4.2 Cyclic triaxial tests
The test apparatus for cyclic loading tests is a GDS Enterprise Level Dynamic Triaxial
Testing System (ELDYN) based on an axially-still load frame with a beam mounted
electro-mechanical actuator (Figure 3.10). The total testing system consists of a loading
ram, a loading frame, a triaxial cell, a pore pressure transducer, a back pressure controller,
a cell pressure controller, a channel serial pad, and GDSLAB software.
Apart from the cell pressure controller, the loading ram, and the loading frame, all the
other elements in this cyclic loading system are the same as the monotonic triaxial
equipment. The cell pressure controller is an economical source of computer controlled
regulated air pressure control. When the cell pressure is less than 600 kPa, the source of
external air pressure is a lab air compressor, and when the cell pressure is higher than 600
kPa, a compressed air cylinder is needed. A dynamic load is applied to the specimen
through the loading ram, while the loading frame is used to fix and support the loading
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system. The frequency used in this apparatus can be up to 5 Hz, and the specimen can be
38 mm, 50 mm, 70 mm, 100 mm, and 150 mm in diameter, depending on the size of the
triaxial cell.

Figure 3.10 Cyclic loading test apparatus
To investigate the cyclic loading behaviour (e.g. total strains, resilient modulus, damping
ratio, and shear modulus) of SFS+CW+RC mixtures, extensive consolidated drained
cyclic loading tests were carried out on mixtures with different amounts of RC (𝑅𝑏 , %),
different loading frequencies (𝑓), and different cyclic stress ratios (CSR). These cyclic
loading tests were one-way stress-controlled, which means that compression was only
applied to the specimen and the maximum axial stress remained constant. The cyclic
loading test program is shown in Table 3.5. The blending ratio of the specimen for cyclic
loading tests is only 7:3, and different frequencies (𝑓 = 0.5, 1, 5 𝐻𝑧) and different cyclic
stress ratios (CSR= 0.4 and 0.8) were only applied to the waste mixtures with 10% RC.
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For other mixtures, 𝑓 = 5 𝐻𝑧 and CSR=0.8 were applied. As with the static triaxial tests,
the effective confining pressures were 10, 40, and 70 kPa.

materials

Table 3.5 Cyclic loading test program
𝑅𝑏 (%)
𝜎′3 (kPa)
𝐶𝑆𝑅

𝑓 (Hz)

SFS70+CW30

10

10,40,70

0.8

5

SFS63+CW27+RC10

10

10,40,70

0.4; 0.8

0.5; 1; 5

SFS56+CW24+RC20

20

10,40,70

0.8

5

SFS49+CW21+RC30

30

10,40,70

0.8

5

SFS42+CW18+RC40

40

10,40,70

0.8

5

The deviator stress used here is governed by 𝜎′3 and the cyclic stress ratio of CSR. Where
the CSR=0.8, the confining pressures of 𝜎′3 = 10, 40, and 70 kPa correspond to deviator
stresses of 16, 64, and 112 kPa, respectively, values that conform to the stress conditions
generated in typical freight tracks (Indraratna et al., 2011).
Test data were recorded from the start of the test, but before applying cyclic loading the
test data were recorded every 10 seconds, and when the cyclic loading test commenced,
20 points were recorded for each loading cycle. The recorded data were the number of
stages, the time since the test commenced (s), the time since the stages commenced (s),
the radial pressure 𝜎3 (kPa), pore water pressure 𝑢 (kPa), back pressure 𝑃𝑏 (kPa), back
volume 𝑉𝑏 (mm3), axial displacement 𝛿 (mm), and load cell L (kN). Although the
variables (e.g. 𝜀1 , 𝜀𝑣 , 𝑞 etc.) were also calculated automatically by the GDSLAB software,
to ensure they were correct, all the basic variables were computed again based on the
equations shown in Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6 Basic variables and related equations for cyclic loading tests
Variables
Equation
Equation No.
Maximum deviator stress (kPa)

𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2 × 𝐶𝑆𝑅 × 𝜎′3

(3. 17)

Axial strain (%)

𝜀1(𝑖) = 𝛿𝑖 /𝐻𝑐

(3. 18)

Specimen volume (mm3)

𝑉𝑖 = 𝑉𝑐 + ∆𝑉𝑖

(3. 19)

Volume change (mm3)

∆𝑉𝑖 = 𝑉𝑏(𝑖) − 𝑉𝑏(0)

(3. 20)

Specimen intersection area (mm2)

𝐴𝑖 = 𝑉𝑖 /(𝐻𝑐 − 𝛿𝑖 )

(3. 21)

Volume strain (%)

𝜀𝑣(𝑖) = ∆𝑉𝑖 /𝑉𝑐

(3. 22)

Deviator stress (kPa)

𝑞(𝑖) = 𝐿𝑖 /𝐴𝑖

(3. 23)

Deviator strain (%)

𝜀𝑞(𝑖) = 𝜀1(𝑖) − 𝜀𝑣(𝑖) /3

(3. 24)

Shear strain (%)

𝛾(𝑖) = 3𝜀𝑞(𝑖) /2

(3. 25)

Shear stress (kPa)

𝜏(𝑖) = 𝑞(𝑖) /2

(3. 26)

Loading cycles

𝑁 =𝑇×𝑓

(3. 27)

*(i) refers to each point recorded during the cyclic loading tests and 𝑇 is the time since
the the cyclic loading stage commenced.

3.4.3 Specimen preparation
The same specimens (50 mm in diameter by 100 mm high) were used for the monotonic
and the cyclic triaxial tests. The materials have a maximum particle size of 6.7 mm so the
ratio between the 50mm diameter specimen to the maximum particle size is around 7.5.
Previous studies have shown that the equipment boundary size effects can be neglected
when this ratio exceeds at least 6 (Marachi et al., 1972; Indraratna et al., 1994b). All the
specimens were prepared with the water content equal to the OMC, and then compacted
to 95% of their 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 to simulate typical field conditions of subballast. The required
mass 𝑚𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛 (g) of the waste mixture for each specimen can be calculated by:
𝑚𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛 = 0.95 × 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 × 𝑔 × 𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛 × 10−3

(3.28)

where 𝑔 (kg/N) is the acceleration of gravity, and 𝑉𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛 (mm3) is the supposed
volume of the specimen.
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Firstly, dried mixtures of SFS+CW+RC were mixed (Figure 3.11b), and then the required
amount of water (equal to the OMC) was added and mixed again. Since the specimen of
the waste mixtures with a high RC contents can easily fall apart after compaction, all the
specimens were prepared and compacted directly on the bottom triaxial pedestal inside a
split mould (Figure 3.11a). A porous disk and filter paper were placed on the bottom of
the pedestal and then a latex membrane was placed onto the pedestal to make sure the
specimen will hold together after removing the mould. Two O-rings were then placed on
the pedestal to provide an air tight seal, and then the split mould was placed on the
pedestal and tightened with two steel clamps. The top of the membrane was flipped over
the mould. Afterwards, a vacuum pressure of around 10 kPa was applied between the
mould and the membrane; this makes the membrane cling to the internal surface of the
mould and it’s also a good way to ensure the membrane does not leak.
The mixture was separated into 6 parts having the same mass, so the specimen was
compacted in the mould in 6 layers, each of which was 16.7 mm thick. Before placing
each subsequent layer, the surface of the previously layer was roughened to avoid any
layering during shearing. Once the last layer had been compacted, a filter paper and a
porous disk were placed on top. The top cap was fitted and the top of the membrane was
unfolded and folded around the top cap and held by two O-rings. Afterwards, the split
mould was removed, the triaxial cell was mounted onto the triaxial base and tightened by
the screws, and then the cell was filled with de-aired water at a rate where no air bubbles
were generated. Figure 3.11 (c and d) shows the specimen prepared for the monotonic
and the cyclic triaxial tests, respectively.
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Figure 3.11 Preparation of Triaxial test specimen

3.4.4 Triaxial test procedure (monotonic and cyclic)
The monotonic triaxial tests were carried out according to ASTM D7181 (2011), while
the cyclic triaxial tests were carried out according to ASTM D5311/D5311M (2013).
These triaxial tests were carried out in the following three stages, i.e. saturation,
consolidation, and monotonic shearing (for static triaxial tests) or cyclic loading (for
cyclic triaxial tests). These stages will be explained in detail in the following sections.
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3.4.4.1 Saturation
During saturation, the trapped air was expelled through the drain path in the top cap by
flooding the de-aired water from the bottom of the specimen. During this stage the
maximum back pressure was 5 kPa, while 10 kPa was applied to the cell pressure. Once
there were no air bubbles coming from the top cap, the valve connected to the top cap
was closed, and then the back pressure and cell pressure were increased at a rate of 1
kPa/minute until it reached 500 kPa and 510 kPa respectively. The specimen was left
overnight while maintaining this pressure.
To examine the degree of saturation, a B-value check stage was applied. This stage was
carried out by increasing the cell pressure by 10 kPa and then the B-value was computed
automatically by the GDSLAB software through Equation (3.29). The saturation stage
was completed when the Skempton’s B-value exceeded 0.98, but if the B-value was less
than this another saturation stage would be applied.

𝐵𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑛 =

∆𝑢
∆𝜎3

(3.29)

3.4.4.2 Isotropic consolidation
At this stage the desired effective confining pressure was achieved by increasing the
difference between the cell pressure and back pressure to a target value, i.e. 10, 40, or 70
kPa. A drained condition was applied by keeping the valve connecting the back pressure
controller open. After reaching the target effective confining pressure the specimen was
held at this pressure until the change in back volume ≤ 1 𝑚𝑚3 /𝑚𝑖𝑛 was reached; after
which the height 𝐻𝑐 , the volume 𝑉𝑐 , and the void ratio 𝑒0 of the specimen after
consolidation were calculated.
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3.4.4.3 Monotonic shearing and cyclic loading
Monotonic shearing
After consolidation, shearing was carried out for the monotonic triaxial tests at a relatively
slow constant strain rate of 0.2 mm/min to maintain fully drained conditions during
shearing. The triaxial tests were completed when 25% axial strain was achieved. Once
the tests were completed, the sieving procedure was repeated and particle breakage after
shearing was evaluated. Membrane correction was applied using the ASTM D7181 (2011)
procedure and by assuming an axial strain of 25%, a rubber membrane 0.25 mm thick,
and Young’s modulus of the rubber membrane of 1100 kPa; this resulted in a deviator
stress correction of 5.7 kPa which is insignificant (<3% error) for the test specimens.
Cyclic loading
With the stress-controlled drained cyclic triaxial tests, the cyclic loading stage was carried
out after consolidation at a target test condition (presented in Table 3.5): CSR=0.4 or 0.8,
and a loading frequency 𝑓 = 0.5, 1, or 5 𝐻𝑧. With 𝑓 ≤ 5 𝐻𝑧, a quasi-static condition was
provided, so the mass inertia effects of the specimen were very small. Cyclic loading
continued for 50000 cycles to ensure that all the tests would end with an approximately
stable axial strain.

3.5 Chapter summary
This chapter is an explanation of the overall laboratory experimental program executed
for SFS+CW+RC mixtures. General information of steel furnace slag, coal wash, and
rubber crumbs was described. For SFS+CW+RC mixtures, the blending ratio and mixing
procedure were explained. To exclude the influence of gradation and better evaluate the
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properties of waste mixtures used as subballast, the same gradation selected by comparing
it with traditional subballast was applied to all the test specimens.
The test apparatus, test conditions, specimen preparation, and test procedures of swelling
tests (including free swelling tests and swell pressure tests) and triaxial tests (including
monotonic triaxial tests and cyclic triaxial tests) were described in detail.
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This chapter is related to Journal paper: Indraratna, B, Qi, YJ & Heitor, A (2017), ‘Evaluating the Properties
of Mixtures of Steel Furnace Slag, Coal Wash, and Rubber Crumbs Used as Subballast’, J. Mater. Civ. Eng.,
vol. 30, No.1, pp. 04017251.

CHAPTER FOUR

4. Geotechnical Properties of the Waste Mixtures

4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents and discusses the basic geotechnical properties of SFS+CW+RC
mixtures obtained from preliminary geotechnical tests. These basic geotechnical
properties consist of the specific gravity, the compaction characteristics (including the
maximum dry density, the optimum moisture content OMC, and the breakage after
compaction), permeability, the soaked CBR value, and the swell properties (including the
swelling potential and swell pressure). For these basic geotechnical properties, the
influence of the blending ratio of SFS:CW and RC contents 𝑅𝑏 (%) were explored.

4.2 The specific gravity

4.2.1 The specific gravity of SFS, CW, and RC
The specific gravity of SFS, CW, and RC were determined by the specific gravity test in
accordance with AS 1289.3.5.1-2006. The specific gravity of SFS and CW were
determined as 3.43 and 2.11, respectively.
Since rubber crumbs are very light, some of the particles will float, and therefore the
particles in distilled water were soaked for 7 days rather than 24 hours to avoid particle
flotation. Moreover, for RC, only the particles passing through the 2.36 sieve were used
for the specific gravity tests. Since three different sizes of RC were used in this study, the
sample was obtained by mixing an equal mass from each source material of RC. The
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specific gravity of RC was determined as 1.15, which is in the range of 1.0-1.18 tested by
previous studies (e.g. Zheng & Kevin, 2000; Sheikh et al., 2013; Senetakis et al., 2012).

4.2.2 The specific gravity of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
The specific gravity equation of CW+SFS+RC mixtures could not be determined directly
through the specific gravity tests, but it could be deduced in terms of the specific gravity
of mixtures of binary materials.
The specific gravity of mixtures with two materials was determined by the gravimetric
proportion and individual specific gravities of the material components. Take the
CW+SFS mixtures for instance, the gravimetric proportion of CW is x%, then:
𝑥=

𝑚𝐶𝑊
100
𝑚𝑡

(4.1)

where 𝑚𝐶𝑊 is the mass of CW in CW+SFS mixtures in tons, and 𝑚𝑡 is the total mass of
CW+SFS mixtures in tons.
In addition,

𝑒=

𝑉𝑣
𝑉𝑝

(4.2)

𝜌=

𝑚
𝑉

(4.3)

𝐺𝑠 𝛾𝑤
(1 + 𝑒)

(4.4)

𝛾𝑑 =

𝛾𝑑 = 𝜌 ∙ 𝑔
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(4.5)

Where e is the void ratio, 𝑉𝑣 and 𝑉𝑝 are the volume of voids and the volume of particles
of soil in cubic metres (𝑚3 ), respectively; 𝜌 is the soil density; 𝛾𝑑 is the dry unit weight;
𝛾𝑤 is the unit weight of water; 𝐺𝑠 is the specific gravity; and 𝑔 is acceleration due to
gravity (𝑘𝑁⁄𝑚3 ). Then the volume of the mixture (V in 𝑚3 ) can be obtained by:

𝑉=

(1 + 𝑒)𝑚𝑡 𝑔
( )
𝐺𝑠𝑡
𝛾𝑤

(4.6)

Where 𝐺𝑠𝑡 is the specific gravity of the mixture.
By substituting Equation 4.2 and re-arranging Equation 4.6, the volume of particles (𝑉𝑝 )
of the CW+SFS mixtures can be expressed as:
𝑉𝑝 =

𝑚𝑡 𝑔
( )
𝐺𝑠𝑡 𝛾𝑤

(4.7)

Alternatively, the volume of particles of the mixtures can be written as an addition of the
volume of CW particles and the volume of SFS particles:
𝑉𝑝 =

𝑚𝐶𝑊 𝑔
𝑚𝑆𝐹𝑆 𝑔
( )+
( )
𝐺𝑠𝐶𝑊 𝛾𝑤
𝐺𝑠𝑆𝐹𝑆 𝛾𝑤

(4.8)

Where 𝑚𝐶𝑊 and 𝑚𝑆𝐹𝑆 are the mass of CW and SFS in tons, respectively; and 𝐺𝑠𝐶𝑊 and
𝐺𝑠𝑆𝐹𝑆 are the specific gravity of CW and SFS, respectively.
By re-arranging equations 4.1, 4.7, and 4.8, the specific of the CW-SFS mixtures (𝐺𝑠𝑡 )
can be determined as:

𝐺𝑠𝑡 =

1
(1 − 𝑥⁄100) 𝑥⁄100
(
+ 𝐺
)
𝐺𝑠𝑆𝐹𝑆
𝑠𝐶𝑊

(4.9)

In this study three materials were mixed together. SFS+CW+RC mixtures with different
blending ratios (i.e. 5:5, 6:4, 7:3, 8:2, and 9:1) and 𝑅𝑏 = 0% were determined and then
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regarded as one material and mixed with different 𝑅𝑏 (%). For example,
SFS63+CW27+RC10 can be regarded as SFS70+CW30 (90% of the total weight) mixed
with 10% 𝑅𝑏 . The specific gravity of SFS63+CW27+RC10 can be determined as

𝐺𝑠,SFS63+CW27+RC10 =

1
90/100
1 − 10/100
𝐺𝑠,SFS70+CW30 +
𝐺𝑠,RC

(4.10)

In this way the 𝐺𝑠 of SFS+CW+RC mixtures can be determined based on 𝐺𝑠 of SFS, CW,
and RC. 𝐺𝑠 of SFS+CW+RC mixtures is shown in Table 4.1.

Mixture

Table 4.1 𝑮𝒔 of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
SFS:CW
𝑅𝑏 (%)

𝐺𝑠

SFS50+CW50

0

2.61

SFS45+CW45+RC10

10

2.32

20

2.08

SFS35+CW35+RC30

30

1.89

SFS30+CW30+RC40

40

1.73

10

2.41

SFS70+CW30

0

2.89

SFS63+CW27+RC10

10

2.51

20

2.22

SFS49+CW21+RC30

30

1.99

SFS42+CW18+RC40

40

1.80

10

2.61

SFS90+CW10

0

3.23

SFS81+CW9+RC10

10

2.74

20

2.37

SFS63+CW7+RC30

30

2.09

SFS54+CW6+RC40

40

1.87

SFS40+CW40+RC20

SFS54+CW36+RC10

SFS56+CW24+RC20

SFS72+CW18+RC10

SFS72+CW8+RC20

5:5

6:4

7:3

8:2

9:1
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Note that the specific gravity of SFS+CW+RC mixtures increases as the blending ratio
of SFS:CW increases, and it decreases as 𝑅𝑏 (%) increases. This is because the SFS
particles are heavier than the other two materials, and RC is the lightest of the three
materials.

4.3 Compaction characteristics
Compaction tests were conducted by following Australian standard AS 1289.5.1.1 (2003),
in order to determine the relationship between the moisture content and dry density of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures using the standard Proctor compaction effort (596 𝑘𝐽⁄𝑚3). The
maximum dry unit weight 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 was determined when the mixture was mixed with
optimum moisture content (OMC).
For each mixture, four samples were prepared, and each sample had an equal mass (2.5
kg). Three samples were prepared with three different water contents 𝑤 (%) according to
the expected OMC. Two samples were prepared at water contents 𝑤 (%) on the dry side,
and one wetter than OMC. After mixing them thoroughly the samples were cured
overnight. Upon compaction, if the OMC was attained, the additional sample was
prepared at the OMC, but if not, more portions were compacted until the OMC was
obtained. After compaction, the samples compacted at the OMC were dried and sieved to
evaluate the impact of compaction process on particle degradation, which can be
substantial in CW fraction in the mixture.
In this section, the test results of SFS+CW+RC mixtures are presented and discussed. The
influence of the RC contents 𝑅𝑏 (%), the water content 𝑤 (%), and the blending ratio of
SFS:CW on compaction curves, void ratio, and the particle degradation after compaction
are described in detail.
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4.3.1 Compaction curves
Figure 4.1 (a) and (b) show the dry unit weight (𝛾𝑑 ) against the moisture content (𝑤) for
SFS+CW+RC mixtures with different 𝑅𝑏 (%) and blending ratios of SFS:CW. The OMC
can be determined as the moisture content which corresponds to the maximum dry unit
weight 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 . The 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 , the OMC, and the minimum void ratio of all SFS+CW+RC
mixtures tested in the compaction tests are reported in Table 4.2. The zero air void (ZAV)
curves for the mixtures corresponding to the maximum and minimum 𝐺𝑠 are also plotted
in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. To plot ZAV curves, the water content which corresponds
to the condition of 100% saturation can be calculated through:

𝑤𝑠𝑎𝑡 =

(𝛾𝑤 )(𝐺𝑠 ) − 𝛾𝑑
× 100
(𝛾𝑑 )(𝐺𝑠 )

(4.11)

where 𝑤𝑠𝑎𝑡 is the water content for 100% saturation, and 𝛾𝑤 is the unit weight of water,
9.789 kN/m3 at 20℃.

Figure 4.1 Compaction curves for SFS+CW+RC mixtures having different 𝑹𝒃 and with
a blending ratio of (a) SFS:CW=5:5, and (b) SFS:CW=7:3
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It can be seen that the inclusion of RC can significantly influence compaction behaviour
(Figure 4.1 a and b). For the same blending ratio of SFS:CW, the dry unit weight
decreases as 𝑅𝑏 (%) increases due to the low particle weight of rubber crumbs (𝐺𝑠 =
1.15), and therefore 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 decreases with the addition of RC. As 𝑅𝑏 (%) increases from
0% to 40%, 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3 decreases from 20.3 to
12.4 kN/m3 (Table 4.2), but the inclusion of RC did not have a significant influence on
the OMC of the waste mixture. The OMC of all the mixtures tested varied between 11.5
-15%.

Figure 4.2 Compaction curves for SFS+CW+RC mixtures having 10% RC, and
different blending ratio of SFS:CW
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Table 4.2 Results of compaction test for SFS+CW+RC mixtures
𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥
Mixture
SFS:CW 𝑅𝑏 (%)
OMC (%)
(𝑘𝑁⁄𝑚3)

𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑛

SFS50+CW50

0

18.60

12.5

0.376

SFS45+CW45+RC10

10

16.45

13

0.383

20

14.70

15

0.388

SFS35+CW35+RC30

30

13.28

13.5

0.399

SFS30+CW30+RC40

40

12.1

15

0.405

10

16.77

13.5

0.392

SFS70+CW30

0

20.30

11.5

0.396

SFS63+CW27+RC10

10

17.57

12.5

0.401

20

15.50

13

0.405

SFS49+CW21+RC30

30

13.83

14

0.411

SFS42+CW18+RC40

40

12.40

15

0.424

10

18.2

13.5

0.406

SFS90+CW10

0

22.6

13

0.402

SFS81+CW9+RC10

10

19.0

14

0.412

20

16.4

14.5

0.418

SFS63+CW7+RC30

30

14.4

15

0.425

SFS54+CW6+RC40

40

12.8

15

0.431

SFS40+CW40+RC20

SFS54+CW36+RC10

SFS56+CW24+RC20

SFS72+CW18+RC10

SFS72+CW8+RC20

5:5

6:4

7:3

8:2

9:1

For each compaction curve in the 𝛾𝑑 − 𝑤 space, the dry unit weight increases to the peak
value 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 as the moisture content increases to OMC. After reaching the peak value,
the dry unit weight drops with any increase in the moisture content. This is also a very
common phenomenon for materials such as clay and sand. On the dry side of OMC, when
𝑤% is too small and the amount of water will not reduce particle friction, the particles
are reluctant to move, and thus the dry unit weight is low because of the low degree of
compaction. As the water content increases the particles begin to slip and rotate so the
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dry unit weigh increases until it reaches 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 . After that, any increase in the amount of
water will replace the position of soil particles and thus the dry unit weight decreases
again (Holtz et al., 2011).
Another factor that can affect the compaction curves of SFS+CW+RC mixtures is the
blending ratio of SFS:CW. Figure 4.2 shows the compaction curves of SFS+CW+RC
mixtures with 10% RC and different blending ratios of SFS:CW in the 𝛾𝑑 − 𝑤 space.
Note that with the same 𝑅𝑏 (%) the dry unit weight increases as the SFS:CW increases;
𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 increases from 16.45 to 19.0 kN/m3 as the SFS:CW increases from 5:5 to 9:1
mainly due to the increase in the 𝐺𝑠 of SFS+CW+RC mixtures as the percentage of SFS
increases. Similar results were reported by Chiaro et al. (2015a), and Tasalloti et al.,
(2015).
The maximum dry unit weight, 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 of all SFS+CW+RC mixtures tested in this study
is shown in Figure 4.3. It is noteworthy that the influence of SFS:CW on 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is
weakened as 𝑅𝑏 increases, and when 𝑅𝑏 = 40%, the influence of SFS:CW becomes
negligible. Figure 4.3 also compares the 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with
traditional soil materials. In practice, materials with lower dry unit weight may be
preferred as backfill in retaining walls and on foundation structures, because less pressure
is exerted on the retaining structure. Conventional materials used as subballast are usually
well-graded crushed rock or sandy gravel mixtures with a 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 between 18-22 kN/m3 .
Therefore, from a dry unit weight standpoint, the SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW≤
7: 3 and 𝑅𝑏 ≥ 10% are preferable.
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Figure 4.3 Variation of 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 with 𝑅𝑏
To assess the compaction efficiency, it is better to examine the void ratio after compaction,
as suggested by previous studies (e.g. Indraratna et al., 1994b; Tasalloti, 2015). The void
ratio after compaction with different moisture contents can be calculated by

𝑒=

𝛾𝑤 𝐺𝑠
−1
𝛾𝑑

(4.12)

Figure 4.4 (a-b) shows the void ratio varying with the moisture content of compaction
tests for SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW=5:5 and SFS:CW=7:3, respectively. The
test result reveals that with the same blending ratio of SFS:CW, as 𝑅𝑏 (%) increases the
void ratio of the mixtures increases, indicating that more RC leads to less compaction
efficiency. This is because the RC particles can deform upon loading, and part of the
deformation will recover after unloading, and the recovery process will push the
surrounding particles away and generate more voids in this case (Zheng & Kevin, 2000).
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Figure 4.4 Relationship of void ratio and moisture content for SFS+CW+RC mixtures
The influence of the blending ratio SFS:CW has been investigated by examining the
minimum void ratio 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑛 against SFS:CW in Figure 4.5. As with previous studies (e.g.
Chiaro et al., 2015a; Tasalloti, 2015), 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑛 increases as the SFS:CW increases so CW is
easier to compact with the same compaction effort than SFS due to the breakage property
of CW. When being compacted, some CW particles break into smaller particles which
then enter the voids nearby, and thus the void ratio decreases. Moreover, a linear
relationship between 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑛 and SFS% was found based on these test results (Figure 4.5).
Note that the SFS% here means the total mass of SFS over the total mass of CW in
SFS+CW+RC mixtures. A similar relationship was also shown for the SFS+CW mixtures
tested by Chiaro et al. (2015a).
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Figure 4.5 The relationship between the minimum void ratio with the blending ratio of
SFS:CW after compaction
4.3.2 Breakage due to compaction
As mentioned in the literature review, the main adverse geotechnical property of CW is
particle breakage, thus, it is important to evaluate the magnitude of particle degradation
associated with the compaction process that stems mainly from the CW fraction, as SFS
particles are very stiff and the RC particles are highly deformable. In order to evaluate
particle degradation after compaction, the particle size distribution (PSD) was examined
after compaction by sieving. Figure 4.6 shows the PSD of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with
SFS:CW=5:5, 𝑅𝑏 = 0% and 10% before and after compaction. It is observed that the
PSD of SFS+CW+RC mixtures shifts left due to particle breakage (i.e. the percentage of
a smaller particular size has increased), and the minimum particle size subjected to
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breakage is 0.01 mm. With 10% RC included in the mixture, the PSD shifts left less than
the mixture with 0% RC, indicating that particle breakage has decreased.

Figure 4.6 Particle size distribution (PSD) of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with OMC after
compaction
To evaluate the degree of particle breakage for SFS+CW+RC mixtures, the breakage
index (BI) was adopted. BI was originally proposed by Indraratna et al. (2005) for railway
ballast, and it reflects the change of PSD before and after breakage. The definition of BI
is presented in the top right hand corner in Figure 4.7. The BI of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
prepared at OMC is presented in Table 4.3.
The influence of the rubber crumbs contents 𝑅𝑏 and the blending ratio SFS:CW on the
breakage index (BI) for SFS+CW+RC mixtures prepared at OMC is shown in Figure 4.7.
It can be seen that the inclusion of RC can significantly reduce the particle breakage of
the waste mixtures, because of the energy absorbing and deformability characteristics of
rubber. As more RC is included the rubber-to-rubber contact increases and the associated
loads can be buffered as the RC deforms, the breakage of CW can be reduced. Moreover,
the increasing blending ratio of SFS:CW also results in less particle breakage of
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SFS+CW+RC mixtures, which is in agreement with Chiaro et al. (2015a). When the
blending ratio of SFS:CW increases from 5:5 to 7:3, the BI of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
without RC decreases from 4.99% to 1.54% due to the high stiffness of SFS and the
decreasing CW content. The test results show that when SFS:CW≥ 7:3 and 𝑅𝑏 ≥ 10%,
the breakage of SFS+CW+RC mixtures after compaction is negligible.
Table 4.3 BI of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with OMC after compaction
Mixtures
SFS:CW
BI (%)
𝑅𝑏 (%)
SFS50+CW50

0

4.99

SFS45+CW45+RC10

10

1.78

20

0.57

SFS35+CW35+RC30

30

0.2

SFS30+CW30+RC40

40

0.1

SFS70+CW30

0

1.54

SFS63+CW27+RC10

10

0.39

20

0.15

SFS49+CW21+RC30

30

0.05

SFS42+CW18+RC40

40

0.03

SFS90+CW10

0

0.7

SFS81+CW9+RC10

10

0.1

20

0

SFS63+CW7+RC30

30

0

SFS54+CW6+RC40

40

0

SFS40+CW40+RC20

SFS56+CW24+RC20

SFS72+CW8+RC20

5:5

7:3

9:1
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Figure 4.7 Breakage index versus RC contents for SFS+CW+RC mixtures after
compaction
4.4 Hydraulic conductivity
Hydraulic conductivity is another parameter used to evaluate the geotechnical properties
of SFS+CW+RC mixtures. The coefficient of permeability of these waste mixtures was
examined through permeability tests using the constant head method in accordance with
ASTM D2434 (2006b). The mixtures tested were SFS+CW+RC mixtures with blending
ratios of SFS:CW=5:5 and 7:3, and 𝑅𝑏 = 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%. All the
specimens for the permeability test were prepared with 𝑤% = 𝑂𝑀𝐶 and compacted to
95% of their maximum dry unit weight 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 . Before the tests commenced, each
specimen was saturated using a vacuum with pressure less than 35 kPa. The coefficient
of permeability 𝑘𝑇 obtained at temperature 𝑇 was corrected to standard room temperature
20℃ as follows:
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𝑘20 = 𝑘𝑇 (

𝜂𝑇
)
𝜂20

(4.13)

where 𝑘20 (m/s) is the coefficient of permeability at temperature 20℃; 𝑘𝑇 (m/s) is the
coefficient of permeability at temperature 𝑇; 𝜂𝑇 and 𝜂20 are the dynamic viscosity of
water at temperature 𝑇 and 20℃.
The coefficient of permeability of the selected mixture is shown in Table 4.4 and Figure
4.8. It is noted that the inclusion of RC increases the coefficient of permeability of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures, and by increasing the RC content from 0% to 40%, the
coefficient of permeability of the mixtures with SFSS:CW=7:3 increased from 1.2 ×
10−5 m/s to 4.35 × 10−4 m/s; this is possibly due to the inclusion of RC increases the
pore space and interconnectivity of the pores (e.g. Racichandran et al., 2016; Cetin et al.,
2006). Moreover, an increase in the proportion of SFS on the blending ratio of SFS:CW
also resulted in an increase in the coefficient of permeability of the selected mixture,
which is in agreement with the findings reported in previous studies (e.g. Chiaro et al.,
2015a; Tasalloti, 2015). This increase is directly related with an increase in void ratio
induced by the increase in the percentage of SFS (Tasalloti, 2015).
With regard to railway subballast, traditional materials are well graded sand with gravel,
and the coefficient of permeability is between 4 × 10−5 m/s to 4 × 10−3 m/s (Figure 4.8).
Therefore the hydraulic conductivity of the SFS+CW+RC mixture with SFS:CW >5:5
and 𝑅𝑏 ≥ 10% compares well with traditional subballast.
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Table 4.4 Coefficient of permeability of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
Mixtures
SFS:CW
𝑅𝑏 (%)
𝑘20 (m/s)
SFS50+CW50
0
8.4 × 10−6
SFS45+CW45+RC10
10
3.4 × 10−5
5:5
SFS40+CW40+RC20
20
8.952 × 10−5
SFS35+CW35+RC30
30
1.32 × 10−4
SFS30+CW30+RC40
40
2.23 × 10−4
SFS70+CW30
0
1.2 × 10−5
SFS63+CW27+RC10
10
6.86 × 10−5
7:3
SFS56+CW24+RC20
20
1.33 × 10−4
SFS49+CW21+RC30
30
3.05 × 10−4
SFS42+CW18+RC40
40
4.35 × 10−4

Figure 4.8 Coefficient of permeability of SFS+CW+RC mixtures

4.5 Swelling behaviour
As explained in Chapter 2, the main adverse geotechnical property of SFS is volume
expansion due to the hydration reaction of free lime (CaO) and free magnesium (MgO).
The volume expansion and induced swell pressure should be within a proper range to
prevent any damage to the superstructure, so with regards to the subballast layer and rail
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applications, the swell pressure of SFS+CW+RC mixtures should be less than the
minimum vertical stress transferred from the upper layer. Therefore, to investigate the
swelling characteristics of SFS+CW+RC mixtures, free swelling tests and swell pressure
tests were carried out. Past studies reported that volume expansion is strongly associated
with the oxide content of the SFS, temperature, and the relative density of the materials
(Wang, 1992, Chen et al., 2007, Tasalloti, 2015). In this study all SFS+CW+RC mixtures
were mixed to the same degree of compaction (i.e. 95% of their maximum dry unit weight
𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), and during the swelling tests (i.e. the free swell test and the swell pressure test)
the water pressure was kept at 40℃ to accelerate the swelling process. While the standard
(ASTM D4792, 2006) for evaluate swelling potential recommends the use of temperature
of 70 degrees, in this study a lower temperature was selected to avoid damage to the
rubber crumbs.

4.5.1 Swelling potential
The swelling potential 𝑆𝑓 (%) of the SFS+CW+RC mixture with different blending ratios
of SFS:CW and different 𝑅𝑏 (%) were examined by the one-dimensional free swelling
test. As described in Chapter 3, 𝑆𝑓 (%) is the ratio of the change in height to the initial
height of the sample. The test data were recorded at selected time periods, and the test
was completed when there was no significant change in the height of the specimen over
the nearest two days. The final swelling potential 𝑆𝑓 (%) of the SFS+CW+RC mixture
obtained from the free swelling tests is shown in Table 4.5.
Figure 4.9 shows the swelling potential 𝑆𝑓 (%) changing with time. It can be observed
that the volume expansion increased with time, but after 20 days the volume of every
specimen was stable. In fact 90% of the volume expansion of all the specimens occurred
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in the first 7 days. Figure 4.9 (a) clearly shows that for the same blending ratio of SFS:CW,
the swelling potential of SFS+CW+RC mixtures decreased as 𝑅𝑏 increased, and so too
the time required to achieve the maximum volume expansion (approximately 10 days).
As expected, for the mixture having the same RC content (e.g. 𝑅𝑏 = 10%), the volume
expansion increased as the proportion of SFS increased (Figure 4.9 b), and so too the time
was needed for the specimen to reach a stable volume. This is because the availability of
free oxide include in the mixture increased (i.e. larger SFS fraction).
Table 4.5 Results of free swelling tests and swell pressure tests for SFS+CW+RC
mixtures
𝑆𝑓 (%)
Mixtures
SFS:CW
RC %
Pswell (𝑘𝑃𝑎)
SFS50+CW50
0
0.8
18
5:5
SFS45+CW45+RC10
10
0.1
3.4
SFS70+CW30
0
2.15
38
SFS66.5+CW28.5+RC5
5
0.8
18.2
SFS63+CW27+RC10
10
0.483
10.6
7:3
SFS56+CW24+RC20
20
0.355
8.3
SFS49+CW21+RC30
30
0.225
5.8
SFS42+CW18+RC40
40
0.145
4.1
SFS80+CW20
0
3.1
53
8:2
SFS72+CW18+RC10
10
1.5
23
SFS90+CW10
0
5.1
73
9:1
SFS81+CW9+RC10
10
3.8
52

The final swelling potential of the waste mixtures with the same blending ratio
SFS:CW=7:3 varying with 𝑅𝑏 is shown in Figure 4.10. It can be observed that the
inclusion of RC can significantly reduce the swell of SFS+CW+RC mixtures; 80%
volume expansion was reduced when 10% RC was added to SFS+CW mixtures
(SFS:CW=7:3), and when 𝑅𝑏 ≥ 10%, the swelling potential of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
decreased marginally as more rubber crumbs were included. Therefore 10% RC is the
most efficient 𝑅𝑏 needed to reduce the swelling of SFS+CW+RC mixtures. When 𝑅𝑏 =
40%, the swelling potential of the waste mixtures is negligible (𝑆𝑓 = 0.145%).
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Figure 4.9 Results of free swelling test of SFS+CW+RC mixtures changing with time
The influence of the blending ratio SFS:CW on the swelling potential of SFS+CW+RC
mixtures is shown in Figure 4.11. As the SFS:CW increases the free oxide content (Ca
and Mg) in the specimen increases and thus more volume expansion of SFS+CW+RC
mixtures with the same 𝑅𝑏 is generated. The results of SFS+CW mixtures tested by
Tasalloti (2015) are also shown in Figure 4.11. While, a minor difference was observed
between the swelling potential tested in this study and those from Tasalloti (2015), the
observed trend was identical. This is probably due to differences in the degree of ageing
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of the SFS. In summary, 𝑅𝑏 and SFS:CW play an important role in swelling, so when
evaluating the swelling characteristics of SFS+CW+RC mixtures, both these factors must
be considered.

Figure 4.10 Final swelling potential of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3

Figure 4.11 Final swelling potential of SFS+CW+RC mixtures varying with SFS:CW
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4.5.2 Swell pressure
The swell pressure of SFS+CW+RC mixtures was examined by using the constant
volume method. As explained in Chapter 3, swelling of the specimen was prevented by
constraining the vertical swell and the pressure transferred was monitored using a load
cell. The final swell pressure of the SFS+CW+RC mixture is summarised in Table 4.5.

Figure 4.12 The swell pressure of SFS+CW+RC mixtures varying with time
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Figure 4.12 shows how the swell pressure of the SFS+CW+RC mixture varies with time.
A similar pattern was found with the swelling potential; the swell pressure increases with
time, but the increasing rate decreases after 7 days. More time was observed for
SFS+CW+RC mixtures with less 𝑅𝑏 and higher SFS:CW to attain the maximum swell
pressure.
The influence of SFS:CW and 𝑅𝑏 on the maximum swell pressure of SFS+CW+RC
mixtures can be better illustrated through Figure 4.13 where, with the same 𝑅𝑏 , the swell
pressure of the waste mixtures decreased as SFS:CW decreased due to a reduction in the
percentage of SFS (Figure 4.13 a). Moreover, as the CW% increased, more swell of SFS
can be counteracted by the collapse behaviour of CW (Tasalloti, 2015). As with the
swelling potential, the addition of RC efficiently reduces the swell pressure of these waste
mixtures. While Figure 4.13 (b) shows that as more rubber is included when 𝑅𝑏 ≥ 10%,
there was no significant decrease in the swell pressure. The effect of 𝑅𝑏 on the swelling
behaviour of SFS+CW+RC mixtures can be attributed to the inter-particle contact inside
the specimen. The addition of RC reduces the percentage of SFS and it also absorbs
swelling through deformation. When more RC is included, the SFS particles have more
chance to making contact with the RC particles and the swell of the SFS particles will
induce the RC particles to deform. When 𝑅𝑏 ≥ 10% there is more rubber-to-rubber
contact, so some of the RC particles have little chance to deform, 10% of RC becomes
the optimal amount needed to decrease the swelling of waste mixtures.
With regard to railway track environment, the minimum overburden load applied to
subballast is 30 kPa. It is noteworthy that when SFS:CW<8:2 and 𝑅𝑏 ≥ 10%, the swell
pressure of the SFS+CW+RC mixture is less than 20 kPa, and therefore SFS+CW+RC
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mixtures with an adequate SFS:CW (i.e. 7:3) and 𝑅𝑏 (%) (i.e. 10%) can be used as
subballast.

Figure 4.13 The swell pressure of SFS+CW+RC mixtures (a) with different SFS:CW;
(b) with different RC contents
4.6 California bearing ratio (CBR)
The California bearing ratio was used to evaluate the preliminary vertical stiffness and
bearing capacity of the compacted SFS+CW+RC mixtures. According to the guidelines
for the capping layer of heavy haul infrastructure in Australia (ARTC, 2013), all the
specimens of SFS+CW+RC mixtures were prepared with OMC and compacted to 95%
of their 𝛾𝑑,𝑚𝑎𝑥 , and then soaked with a 9 kg surcharge for 4 days. The test procedure
followed was in accordance with ASTM D1883 (2007).
Figure 4.14 shows the vertical stress versus vertical strain tested by the soaked CBR test
for SFS+CW+RC mixtures. It is evident that at the same vertical strain, the vertical stress
decreases as 𝑅𝑏 increases, and increases as the SFS:CW increases; this is because RC
particles have very low stiffness, while SFS particles are the strongest of these three
materials. The CBR value of SFS+CW+RC mixtures is shown in Figure 4.15 and Table
4.6. As expected, an increase in 𝑅𝑏 cause a reduction in CBR, whereas when 𝑅𝑏 > 20%
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the reduction in CBR of SFS+CW+RC mixtures is insignificant. According to ARTC
(2013), the soaked CBR (%) value should ≥ 50, and thus waste mixtures with
SFS:CW≥7:3 and 𝑅𝑏 ≤ 10% have enough stiffness to be used as subballast.

Mixtures
SFS45+CW45+RC10

Table 4.6 CBR of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
SFS:CW
𝑅𝑏 (%)
10

29

SFS70+CW30

0

58

SFS63+CW27+RC10

10

45

20

15

SFS49+CW21+RC30

30

6

SFS42+CW18+RC40

40

4

10

50

SFS56+CW24+RC20

SFS81+CW9+RC10

5:5

CBR (%)

7:3

9:1

Figure 4.14 Vertical stress versus vertical strain tested by CBR tests for SFS+CW+RC
mixtures (a) with SFS:CW=7:3 and different RC contents; (b) with 𝑅𝑏 = 10% and
different SFS:CW
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Figure 4.15 CBR value for SFS+CW+RC mixtures versus 𝑅𝑏 (%)

4.7 Chapter summary
This chapter summarised the basic geotechnical properties, i.e. the specific gravity, the
compaction behaviour, the hydraulic conductivity, the California Bearing Ratio, and the
swelling behaviour of the SFS+CW+RC mixtures. It was noted that the specific gravity
𝐺𝑠 of the waste mixtures cannot be obtained directly from the specific gravity test, but it
can be deduced based on the 𝐺𝑠 of three waste mixtures, i.e. SFS, CW, and RC.
The compaction behaviour of SFS+CW+RC mixtures was illustrated by the compaction
curves and incidence of particle breakage during compaction. It was found that the
maximum dry density increased as SFS:CW increased. However, the maximum dry
density decreased as 𝑅𝑏 increased because SFS had a higher unit weight, while RC was
the lightest of these three materials. Moreover, increasing the SFS:CW and 𝑅𝑏 (%) can
reduce the particle breakage incurred during compaction of these waste mixtures.
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The permeability tests revealed that the coefficient of permeability of the waste mixtures
increased with the addition of RC, and with the increase of the SFS proportion in the
SFS:CW ratio. The increase in hydraulic conductivity observed was a direct consequence
of an increase of the mixtures compacted void ratio. The coefficient of permeability of
the SFS+CW+RC mixture with SFS:CW >5:5 and 𝑅𝑏 ≥ 10% was between 3.4 × 10−5
m/s to 4 × 10−4 which compared well with well graded sand with gravel (traditional
subballast materials).
The swelling behaviour of the waste mixtures was examined using one-dimensional free
swelling and swell pressure tests. The results indicated that the swelling behaviour of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures was influenced by the percentage of SFS, CW, and RC. The
addition of CW as well RC could significantly reduce the swelling of these waste mixtures,
which was due to the collapse of CW and deformation of RC. The SFS+CW+RC mixture
with SFS:CW<8:2 and 𝑅𝑏 ≥ 10% had a swelling potential 𝑆𝑓 ≤ 1.5% , and swell
pressure 𝑃𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 ≤ 23 𝑘𝑃𝑎. Although the swelling of these waste mixtures could cause
damage to the superstructure, it can be controlled well if the overburden weight or loads
are higher than the expected swell pressure. Therefore, the swelling test results can be a
good reference when optimising SFS+CW+RC mixtures as subballast.
The soaked CBR value was examined to evaluate the preliminary strength of these waste
mixtures; the results indicated that the CBR value increased as SFS:CW increased and
decreased as 𝑅𝑏 increased. SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW≥7:3 and 𝑅𝑏 ≤ 10%
were found to have enough stiffness to be used as subballast.
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Mater. Civ. Eng., (Tentatively accepted).

CHAPTER FIVE

5. Monotonic Behaviour

5.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to better understand the monotonic behaviour of SFS+CW+RC
mixtures for future applications in civil engineering. Recycling waste materials such as
SFS, CW, and RC can benefit the environment by adopting more sustainable practice and
also contribute to a reduction in the budget. The SFS+CW mixtures have already been
successfully used for land reclamation or structural fill (Chiaro et al., 2015a; Indraratna
et al., 1994b; Tasalloti, 2015). However the behaviour of these mixtures having rubber
crumbs (RC) has not been studied. This study is critical for extending the application to
a rail track environment where there is a more stringent performance criteria. Therefore,
it is important to understand the stress-strain behaviour of SFS+CW+RC mixtures under
static loading.
The monotonic behaviour of SFS+CW+RC mixtures (with different SFS:CW and
different RC contents) will be evaluated based on the results of extensive monotonic
consolidated drained (CD) triaxial tests. Specimen preparation and the CD test procedure
has been described in Chapter 3. In this chapter, the influence of SFS:CW, RC content,
and 𝜎′3 on the stress-strain behaviour, shear strength (peak friction angle), strain energy
density, initial tangent modulus, stress-dilatancy behaviour, and particle breakage due to
shearing have been investigated. Moreover, the peak friction angle, strain energy density,
and the particle breakage of SFS+CW+RC mixtures will be considered in optimising the
SFS+CW+RC mixture as subballast.
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5.2 Stress-strain behaviour
The stress-strain behaviour of soils from consolidated drained triaxial tests can be
influenced by the effective confining pressure, specimen relative density, material
gradation, and types of soil (e.g. Tasalloti, 2015; Dai et al., 2015; Agustian & Goto, 2008).
Since the waste mixtures were mixed with the same gradation and all the specimens were
prepared with the same relative density (95% of their maximum dry density), the main
factors that influence the stress-strain behaviour of the SFS+CW+RC mixtures in this
study were the effective confining pressure, the blending ratio of SFS:CW, and the RC
contents 𝑅𝑏 (%).

5.2.1 The influence of the blending ratio of SFS:CW
To evaluate the influence of SFS:CW ratio on the stress-strain behaviour of the
SFS+CW+RC mixtures, the stress-strain response of specimens prepared with the same
𝑅𝑏 (%) were compared. Figure 5.1 shows the CD trixial test results of specimens tested
under the same effective confining pressure 𝜎′3 . The peak deviator stress, peak mean
effective stress, and the peak friction angle of the SFS+CW+RC mixture are listed in
Table 5.1. It can be observed that the SFS:CW has a significant influence on the shear
strength of the SFS+CW+RC mixture such that as the SFS:CW increases, the peak
deviator stress increases, and the stress-strain response of the waste mixture becomes
much more brittle. Tasalloti et al. (2015) and Chiaro et al. (2015a) reported similar results
for CW-SFS blends; this is because an increasing SFS:CW results in larger amounts of
SFS, i.e. the stiffest of the three waste materials used in this study.
All the specimens exhibit a post-peak strain-softening behaviour, and the volume of the
waste mixtures contracts and then dilates after the peak compression volumetric strain is
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attained. Unlike the deviator stress, an increase in the ratios of SFS:CW generates greater
dilation, but no variation of the peak compression volumetric strain was observed for
different ratios of SFS:CW while maintaining the same RC content. This indicates that
the contraction response is mainly governed by the amount of RC. Moreover, the axial
strain corresponding to the peak deviator stress is similar for all the waste mixtures with
different SFS:CW and the same 𝑅𝑏 (%) tested under a given 𝜎′3 .

Figure 5.1 Stress-strain curves under 𝜎′3 = 40 𝑘𝑃𝑎 of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with
different blending ratio of SFS:CW and (a) 10% RC; (b) 20% RC
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Table 5.1 Summary of the peak state of SFS+CW+RC mixtures for drained triaxial tests
Mixtures

SFS:C
W

SFS50+CW50

SFS45+CW45+RC1
0
5:5
SFS40+CW40+RC2
0

SFS35+CW35+RC3
0
SFS30+CW30+RC4
0
SFS54+CW36+RC1
0

6:4

SFS70+CW30

SFS63+CW27+RC1
0
7:3
SFS56+CW24+RC2
0
SFS49+CW21+RC3
0
SFS42+CW18+RC4
0

𝑅𝑏 (%) 𝜎′3 (𝑘𝑃𝑎)

𝑝′𝑚𝑎𝑥
(𝑘𝑃𝑎)

0

10

45.35

0

40

135.14

0

70

213.64

10

10

43.36

10

40

115.05

10

70

190.41

20

10

38.06

20

40

107.73

20

70

176.78

30
30
30
40
40
40

10
40
70
10
40
70

36.74
102.41
171.14
34.58
100.23
164.81

10

40

122.79

0

10

62.16

0

40

156.28
8

0

70

242.74

10
10
10
20
20
20
30
30
30
40
40
40

10
40
70
10
40
70
10
40
70
10
40
70

55.04
138.16
205.75
47.38
124.48
191.81
38.15
116.65
178.56
36.01
107.91
174.37
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𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥
(𝑘𝑃𝑎)
106.04
6
285.40
5
430.91
4
100.06
5
225.16
1
361.23
9
84.182
203.19
1
320.35
2
80.23
187.23
303.41
73.74
180.69
284.44
248.36
7
156.47
2
348.86
4
518.20
9
135.12
294.49
407.26
112.14
253.43
365.42
84.45
229.94
325.69
78.02
203.74
313.12

∅′𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 (°
)
57.2
51
49
56.5
47.4
46.1
55.5
46.1
44.2
53.2
44.5
43.2
51.9
43.9
42.1
49
62.5
54.4
51.9
60.6
50.8
48.1
58.1
49.5
45.9
53.9
47.86
44.7
52.7
45.9
43.71

SFS72+CW18+RC1
0
SFS90+CW10
SFS81+CW9+RC10
SFS72+CW8+RC20
SFS63+CW7+RC30
SFS54+CW6+RC40

8:2

10

40

9:1

0
10
20
30
40

40
40
40
40
40

138.9
7
181.35
145.65
137.06
129.95
121.92

296.9

52

424.06
316.95
291.19
269.86
245.77

60
55
52
50.5
49

5.2.2 The influence of RC contents
Figure 5.2 shows the stress-strain response of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with different RC
contents 𝑅𝑏 (%), while Figure 5.3 illustrate influence of 𝑅𝑏 (%) on the peak deviator
stress and peak compression volumetric strain. As more RC is added, the peak deviator
stress decreases but at a slower rate (e.g. Figure 5.3 a) because RC has very low shear
strength compared to SFS and CW materials. Moreover, as 𝑅𝑏 (%) increases the stressstrain response of the waste specimen changes from brittle to predominantly ductile, i.e.
strain-softening response gradually changes to strain hardening, and the axial strain
corresponding to the peak deviator stress increases. This may be attributed to the fact that
an increasing amount of RC leads to more rubber-to-rubber interaction in the skeleton of
the mixtures, and the specimen becomes more rubber-like. Similar observations have
been reported by Kim & Santamarina (2008) for mixtures of sand and rubber tyre crumbs.
Moreover, as expected, an increase in 𝑅𝑏 (%) results in larger compression and less
dilative behaviour due to the high compressibility of rubber materials (Figure 5.2). For
instance, for 𝜎′3 = 40 𝑘𝑃𝑎 , the peak compaction volumetric strain of SFS+CW+RC
mixtures with SFS:CW=5:5 increases from 0.14% to 4.37% as 40% RC is added to the
SFS+CW blend. Furthermore, there was no significant variation of the peak compression
volumetric strain for different ratios of SFS:CW while maintaining the same RC content
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as shown in Figure 5.3 (b), indicating that contraction is governed mainly by the amount
of RC.

Figure 5.2 Stress-strain curves under 𝜎′3 = 40 𝑘𝑃𝑎 of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with
different RC contents and (a) SFS:CW=5:5; (b) SFS:CW=7:3
The stress-strain response of SFS+CW+RC mixtures reveals that the ductile capacity of
the waste mixtures is improved with the inclusion of RC, which indicates the ability of
the mixtures to sustain large deformation without failure is strengthened. Although there
is a reduction in shear strength as 𝑅𝑏 (%) increased, the SFS+CW+RC mixture can
maintain enough shear strength if an adequate blending ratio of SFS:CW is selected. The
stress-strain behaviour of the waste mixtures depends mainly on the interaction of the
particles. With less RC the skeleton of the waste matrix is formed by rigid particles (i.e.
SFS and CW), and thus the stiffness is higher and there is less compression. However,
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waste mixtures with more RC experience more interaction between the RC particles and
the skeleton of the waste matrix is gradually formed by the RC, so the shear strength is
lower and there is more contraction.

Figure 5.3 (a) The peak compaction volumetric strain varying with 𝑅𝑏 (%); (b) the peak
deviator stress varying with 𝑅𝑏 (%)
5.2.3 The influence of the effective confining pressure
The influence of the effective confining pressure 𝜎′3 on the stress-strain response of the
SFS+CW+RC mixture is shown in Figure 5.4. The specimens were consolidated and
sheared at three different effective confining pressures i.e., 10 kPa, 40 kPa, and 70 kPa.
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These values were selected because they correspond to typical site conditions of
subballast depending on the magnitude of axle loads (heavy haul) and the height of track
embankments (Indraratna et al., 2007; Indraratna et al., 2011). The results indicate that
with the increase in 𝜎′3, the peak deviator stress and associated axial strain also increases.
This is due to an increase in the relative density of the specimen induced during the
consolidation process. This indicates that there is more interaction between the rigid
particles (i.e. SFS and CW) as the RC is compressed. Therefore, the deviator stress of the
waste mixtures also increased.

Figure 5.4 Stress-strain curves under different effective confining pressure of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures with (a) SFS:CW=5:5 and 𝑅𝑏 = 20%; (b) SFS:CW=7:3 and
𝑅𝑏 = 20%
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Furthermore, a higher 𝜎′3 results in more contraction of the specimen. With the effective
confining pressure of 10 and 40 kPa, the volumetric response of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
(with SFS:CW=5:5 or 7:3, and 𝑅𝑏 = 20%) exhibits a small contraction followed by
volume dilation. However, at higher confining pressures (e.g. 70 kPa), only contractive
behaviour is observed.

5.3 Peak friction angle
The friction angle (∅′𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 ) of SFS+CW+RC mixtures is determined by considering the
peak deviator stress through Equation (3.16). The results of the peak friction angle with
RC contents are shown in Figure 5.5 and Table 5.1; as with the peak stress, the peak
friction angle decreases as the amount of RC increases (Figure 5.5 a and b), and it
increases as the ratio of SFS:CW increases (Figure 5.5 a) due to the higher stiffness of
SFS and less shear strength of RC.
Note that the peak friction angle of the same SFS+CW+RC mixture is not the same at
different effective confining pressures; this concurs with other granular materials such as
SFS+CW mixtures and sand-rubber crumbs mixtures (Chiaro et al., 2015a; Tasalloti et
al., 2015; Sheikh et al., 2013). This is because at lower effective confining pressures,
more volumetric dilation of the specimen is generated (Tasalloti et al., 2015; Indraratna
et al., 2013).
The peak friction angle of sand-RC mixtures at 𝜎′3 = 35 𝑘𝑃𝑎 and 69 𝑘𝑃𝑎 tested by
Sheikh et al., (2013) is also shown in Figure 5.5 (b). It is evident that at similar effective
confining pressures and with the same RC content, the peak friction angle of sand-RC
mixtures is less than the SFS+CW+RC mixtures, and therefore the SFS+CW+RC
mixtures are superior to sand-RC mixtures in terms of shear strength. Moreover, at 𝜎′3 =
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10 − 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎, all the SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW=5:5 – 9:1, and 𝑅𝑏 = 0 −
40% exhibited a peak friction angle between 42.1° – 62.5° which is higher than those
expected for traditional fills (∅′𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 = 34° − 38°; Hausmann, 1990).

Figure 5.5 (a) The peak friction angle versus RC contents in SFS+CW+RC mixtures
with different SFS:CW; (b) the peak friction angle at different 𝜎′3 of SFS+CW+RC
mixtures compared to sand-RC mixtures tested by Sheikh et al. (2013)
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5.4 Initial tangent modulus
The elastic deformation can be quantified by the initial tangent modulus 𝐸0 which is equal
to Young’s modulus (E) below the proportional limit, i.e. the slope of the stress-strain
curve at any specified stress or strain (ASTM E111-04, 2010).

𝐸0 =

∆𝑞
∆𝜀1

(5.1)

In the above, ∆𝑞 is the increment of deviator stress in the first 30 seconds after shearing
and ∆𝜀1 is the increment of axial strain in the first 30 seconds after shearing (when 0.1%
of 𝜀1 was achieved; Fu et al., 2017).

Figure 5.6 Initial tangent modulus versus RC contents of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with
(a) SFS:CW=7:3, and (b) SFS:CW=5:5
Figure 5.6 shows the initial tangent modulus 𝐸0 varies with RC contents for
SFS+CW+RC mixtures at different effective confining pressures. It is evident that the
inclusion of RC has a significant influence on 𝐸0 . There is also a sharp reduction in 𝐸0
when 10% RC is added to the mixtures (e.g. when 10% RC was added, 𝐸0 changed from
28.54 MPa to 10.5 MPa for the waste mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3 at 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎); this
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indicates the high ductility of rubber materials (Edil et al. 1994; Mashiri et al., 2015a),
and also means that more deformation is expected from the SFS+CW+RC mixtures with
RC. However, when 𝑅𝑏 > 10%, 𝐸0 only decreases marginally as more RC is added
because RC gradually forms a skeleton of the waste matrix as 𝑅𝑏 > 10% , and the
SFS+CW+RC mixtures behave rubber-like. Moreover, increasing the effective confining
pressure can also cause an increase in 𝐸0 but at a decreasing rate as more RC is included.
This is in line with past studies such as Rao & Dutta (2006).
Figure 5.7 presents the initial tangent modulus versus SFS:CW for SFS+CW+RC
mixtures at 𝜎′3 = 40 𝑘𝑃𝑎. It can be seen that when 𝑅𝑏 = 0%, an increasing SFS:CW can
significantly increase 𝐸0 due to the high stiffness of SFS (Tasalloti, 2015), but when 𝑅𝑏 >
10%, the change in 𝐸0 is insignificant as SFS:CW increases because the addition of RC
weakens the influence of SFS:CW.

Figure 5.7 Initial tangent modulus versus SFS:CW of SFS+CW+RC mixtures at 𝜎′3 =
40 𝑘𝑃𝑎
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5.5 Particle breakage due to monotonic shearing
As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, particle degradation is the main adverse geotechnical
property of CW, because, it affects the strength and deformation of SFS+CW+RC
mixtures, as reported by previous studies (e.g. Dai et al., 2015; Agustian & Goto, 2007,
Heitor et al., 2016). The particle degradation of SFS+CW+RC mixtures was examined by
sieving the waste mixtures after shearing. The breakage index (BI) originally proposed
by Indraratna et al. (2005) and illustrated in Figure 5.8 a) was used to evaluate the particle
degradation of this waste mixture due to shearing. The breakage index (BI) of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures based on the CD triaxial tests is shown in Table 5.2.

Figure 5.8 (a) Definition of the breakage index (BI) after Indraratna et al. (2005); (b) BI
versus RC contents for SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3 at different confining
pressures
The influence of RC contents 𝑅𝑏 (%) and the effective confining pressure 𝜎′3 has on the
particle breakage of SFS+CW+RC mixtures subjected to consolidated drain triaxial tests
and compaction is shown in Figure 5.8 (b). The particle breakage due to shearing can be
computed by subtracting that incurred during compaction. The tests show that the
addition of RC will efficiently reduce the particle breakage of waste mixtures due to the
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high energy absorbing property of rubber materials. As 𝑅𝑏 (%) increases, the BI of the
waste mixtures with the same SFS:CW at a given confining pressure decreases. When
𝑅𝑏 ≥ 10%, the BI (after shearing and compaction) of the SFS+CW+RC mixtures with
SFS:CW=7:3 is less than 2%, which is acceptable for all conventional fill (Chiaro et al.,
2015a). When 𝑅𝑏 ≥ 30, the BI of the SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3 is
negligible. Furthermore, reducing the confining pressure can also reduce particle
breakage of SFS+CW+RC mixtures (Figure 5.8 b).
Figure 5.9 shows the effect of SFS:CW and 𝑅𝑏 on the particle degradation of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures. The tests indicate that at a given effective confining pressure, as
SFS:CW increases the BI of the waste mixtures having the same 𝑅𝑏 decreases because
the increasing SFS:CW reduces the fraction of CW in the waste mixtures, but as 𝑅𝑏
increases, the effect of SFS:CW on the particle degradation is weakened. Note that at
𝜎′3 = 40 𝑘𝑃𝑎, the BI of all the waste mixtures with SFS:CW≥ 7: 3 and 𝑅𝑏 ≥ 10% is
less than 2%.

Figure 5.9 BI versus RC contents for SFS+CW+RC mixtures with different SFS:CW at
𝜎′3 = 40 𝑘𝑃𝑎
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Table 5.2 The breakage index (BI) and strain energy density of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
based on consolidated drained triaxial tests
Mixtures
SFS:CW 𝑅𝑏 (%) 𝜎′3 (𝑘𝑃𝑎)
BI (%)
𝐸𝑑 (𝑘𝑃𝑎)
0
10
6.79
0.44
SFS50+CW50
0
40
9.28
3.85
0
70
11.23
9.14
10
10
2.93
2.76
SFS45+CW45+RC10
10
40
3.71
8.87
10
70
4.10
17.18
20
10
0.74
2.71
SFS40+CW40+RC20
5:5
20
40
1.11
8.91
20
70
1.49
18.93
30
10
0.23
2.75
SFS35+CW35+RC30
30
40
0.38
9.32
30
70
0.89
18.56
40
10
0.11
2.83
SFS30+CW30+RC40
40
40
0.13
9.59
40
70
0.63
18.96
0
10
2.84
0.87
SFS70+CW30
0
40
4.99
4.35
0
70
6.24
7.39
10
10
1.03
2.28
SFS63+CW27+RC10
10
40
1.60
8.57
10
70
1.93
15.99
20
10
0.29
2.52
SFS56+CW24+RC20
7:3
20
40
0.50
8.97
20
70
0.86
15.57
30
10
0.06
2.91
SFS49+CW21+RC30
30
40
0.073
9.56
30
70
0.081
18.87
40
10
0.035
2.73
SFS42+CW18+RC40
40
40
0.038
9.76
40
70
0.041
19.33
SFS90+CW10
0
40
2.20
4.18
SFS81+CW9+RC10
10
40
0.76
8.89
SFS72+CW8+RC20
9:1
20
40
0.23
9.87
SFS63+CW7+RC30
30
40
0.02
10.20
SFS54+CW6+RC40
40
40
0
10.56
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5.6 Strain energy density
The strain energy density 𝐸𝑑 is the parameter usually adopted for evaluating the energy
absorbed in shearing tests; it can be computed by considering the area under the shear
stress-strain curve up to failure (Figure 5.10), as represented by Equation 5.2
𝛾𝑓

𝐸𝑑 = ∫ 𝜏𝑑 𝛾

(5.2)

0

where 𝐸𝑑 is the strain energy density (kPa), 𝛾𝑓 is the shear strain (dimensionless) up to
failure, and 𝜏 is the shear strength (kPa).

Figure 5.10 The definition of strain energy density
The strain energy density up to the failure of various waste mixtures computed based on
the triaxial drained shearing results is shown in Table 5.2. The influence of RC content
𝑅𝑏 , the effective confining pressure 𝜎′3, and the blending ratio of SFS:CW on the strain
energy density for the SFS+CW+RC mixtures is shown in Figure 5.11-5.13.
It can be observed that the addition of RC can significantly increase the strain energy
density of the waste mixture at a given confining pressure. There was a sharp increase in
𝐸𝑑 after 10% or more RC was included in the waste mixtures indicating the high energy
absorbing property of rubber materials, and with an increasing 𝜎′3 the gap between 𝐸𝑑 of
the waste mixtures with and without RC becomes larger (Figure 5.12 a). However, once
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10% of RC is exceeded, the increase in 𝐸𝑑 of the waste mixtures is marginal (Figure 5.12
b). This is likely related to the decrease in shear strength (e.g. Figure 5.11) and decrease
in particle breakage (e.g. Figure 5.8 b). In other words, it was expected that 𝐸𝑑 of the
SFS+CW+RC mixtures at any given confining pressure would reach a threshold value
with 𝑅𝑏 = 10%. On this basis, it seems that 10% RC is sufficient for the mixture to serve
as an energy absorbing layer while tolerating an acceptable reduction in shear strength.

Figure 5.11 Comparison of the area under shear stress-strain curves for SFS+CW+RC
mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3 and different 𝑅𝑏
Figure 5.13 shows the effect of SFS:CW on 𝐸𝑑 of SFS+CW+CW mixtures at 𝜎′3 =
40 𝑘𝑃𝑎. When the same RC content was maintained, increasing the rate of SFS:CW only
generates a small increase in the strain energy density. Therefore, the main factor that can
influence 𝐸𝑑 is 𝑅𝑏 and 𝜎′3, and the effect of SFS:CW on 𝐸𝑑 is insignificant.
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Figure 5.12 (a) 𝐸𝑏 versus 𝜎′3 for SFS+CW+RC mixtures with different 𝑅𝑏 ; 𝐸𝑏 versus
𝑅𝑏 SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3 at different 𝝈′𝟑

Figure 5.13 𝐸𝑏 versus 𝑅𝑏 for SFS+CW+RC mixtures with different SFS:CW at 𝜎′3 =
40 𝑘𝑃𝑎
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5.7 Stress – dilatancy behaviour
Dilatancy is one of the fundamental components in modelling the stress-strain behaviour
of a soil. It is the ratio of the increment of plastic volumetric strain to the increment of
plastic deviator strain in triaxial space (Nova & Wood, 1979; Wood & Belkheir, 1994;
Chen & Zhang, 2016), thus:
𝑑𝜀𝑣𝑝
𝑑= 𝑝
𝑑𝜀𝑞

(5.3)

where 𝑑𝜀𝑣 = 𝑑𝜀1 + 2𝑑𝜀3 , 𝑑𝜀𝑞 = 2(𝑑𝜀1 − 𝑑𝜀3 )/3, and the superscript ‘𝑝’ stands for
‘plastic’. The best way to investigate the dilatancy of soils is to plot dilatancy with a
variation of the stress ratio 𝜂, that is:
𝜂 = 𝑞/𝑝′

(5.4)

where 𝑞 = 𝜎′1 − 𝜎′3 is the deviatoric stress in a triaxial setting, and 𝑝′ = (𝜎′1 + 2𝜎′3 )/3
is the effective mean stress.
In this study, the dilatancy behaviour of SFS+CW+RC mixtures has been investigated
based on a series of monotonic drained triaxial tests. Figure 5.14 (a-e) present the stress
ratio-dilatancy curves at different effective confining pressures for SFS+CW+RC
mixtures. Note there are three stress ratios of interest for the stress ratio-dilatancy curves,
i.e. 𝜂 (𝑃𝑇𝑆), 𝜂 (𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘), and 𝜂 (𝐶𝑆) where 𝑃𝑇𝑆 stands for the phase transformation state,
‘peak’ refers to the peak deviator stress state, and 𝐶𝑆 means the critical state. Therefore,
the stress ratio at these three conditions 𝜂(𝑃𝑇𝑆, 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘, 𝐶𝑆) can be determined by:

𝜂(𝑃𝑇𝑆, 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘, 𝐶𝑆) =

𝑞(𝑃𝑇𝑆, 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘, 𝐶𝑆)
𝑝′(𝑃𝑇𝑆, 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘, 𝐶𝑆)
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(5.5)

where 𝑞(𝑃𝑇𝑆, 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘, 𝐶𝑆) is the deviator stress at the phase transformation state, the peak
deviator stress state, or the critical state; 𝑝′(𝑃𝑇𝑆, 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘, 𝐶𝑆) is the effective mean stress at
the phase transformation state, the peak deviator stress state, or the critical state.
Moreover, 𝜂 (𝐶𝑆) can also be written as 𝑀𝑐𝑠 .
At the phase transformation state 𝑑 = 0, the volumetric strain 𝜀𝑣 reaches its minimum
value and the specimen changes from contraction to dilatancy. At the peak deviator state,
the stress ratio 𝜂 and the deviator stress reach their peak states, and at the critical
state (𝐶𝑆) = 𝑀𝑐𝑠 , = 0 , and 𝑑𝜂 = 0.
Figure 5.14 shows the stress-dilatancy behaviour of the SFS+CW+RC mixtures with
SFS:CW=7:3 at different effective confining pressures. It is noted that 𝜂 (𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘) and
𝜂 (𝑃𝑇𝑆) decrease as the effective confining pressure increases, but the inclination of the
stress-dilatancy curve for the SFS+CW+RC mixtures with a given RC content before the
peak state remains similar, regardless of the effective confining pressures. All the
SFS+CW+RC specimens experience a hook after the peak deviator stress state, which is
in concurrence with other mixtures from previous studies, e.g. aggregate-clay mixtures
(Chen & Zhang, 2016), rubber-sand mixtures (Mashiri et al., 2015a), and fibre-cemented
sand (Dehghan & Hamidi, 2015). Moreover, only the dilatancy of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
with 0% and 10% RC can reach zero after the peak deviatoric state (Figure 5.14 a and b),
but as more RC are included 𝑑 = 0 is harder to reach, whereas the trend of dilatancy
indicates that zero can still be achieved beyond 25% of axial strain.
Figure 5.15 (a and b) shows the stress ratio-dilatancy curves of the waste mixtures with
different 𝑅𝑏 (%), which proves that 𝑅𝑏 affects the dilatancy of waste mixtures such that
at the same effective confining pressure, the peak stress ratio 𝜂 (𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘) decreases as the
𝑅𝑏 increases due to the low shear strength. As expected, dilatancy at 𝜂 (𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘) decreases
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with the inclusion of RC because rubber materials are highly compressible. Similar to the
effect of effective confining pressure, the initial slope of the dilatancy curve is similar
regardless of the amount of RC.
The influence of the blending ratio SFS:CW on the stress-dilatancy of SFS+CW+RC
mixtures is shown in Figure 5.16, whereby as SFS:CW increases the 𝜂 (𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘) and
𝜂 (𝑃𝑇𝑆) increase, which is related to the high stiffness of SFS particles. Furthermore, the
dilatancy of the waste mixtures increases with an increasing SFS:CW. That higher
amounts of SFS generate more dilatancy is not surprising because waste mixtures with
higher SFS contents have a higher initial tangent modulus; moreover the higher dilatancy
of waste mixtures with higher SFS:CW also agrees with the stress-strain curves in Figure
5.1.
In summary, the inclusion of RC into SFS+CW blends reduces the dilatancy of the
mixtures, and although higher amounts of RC reduces the shear strength, with a proper
SFS:CW, the SFS+CW+RC mixtures can still retain sufficient shear strength compared
to traditional fill and subbase materials. Furthermore, SFS+CW+RC mixtures with lower
RC contents (e.g. 0% and 10%) can reach a critical state, albeit those with more RC (e.g.
20%, 30%, and 40%) could still reach a critical state beyond 𝜀1 = 25%. The stressdilatancy curves are a good reference for determining the critical state of SFS+CW+RC
mixtures.
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Figure 5.14 Stress ratio-dilatancy curves at different 𝜎′3 for SFS+CW+RC mixtures
with SFS:CW=7:3 and (a) 0% RC, (b) 10% RC, (c) 20% RC, (d) 30% RC, (e) 40% RC
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Figure 5.15 Stress ratio-dilatancy curves for SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3
and different 𝑅𝑏 (%) (a) at 𝜎′3 = 40 𝑘𝑃𝑎, (b) at 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎

Figure 5.16 Stress ratio-dilatancy curves at𝜎′3 = 40 𝑘𝑃𝑎 for SFS+CW+RC mixtures
with different SFS:CW and (a) 𝑅𝑏 = 10%, (b) 𝑅𝑏 = 20%
5.8 Chapter summary
In this chapter, the monotonic behaviour of SFS+CW+RC mixtures has been investigated
based on extensive consolidated drained triaxial tests. The effect that RC contents,
SFS:CW, and the effective confining pressure has on the stress-strain behaviour, shear
strength, initial tangent modulus, strain energy density, as well as particle degradation of
the SFS+CW+RC mixture has been discussed and analysed.
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It was found that the inclusion of RC could significantly influence the monotonic
behaviour of SFS+CW+RC mixtures. For larger RC content, the shear strength of the
mixtures decreased, the stress-strain curve changed from brittle to ductile, and the
specimen became more contractive. As RC contents increased, the energy absorbing
property of the waste mixtures increased (e.g. the strain energy density increases), and
10% RC was sufficient to improve the energy absorbing capacity of the waste mixtures.
Due to the high energy absorbing property of rubber materials, the particle degradation
of the mixtures could be reduced efficiently by adding RC. Moreover, as rubber has a
high compressibility, the initial tangent modulus of SFS+CW+RC mixtures decreased as
RC contents increased, and therefore the addition of RC reduced the dilatancy of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures.
The blending ratio SFS:CW also influences the monotonic behaviour of SFS+CW+RC
mixtures. An increase in shear strength, stiffness, and dilatancy was observed for larger
SFS content. The energy absorbing property depended mainly on RC contents, and
SFS:CW had almost no effect on the strain energy density of SFS+CW+RC mixtures at
a given confining pressure. Moreover, as SFS:CW increased, the percentage of CW in the
waste mixture was reduced, and thus the particle degradation of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
was reduced. Since CW has a higher compressibility than SFS, decreasing SFS:CW led
to more contraction and a smaller initial tangent modulus, as well as a reduction in
dilatancy in the stress-dilatancy curves.
The role of effective confining pressure on the monotonic behaviour of SFS+CW+RC
mixtures has also been investigated. The test results revealed that as the effective
confining pressure increased the peak friction angle of SFS+CW+RC mixtures decreased.
This indicated that the specimen exhibited mainly a contractive behaviour, associated
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with a larger amount of particle breakage. To some degree, the effect of SFS:CW and the
effective confining pressure on the monotonic properties (e.g. the peak friction angle, the
particle degradation, and the initial tangent modulus) was weakened with the inclusion of
RC in SFS+CW+RC mixtures.
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This chapter is related to Journal paper: Qi, YJ, Indraratna, B, Heitor, A & Vinod, JS (2017). ‘The Role of
Rubber Crumbs on the Cyclic Behaviour of Steel Furnace Slag and Coal Wash Mixtures’, Journal of
Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Engineering (Accepted).

CHAPTER SIX

6. Cyclic Behaviour

6.1 Introduction
The use of rubber crumbs mixed with sands has been reported to be effective for vibration
isolation and adopted widely in seismic geotechnical projects due to the rubber high
damping ability (Sheikh et al., 2013). Therefore, the inclusion of RC into SFS and CW
will extend the application of these waste mixtures into dynamic loading conditions to
reduce vibration, prevent track degradation, and absorb energy. Therefore, the
investigation of the dynamic behaviour (especially during cyclic loading) of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures is critical.
Although a number of studies already examined the dynamic behaviour of rubber-soil
mixtures, the majority only focused on small strain behaviour (≤0.01% shear strain) using
resonant column tests or shaking table tests (e.g. Senetakis et al., 2012; Zheng & Kevin,
2000; Anastasiadis et al., 2012; Saxena et al., 1988). These tests provide very little insight
on the role that rubber plays on these mixtures under cyclic loading (shear strain > 0.1%).
Li et al. (2016) studied the dynamic behaviour of rubber-sand mixtures under cyclic
loading, but the level of deformation achieved under a large number of loading cycles,
relevant to transport infrastructure applications, was not considered. Moreover, the study
of the energy absorbing capacity of these mixtures due to the inclusion of RC needs to be
examined in detail based on comprehensive test results.
This chapter aims to investigate the cyclic loading behaviour of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
in the large level deformation range based on extensive drained cyclic triaxial tests. The
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influence of the effective confining pressure, RC content, loading frequency, and cyclic
stress ratio on the dynamic properties (e.g. the deformation behaviour, resilient modulus,
damping ratio, and shear modulus) of SFS+CW+RC mixtures has been examined. In
addition, the energy absorbing capacity of waste mixtures having different rubber
contents has also been studied comprehensively.
The specimen preparation and the test procedure for the drained cyclic triaxial tests have
been explained in chapter 3. The inclusion of RC in the waste mixtures is limited to 40%
by weight (which corresponds to about 60% by volume), and SFS:CW is set at 7:3
because there is less particle breakage, less volumetric expansion, and enough shear
strength based on the test results in Chapters 4 and 5.

6.2 Deformation behaviour
Unlike the static triaxial tests, the deformation (axial strain and volumetric strain) from
the stress-controlled cyclic triaxial tests includes two components, i.e., the permanent
deformation and the elastic deformation (the recoverable deformation). The recoverable
deformation is the deformation recovered during unloading, and it can be reflected by the
resilient modulus 𝑀𝑅 . The permanent deformation, which is the total deformation minus
the recoverable deformation, reflects the plastic strain generated during the cyclic loading.
In this section, the influence of the effective confining pressure, RC content, loading
frequency, and cyclic stress ratio on the permanent deformation and resilient modulus
will be explained.
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6.2.1 Permanent deformation
6.2.1.1 The influence of the effective confining pressure and RC contents
The axial strain with loading cycles can be used to evaluate the settlement behaviour of
the waste mixtures under cyclic train moving loads, and the volumetric strains reflect the
changes of void ratio. The resilient modulus can be computed based on the load-unload
hysteretic cycles.
Figure 6.1 shows a typical hysteretic response of SFS+CW+RC mixtures having different
RC contents tested at 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎. From Figure 6.1 (a) and (b), it can be observed that
the permanent axial strain increases with the loading cycles but with a decreasing
accumulation rate, while the recoverable axial strain decreases with the loading cycles
and becomes much more stable after 1000 cycles. The maximum deviator stress 𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑐𝑦𝑐
changes with the development of the axial strain at the beginning of each test. With the
increasing of loading cycles, the maximum deviator stress becomes much more stable as
the axial strain tends to be stable. The hysteretic loops of SFS+CW+RC mixtures having
different RC contents at 10000 cycles are shown in Figure 6.1(c); it is found that the
addition of RC significantly influences the deformation of the waste mixtures. As RC
contents increase, the area of the hysteretic loops increases, and the inclination also
increases indicating the recoverable axial strain increases.
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Figure 6.1 Hysteretic cycles of waste mixtures (SFS:CW=7:3) tested at 𝜎′3 =
70 𝑘𝑃𝑎:(a) having 10% RC at different cycles; (b) having 30% RC at different cycles;
(b) having different RC contents at 10000 cycles
Figure 6.2 shows the total axial strain 𝜀1 and volumetric strain 𝜀𝑣 which evolves with the
logarithm of the number of cyclic loading cycles N. As expected, the axial strain 𝜀1
increases with the effective confining pressure 𝜎′3 as 𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑐𝑦𝑐 increases (Figure 6.2 a-c).
Further, at the same effective confining pressure, higher RC contents generate greater
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total axial strain as both the permanent axial strain and the elastic axial strain increases
(e.g. Figure 6.1). At lower confining pressures such as 𝜎′3 = 10𝑘𝑃𝑎 (𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑐𝑦𝑐 is smaller),
all the waste mixtures stabilise or shake down (insignificant rise of axial strain with N)
easily within 1000 cycles, whereas at higher confining pressures (i.e. 40 and 70 kPa;
𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑐𝑦𝑐 is greater) only the waste mixtures with RC ≤ 10% shake down within 10000
cycles, and 𝜀1 still continues to accumulate with N for waste mixtures with RC> 10%.
The axial strain of all the specimens develops at a stable trend after 10000 cycles till to
the end of the cyclic tests.
The volumetric strain 𝜀𝑣 with the logarithm of cyclic numbers is shown in Figure 6.2(de). For each specimen, during the first 10 cycles, the volumetric strain (𝜀𝑣 = 𝜀1 + 2𝜀𝑟 )
grows marginally, which is in agreement with findings for other granular materials
(Lackenby et al., 2007; Indraratna et al., 2014). In this region, the axial strain 𝜀1 increases
(compression) while the radial strain 𝜀𝑟 increases (dilation), thus the volumetric strain
shows little variation. After 10 cycles, densification starts occurring, 𝜀1 continues to
increase and 𝜀𝑟 decreases, thus 𝜀𝑣 undergoes rapid compression except for the mixture
with 𝑅𝑏 = 0% which begins to dilate around 5000 cycles (Figure 6.2d). Within 10000
loading cycles, the behaviour of volumetric strain observed is consistent with other
granular materials (e.g. Bian et al., 2016; Lackenby et al., 2007), but after N=10000 is
exceeded the volumetric strains seem to be governed mainly by RC contents and the
effective confining pressures. After 10000 cycles, the 𝜀𝑣 of waste mixtures with 𝑅𝑏 ≤
10% stabilises when the specimen is subjected to the higher confining pressure (40, 70
kPa) and begins to dilate at lower confining pressure (10 kPa), which is similar to general
granular materials (e.g. Bian et al., 2016; Indraratna et al., 2006). In those waste mixtures
with 𝑅𝑏 > 10%, 𝜀𝑣 remains increasing at a high rate at 𝜎′3 = 10 and 40𝑘𝑃𝑎, while at
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𝜎′3 = 70𝑘𝑃𝑎 𝜀𝑣 continues to develop but at a declining rate as the number increases.
Except the specimen with 0% RC and tested at 𝜎′3 = 10 𝑘𝑃𝑎, all the specimens present
a compression behaviour, and with the increasing of effective confining pressures and RC
contents, the value of the volumetric strain increases indicating the high compressibility
of rubber materials.

Figure 6.2 Permanent strains under cyclic loading for SFS+CW+RC mixtures
(SFS:CW=7:3) having different RC contents tested with CSR=0.8 and 𝑓 = 5 𝐻𝑧: (a-c)
axial strain, (d-e) volumetric strain
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6.2.2.2 The influence of frequency and cyclic stress ratio (CSR)
The effect of the loading frequency and the cyclic stress ratio on the deformation of the
waste mixture under cyclic loading has also been investigated through the stresscontrolled cyclic triaxial tests on the SFS+CW+RC mixture with SFS:CW=7:3 and 𝑅𝑏 =
10%. Three different loading frequencies were used, i.e. 0.5 Hz, 1 Hz, and 5 Hz. The test
results from previous studies (e.g. Suiker et al., 2005) revealed that with 𝑓 ≤ 5 𝐻𝑧, the
mass inertia effects of the specimen is insignificant, and thus the material response could
be characterized as ‘quasi-static’. The influence of CSR on the deformation will be
examined by comparing the cyclic test results with CSR=0.4 and CSR=0.8.
The effect of loading frequencies on the cyclic deformation of soil and granular materials
reported in previous studies has not converged to a unanimous conclusion. Some studies
(e.g. Zhou & Gong, 2001; Jiang et al., 2010; Matsui et al., 1980; Trani, 2009) found that
increasing the loading frequency resulted in lower deformation of soil. The majority of
the soils used in these studies were treated as viscous-plastic or viscous-elastic, and thus
creep was considered for the deformation analysis. In contrast, the studies using granular
materials such as rockfill, ballast, or very coarse aggregates (e.g. Indraratna et al., 2014;
Sun et al., 2016) reported that higher frequencies generated larger deformation.
Furthermore, other studies (e.g. Hardin, 1965; Hyde et al., 1993; Wichtmann et al., 2005;
Yond, 1972; Shenton, 1978) postulated that the effect of loading frequency on the
deformation behaviour under cyclic loading condition is very complex and random and
typically frequency-independent.
Figure 6.3 shows the axial strain response with the number of loading cycles tested with
different loading frequencies and CSR. The test results reveal that 𝜀1 decreases as the
loading frequency increases, which is in agreement with the findings reported by
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Normandeau & Zimmie (1991), Zhou & Gong (2001), and Trani (2009). This can be
related to the nature of the SFS+CW+RC mixtures, as 10% RC was included in the waste
mixture, cohesion was exhibited in the mixtures which could be seen from the monotonic
triaxial test results. Therefore the dynamic damping and time-dependent creep can be
used for the dynamic analysis. When the loading frequency is lower, the time used for the
load working on the specimen is increased during one cycle, and thus the waste mixture
tends to have more time for creep resulting in larger deformation (Matesic & Vucetic,
2003, Lei et al., 2016a, Lei et al., 2016b,). The static drained triaxial tests can be regarded
as an extreme condition (𝑓 = 0 𝐻𝑧) for the cyclic drained triaxial tests, and under the
static triaxial condition, the maximum deformation can be reached. Furthermore, as the
loading frequency increases (but still blow the inflection frequency), the process of the
densification is accelerated, and thus the stiffness and strength of the specimen increases,
the specimen tends to be much more stable, and the mechanical response becomes more
reversible (Teachavorasinskun et al., 2002; Richardson & Whitman, 1963; Yong & Japp,
1967; Olson & Parola, 1967). Therefore less deformation is achieved for the specimens
tested with higher frequencies.
Previous studies such as Lei et al. (2016a), Lei et al. (2016b), and Lin et al. (1996) have
found that the influence of cyclic loading frequencies on the deformation of soils can be
related to the inflection frequency (IF). Their test results reveal that when 𝑓 < 𝐼𝐹 ,
deformation of soils increase as loading frequencies decreases; whereas when 𝑓 > 𝐼𝐹,
deformation of soils increase as loading frequencies increases. As the frequency limit of
the cyclic test apparatus used in this study is 5 Hz, cyclic loading tests having higher
frequencies (i.e. f > 5 Hz) haven’t been conducted. However, the test results of this study
(Figure 6.3) seem to indicate an inflection frequency 𝐼𝐹 ≥ 5𝐻𝑧 for SFS+CW+RC
mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3, and 10% RC.
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Figure 6.3 Axial strain response with the number of loading cycles tested with different
loading frequencies for SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3 and 𝑅𝑏 = 10%: (ac) CSR=0.4; (d-f) CSR=0.8
By comparing the cyclic test results in Figure 6.3(a-c) and Figure 6.3(d-f), it is obvious
that higher CSR generates more axial strain for the SFS+CW+RC mixture with
SFS:CW=7:3 and 𝑅𝑏 = 10%. This is because the maximum deviator stress is higher for
a higher CSR. When CSR=0.4, a stable axial strain (shake-down stage) at N=5000 was
observed for all the specimens at 𝜎′3 = 10, 40, and 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎, while for CSR=0.8, the
shakedown stage is only attained for the specimens tested at 𝜎′3 = 10 𝑘𝑃𝑎, as the axial
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strain of the waste mixture tested at larger effective confining pressures continue to
accumulate.
Figure 6.4 shows the volumetric strain response with the number of loading cycles for
SFS+CW+RC mixtures tested with different loading frequencies and CSR. It can be seen
that when 𝑁 ≤ 2000 the contractive volumetric strain of SFS+CW+RC mixtures initially
increases with the number of loading cycles, and similar to axial strain, the volumetric
strain increases as CSR increases and decreases as the loading frequency increases. When
𝑁 > 2000, all the specimens of the waste mixtures start dilate at 𝜎′3 = 10 𝑘𝑃𝑎, and this
is in concurrence with the behaviour of other granular materials (e.g. Bian et al., 2016;
Indraratna et al., 2006). At higher effective confining pressures (i.e. 40 and 70 kPa) the
specimens tested with 𝑓 = 0.5 𝐻𝑧 start to dilate, and those tested with higher frequencies
exhibit mainly contractive behaviour. This is because at lower loading frequencies, the
specimen behaviour resembles that of static loading conditions, which has been explained
previously. Moreover, it is observed that the volumetric strain of all the specimens tested
with CSR=0.8 and 𝑓 = 5 𝐻𝑧 reached a stable point at around 𝑁 = 5000.
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Figure 6.4 Volumetric strain response with the number of loading cycles tested with
different loading frequencies for SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3 and 𝑅𝑏 =
10%: (a-c) CSR=0.4; (d-f) CSR=0.8
6.2.2 Resilient modulus
The resilient modulus 𝑀𝑅 is a very important parameter in depicting the characteristic
elastic deformation of materials under cyclic loading condition; it can be computed based
on the load-unload hysteretic cycles (Figure 6.5).

𝑀𝑅 =
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∆𝑞𝑐𝑦𝑐
𝜀1,𝑟𝑒𝑐

(6.1)

where ∆𝑞𝑐𝑦𝑐 is the difference between the maximum cyclic deviator stress 𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑐𝑦𝑐 and
the minimum cyclic deviator stress 𝑞𝑚𝑖𝑛,𝑐𝑦𝑐 , and 𝜀1,𝑟𝑒𝑐 is the recoverable axial strain
(elastic axial strain) during unloading.

Figure 6.5 The definition of resilient modulus
To eliminate any possible influence of the irregularity in loading in the initial stage
(Nazzal & Mohammad, 2010; Lackenby et al., 2007), 𝑀𝑅 was determined after 1000
cycles where all the specimens reached a constant applied cyclic deviator stress and over
90% of their permanent vertical strain (Figure 6.1 a and b). Moreover, the value of 𝑀𝑅 is
determined under saturated condition. This is because in Australia, the magnitude
resilient modulus has to meet certain contractual requirements and this particularly
relevant to many low-lying coastal tracks in which the subballast remains in a saturated
condition due to the high groundwater table. Some past studies have also reported the
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value of MR for saturated conditions, e.g., Bian et al. (2016), Lackenby et al. (2007), and
Chen & Indraratna (2015).
Figure 6.6 shows the variation of 𝑀𝑅 with the number of cycles for the waste mixtures
with different RC contents tested at different confining pressures (i.e. 10, 40, and 70 kPa).
𝑀𝑅 increases with the number of loading cycles, but then stabilises after a certain number
of cycles (N=10000). This is in agreement with the cyclic behaviour of other granular
materials (Bian et al., 2016; Lackenby et al., 2007; and Indraratna et al., 2014). As the
confining pressure increases, 𝑀𝑅 increases, possibly because the rubber becomes more
compressible under a higher confining pressures where new particle contacts between
stiffer particles (SFS and CW) would form (Li et al., 2016). Similarly, Lee et al. (2007)
reported that at high confining pressures the sand fraction governs the rubber-sand
mixtures behaviour. Furthermore, the 𝑀𝑅 of the waste mixtures decreases as the amount
of RC increases because the inclusion of rubber crumbs creates more rubber-to-rubber
contacts, as well as an increase in the recoverable axial strain 𝜀1,𝑟𝑒𝑐 (Senetakis et al.,
2012).
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Figure 6.6 Resilient modulus of SFS+CW+RC mixtures (SFS:CW=7:3) with different
RC contents tested with CSR=0.8 and 𝑓 = 5 𝐻𝑧 and at: (a) 𝜎′3 = 10 𝑘𝑃𝑎; (b) 𝜎′3 =
40 𝑘𝑃𝑎; (c) 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎
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Excessive deformation will have a hazardous impact in a ballasted track foundation. The
average axial strain for traditional railway subballast layer is in the proximity of 2%
(Teixeira et al., 2006). The cyclic loading results (e.g. Figure 6.3) indicate that waste
mixtures having RC ≥ 30% , may be unsuitable for subballast design because the
inclusion of additional rubber crumbs leads to an increased permanent deformation and a
reduced resilient modulus. Furthermore, these tests also confirm that mixtures of CW and
SFS without rubber crumbs cannot be used as subballast due to their significantly high
dilation characteristics under relatively low confining pressures (< 40 kPa). Moreover,
the resilient modulus for subballast is expected to be in the range 60-100 MPa when
𝑞𝑐𝑦𝑐,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is around 80 kPa (Shahu et al., 1999), therefore, a SFS+CW+RC mixture with
10% RC offers an optimum mixture for a subballast capping layer.
The influence of the loading frequency and CSR on the resilient modulus of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures is shown in Figure 6.7. From 𝑀𝑅 − 𝑁 curves it can be seen that
𝑀𝑅 increases as the loading frequency increases. This can be explained by examining the
hysteresis cycles of the waste mixture tested with different loading frequencies (Figure
6.8). It can be observed that as loading frequencies increase, the hysteresis loops become
larger, and the recoverable strain also increases. Moreover, the comparison of the
hysteresis loops of the specimens tested at different CSR (Figure 6.8 a & b) shows that
increasing CSR generates more recoverable strain. Therefore the resilient modulus
increases as CSR increases (shown in Figure 6.7), but the effect of CSR on 𝑀𝑅 seems
negligible comparing with the effect of the loading frequency.
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Figure 6.7 Resilient modulus response with the number of loading cycles tested with
different loading frequencies for SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3 and 𝑅𝑏 =
10%: (a-c) CSR=0.4; (d-f) CSR=0.8
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Figure 6.8 Hysteretic cycles of waste mixtures (SFS:CW=7:3, 𝑅𝑏 = 10%) tested at
𝜎′3 = 40 𝑘𝑃𝑎 and with different loading frequencies: (a)CSR=0.4; (b) CSR=0.8
6.2.3 Permanent strain and resilient modulus as a function of RC content and
the effective confining pressure
The effect that rubber crumbs 𝑅𝑏 (%) has on the cyclic loading behaviour of waste
mixtures is best evaluated by plotting the final values of radial strain 𝜀𝑟 , the axial strain
𝜀1 , the volumetric strain 𝜀𝑣 , and the resilient modulus 𝑀𝑅 at 10000 cycles (Figure 6.9 and
Figure 6.10) after which the trend of the deformation is stable. The dependence that
permanent strains (𝜀1 and 𝜀𝑣 ) and resilient modulus has on RC contents 𝑅𝑏 (%) and the
effective confining pressure 𝜎′3 are clearly apparent as described in the previous sections.
For the radial strain shown in Figure 6.9, it can be observed that 𝜀𝑟 increases as 𝑅𝑏 (%)
and 𝜎′3 increases, and the radial strain at 10 cycles is greater than that at 10000 cycles,
which further explains the development of the volumetric strain in Figure 6.2 (d-f), but
the relationship of 𝜀𝑟 with 𝑅𝑏 (%) is not as clear. Except for 𝜀𝑟 , good correlations can be
established between 𝑅𝑏 (%)(Figure 6.9), and 𝜀1 , 𝜀𝑣 , and 𝑀𝑅 . All these parameters can be
described by certain functions of 𝑅𝑏 (%) (Figure 6.10). It is noteworthy that the empirical
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equations formulated and shown in Figure 6.10 are only based on the test results of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures having 0%, 10%, 20%, 30% RC, and the test results of waste
mixtures having 40% RC are considered separately for the purpose of validation.
The relationship that 𝜀1 , 𝜀𝑣 , and 𝑀𝑅 have with RC contents could be presented as (Figure
6.10 a, b, and c):
𝜀1 = 𝑓1 (𝜎′3 ) × (𝑅𝑏 ) 𝑓2 (𝜎′3 ) ,

(6.2)

𝜀𝑣 = 𝑓3 (𝜎′3 ) × ln(𝑅𝑏 ) + 𝑓4 (𝜎′3 ),

(6.3)

𝑀𝑅 = 𝑓5 (𝜎′3 ) × 𝑒 𝑓6 (𝜎′3 )×𝑅𝑏

(6.4)

where 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , 𝑓3 , 𝑓4 , 𝑓5 and 𝑓6 are parameters associated with the effective confining
pressure, 𝜎′3 . 𝑅𝑏 is the content of rubber, RC (%). It is interesting to find that the specific
parameters 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , 𝑓3 , 𝑓4 , 𝑓5 and 𝑓6 all have a linear relationship with 𝜎′3
𝑓𝑛 = k 𝑛1 × 𝜎′3 + k 𝑛2

(6.5)

where 𝑛 = 1, 2, ⋯ 6, k 𝑛1 and k 𝑛2 are empirical parameters, and the value of k 𝑛1 and k 𝑛2
are shown in Table 6.1. Thus by relating the effective confining pressure 𝜎′3 through
Equation (6.5), the empirical models for axial strain, volumetric strain, and resilient
modulus can be developed as represented by Equations (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4).
The 3D-plot of the empirical model prediction (i.e. Equations 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4) and test
results of axial strain, volumetric strain, and resilient modulus at different effective
confining pressures and 𝑁 = 10000 are shown in Figure 6.11 (a, b and c). Among all
these test results, those of waste mixtures having 40% RC were used (independent set of
data) for validating the model. It can be observed that the predicted results agree well
with the measured data.
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Figure 6.9 Radial strain of SFS+CW+RC mixtures (SFS:CW=7:3) with different RC
contents at: (a) N=10 cycles; (b) N=10000 cycles
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Figure 6.10 Cyclic loading test results of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3 and
different RC contents at 10000 cycles: (a) axial strain; (b) volumetric strain; (c) resilient
modulus
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Figure 6.11 Relationship between 𝜎′3, 𝑅𝑏 , and (a) 𝜀1 ; (b) 𝜀𝑣 ; (c) 𝑀𝑅 , and surface
represent model predictions (Eq. 3, Eq. 4, and Eq. 5) at N=10000
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No. of n

Table 6.1 Value of k 𝑛1 and k 𝑛2
k 𝑛1

k 𝑛2

𝑛=1

1.7 × 10−4

2.28 × 10−3

𝑛=2

−4.17 × 10−4

0.283

𝑛=3

3.7 × 10−5

4.8 × 10−4

𝑛=4

2.1 × 10−4

2.2 × 10−3

𝑛=5

1.639

33.4

𝑛=6

-3.35× 10−4

-0.0291

6.3 Shear modulus and damping ratio
The shear modulus G and the damping ratio D are the two key parameters needed to
estimate the stiffness and energy absorbing capacity of soil. Damping is the loss of energy
within a vibrating or a cyclically loaded system which is usually dissipated in the form of
heat or breakage for granular materials; it is commonly used to measure the damping
capacity for energy dissipation during dynamic or cyclic loading. The definition of the
shear modulus and damping ratio is presented in Figure 6.12; where the area of the
hysteretic loop 𝐴2 in the shear stress-shear strain plain represents the energy dissipated
during a loading cycle, while four times the area of the triangle 𝐴1 is the maximum elastic
energy absorbed during the cycle (Kokusho, 1980).
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Figure 6.12 Definition of shear modulus and damping ratio

6.3.1 The influence of confining pressures and RC contents
Figure 6.13 (a-d) shows the shear modulus and damping ratio of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
(SFS:CW=7:3) varying with loading cycles. It can be observed that at 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎 the
shear modulus of the waste mixtures with ≥ 10% RC stays stable during the first 10
cycles and rises at a reducing rate after 10 cycles indicating that the stiffness of the waste
mixtures increases with the contraction of the specimens. In the waste mixtures without
rubber the shear modulus fluctuates marginally after 10 cycles indicating a stable stiffness
is attained for a small number of cycles. The shear modulus calculated from the test results
of traditional subballast (well-graded sand with gravel) tested by Suiker et al. (2005) is
also shown in Figure 6.13 (a). The tests conditions adopted are the same as in this study
except for the deviator stress level. Here only the test results of 𝑞 = 175 𝑎𝑛𝑑 91 𝑘𝑃𝑎
tested by Suiker et al. (2005) are presented. It can be observed that the shear modulus
increases as the deviator stress increases, and thus it can be estimated that when 𝑞 =
112 𝑘𝑃𝑎 at 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎 (same with this study), the value of the shear modulus of
subballast would be similar with SFS+CW+RC mixtures having 0% RC. Therefore, only
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the waste mixtures with 𝑅𝑏 ≤ 10% have acceptable stiffness comparing with traditional
subballast.

Figure 6.13 Shear modulus and damping ratio under cyclic loading: (a, b) shear
modulus of waste mixtures (SFS:CW=7:3) changing with loading cycles; (c, d)
damping ratio of waste mixtures (SFS:CW=7:3) changing with loading cycles
Unlike the shear modulus, the damping ratio of the waste mixtures having RC ≥ 10%
decreases with the loading cycles at a decreasing rate and tends to attain a stable value
after 10000 cycles (Figure 6.13 c and d). This is because the inclusion of rubber crumbs
increases the area of the hysteretic loop, but as RC contents increase the hysteretic loop
becomes more inclined, which then causes a rapid increase in the area of the triangle 𝐴1
(e.g. Figure 6.1c) This also suggests that the damping capacity of the waste mixtures
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having RC ≥ 10% is similar at high loading cycles, while for the waste mixtures without
rubber the value of the damping ratio is stable albeit a small fluctuations after 10 cycles.
As with previous studies of rubber-sand mixtures (e.g. Li et al., 2016; Nakhaei et al., 2012;
Zheng & Kevin, 2000; Lin et al., 1996), the shear modulus decreases with increasing RC
contents because of the low stiffness of rubber materials (Figure 6.13a), and as the
effective confining pressure increases the shear modulus increases (Figure 6.13b).
However, the damping ratio increases with the inclusion of RC contents but decreases
with the effective confining pressure, which is opposite to the shear modulus (Figure
6.13c and d).
Figure 6.14 (a and b) shows the evolution of the shear modulus and damping ratio with
RC contents and different effective confining pressures at 10000 cycles as the value of
shear modulus and damping ratio becomes stable after 10000 cycles (e.g. Figure 6.13 a,
b, c, and d). It can be noted that the effect of confining pressures on shear modulus and
damping ratio decreases as 𝑅𝑏 increases, which in line with past studies such as Nakhaee
& Marandi (2011). While this may not seem the expected intuitive behaviour, it can be
associated with the amount of RC included. For instance, as RC content increases the
elastic behaviour of the waste mixes tends to govern, and thus the influence of the
confining pressure becomes insignificant (Zheng & Kevin, 2000). Therefore, the
behaviour of shear modulus and the damping ratio is mainly governed by the RC content
inside the SFS+CW+RC mixtures. When 𝑅𝑏 < 20%, the shear modulus decreases and
the damping ratio increases as the RC contents increase, while for 𝑅𝑏 > 20% both the
shear modulus and the damping ratio change marginally. This indicates that material
skeleton is mainly composed of rubber crumbs and the specimen exhibits a predominant
elastic behaviour similar to what would be expected on rubber crumbs alone (i.e. rubberlike behaviour). It is noteworthy that when 10% ≤ 𝑅𝑏 ≤ 20%, only a minor increase
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happens to the damping ratio with the addition of RC, thus 10% RC is sufficient for the
purpose of energy absorbing.

Figure 6.14 shear modulus and damping ratio of waste mixtures (SFS:CW=7:3)
changing with RC contents at 10000 cycles
Figure 6.15 (a and b) compare the shear modulus and damping ratio of SFS+CW+RC
mixtures with traditional subballast (after Suiker et al., 2005) and sand-RC mixtures (after
Li et al., 2016). It is evident from these plots that RC has a significant influence on the
shear modulus (G) of SFS+CW mixtures and not surprisingly, G decreases with the
increase in rubber content, RC%. Moreover, G decreases with an increase in the shear
strain irrespective of the magnitude of RC. The variation of G with shear strain for
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SFS+CW+RC compares well with the subballast material reported by Suiker et al. (2005).
The value of shear modulus for sand-RC mixtures decreases as the RC contents increase
and the confining pressure decreases, therefore it can be argued that with 𝑅𝐶 ≤ 10% and
at 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎 , the shear modulus of the sand-RC mixtures is much lower than
SFS+CW+RC mixtures.

Figure 6.15 Shear modulus of SFS+CW+RC mixtures changing with shear strain
amplitude and comparison with traditional subballast (Suiker et al., 2005) and sand-RC
mixtures (Li et al., 2016); (b) Damping ratio of SFS+CW+RC mixtures changing with
shear strain amplitude
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Figure 6.15 (b) also shows the effect of RC on the damping ratio of SFS+CW mixtures.
It is clear from Figure 6.15 (b) that the damping ratio increases with both RC and shear
strain. Two to three folds increase in damping ratio was observed for the SFS+CW blends
with an addition of 10% RC. In addition, the damping ratio at this level of RC (10%) is
comparable to that obtained with sand-RC mixtures (Figure 6.15).
It is important to note that the addition of only 10% RC by weight to the SFS+CW mixture
has a shear modulus sufficient to qualify the mixture as a suitable subballast material,
besides showing a higher damping property. These results further strengthen the potential
use of this mixture as a suitable alternative material for the subballast layer in rail tracks.

6.3.2 The influence of loading frequencies and CSR
Figure 6.16 shows the shear modulus G and damping ratio D of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
with SFS:CW=7:3 and 10% RC tested with different loading frequencies and CSR. As
with Figure 6.13, the shear modulus increases with the number of loading cycles, while
the damping ratio decreases as the number of loading cycles increases. It is noted that as
the loading frequency increases G increases indicating higher stiffness for higher
frequencies (Figure 6.16 a and b), which is in agreement with the findings reported by
Araei et al. (2012) and Kausel & Assimaki (2002). This may further assist in the argument
that higher frequencies generate less vertical deformation because the mixtures are stiffer.
Moreover, the test results reveal that the waste mixtures tested with higher CSR tend to
have a higher shear modulus comparing Figure 6.16 (a) and (b).
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Figure 6.16 Shear modulus and damping ratio versus number of loading cycles for
SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3 and 10% RC: (a) shear modulus with
CSR=0.4; (b) shear modulus with CSR=0.8; (c) damping ratio with CSR=0.4; (d)
damping ratio with CSR=0.8

The damping ratio D of SFS+CW+RC mixtures (Figure 6.16 c and d) indicates that higher
loading frequencies can reduce the damping ratio. While this may not seem the expected
behaviour at first sight, it can be explained from a loading frequency standpoint. As the
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loading frequency decreases, the specimens tend to have more time to interact with the
applied load, the hysteresis loops become larger (Figure 6.8), which increases the
efficiency to dissipate energy, and thus the damping ration increases. Kausel & Assimaki
(2002) also explained that dynamic loading with higher frequency involved hysteresis
loops with less damping and modulus degradation. From the comparison between the
damping ratio tested with different CSR (Figure 6.16 c and d), it can be seen that higher
CSR generates higher damping ratio.

6.4 Energy absorbing analysis
Figure 6.17 illustrates how the total input energy is consumed by the energy absorbing
layer (EAL). Generally, the total input energy cannot be totally absorbed by the energy
absorbing layer (EAL), so a component of the total energy will be transferred to the
substructure, while the energy absorbed by the EAL will be dissipated by heat and
breakage or converted into permanent deformation (𝜀1 and 𝜀𝑣 ). The dissipated energy
represented by the area of the hysteresis loop is due to: (a) the recoverable deformation
of particles, (b) the friction of particles, and (c) particle breakage (Li et al., 2016; Zheng
& Kevin, 2000). The recoverable deformation is reflected by the resilient modulus 𝑀𝑅
(e.g. Equation 6.1). In the SFS+CW+RC mixtures, SFS and CW particles barely deform
whereas the rubber crumbs deform heavily and particle deformation can be partially
recovered during unloading. The friction of particles is evaluated by the peak friction
angle 𝜙′𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 obtained from drained monotonic triaxial tests (Chapter 5). Particle
breakage mainly occurs to CW particles, and it is evaluated by the breakage index (BI)
which is proposed by Indraratna et al. (2005).
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In Figure 6.17 the cyclic loading test results are also presented to better illustrate the
influence of the RC content on the energy consumption distribution. For brevity, only the
typical case of 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎 at 𝑁 = 10000 is described herein, as the results obtained
for other confining pressure levels are similar and the dynamic properties (e.g. strains,
resilient modulus, shear modulus, and damping ratio) of the other SFS+CW+RC mixtures
also seem to stabilize when approaching 10000 cycles. It is found that when the RC
content in the SFS+CW+RC mixtures increases, the energy absorbed by the EAL
increases as the area of the shear stress-shear strain triangle increases (Figure 6.17a),
indicating that less energy will be transmitted to substructure, but accordingly, the energy
results in permanent strains (Figure 6.17b) and the dissipated energy increases (Figure
6.17c). The rise in the dissipated energy mainly results from the increasing recoverable
deformation (𝑀𝑅 decreases, Figure 6.17d) as the shear strength (Figure 6.17e) and particle
breakage (Figure 6.17f) decrease with the inclusion of RC.
Therefore, it can be observed that a larger content of rubber ensures the EAL
(SFS+CW+RC mixtures) to have a higher energy absorbing capacity, less particle
breakage, but adverse effects such as higher deformation, a lower resilient modulus, and
less shear strength are also generated. It is also noteworthy that 10% of RC already has a
promising energy absorbing capacity, damping ratio, and less particle breakage compared
to the mixtures without rubber, while tolerating an acceptable reduction in shear modulus
and a small increase in strains. Considering all these different elements that contribute to
the performance of the mixture, it is suggested that the addition of 10% of RC is sufficient
to warrant good performance under cyclic loading conditions while maintaining and
active energy absorbing capacity.
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Figure 6.17 Energy consumption flow chart and comprehensive properties of waste
mixtures (SFS:CW=7:3) having different RC contents, at 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎 and 𝑁 =
10000
6.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter the geotechnical properties SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3 and
different RC contents (0% ≤ 𝑅𝑏 ≤ 40%) under cyclic loading were examined through
extensive stress-controlled cyclic triaxial tests. The geotechnical properties under cyclic
loading examined include the permanent deformation, resilient deformation, damping
ratio, and shear modulus, and the influence of RC contents, the confining pressure,
loading frequency, and CSR. The energy absorbing capacity of these waste mixtures was
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also analysed based on the comprehensive test results. The following significant findings
were obtained.


The permanent axial strain and volumetric strain increased with the increasing RC
contents, confining pressures, and CSR, but they decrease as the loading
frequency increases. A 3D empirical model of the permanent strains related to the
RC content and confining pressure was developed, and showed a good agreement
with test results.



The resilient deformation increased with the inclusion of rubber crumbs, the
loading frequencies, and CSR, but it decreased as the confining pressure increased
reflected by an increase of the resilient modulus. A 3D empirical relationship was
also found for the resilient modulus with RC contents and confining pressures,
and the model matched the test results very well.



The addition of RC also caused the shear modulus to decrease and the damping
ratio to increase; this indicated that the stiffness of the waste mixtures decreased,
while the absorbed energy dissipated to heat or breakage became more efficient.
It was also found that the behaviour of shear modulus and damping ratio was
controlled by the percentage of the waste mixtures inside the mixtures. The
particles that form the skeleton of the specimens changed from rigid particles (SFS
and CW) to RC gradually as the RC contents increased, and the transition point
was around 20% RC. By comparing the shear modulus with traditional subballast,
the SFS+CW+RC mixture having 10% RC is a promising structural fill to be used
as a subballast layer. Moreover, the shear modulus and damping ratio increase as
CSR increases, while increasing the confining pressure and loading frequencies
will cause shear modulus increases and damping ratio decreases.
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The energy absorbing analysis indicates higher RC contents could increase the
energy absorbing capacity of the waste mixtures, but continuing to increase the
RC content will not necessarily be beneficial because of the increased
compression and reduced resilient modulus, albeit reduced particle degradation.
With the recommended RC content of 10%, the waste mixture will still retain a
sufficiently high energy absorbing capacity, an adequate damping ratio, an
acceptable magnitude of resilient modulus, as well as significantly reduced
particle breakage, thereby offering a competent and cost-effective subballast in
lieu of traditional capping materials.
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This chapter is related to Journal paper: Indraratna, B, Qi, YJ & Heitor, A (2017), ‘Evaluating the Properties
of Mixtures of Steel Furnace Slag, Coal Wash, and Rubber Crumbs Used as Subballast’, J. Mater. Civ. Eng.,
vol. 30, No.1, pp. 04017251.

CHAPTER SEVEN

7. Optimize SFS+CW+RC Mixtures as Subballast

7.1 Introduction
The geotechnical properties of the SFS+CW+RC mixtures with different SFS:CW (5:5,
6:4, 7:3, 8:2, and 9:1) and different RC contents (𝑅𝑏 = 0, 10, 20, 30, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 40%) have been
investigated through extensive laboratory tests (i.e. permeability tests, swell tests, CBR
tests, static consolidated triaxial tests, and cyclic triaxial tests) in the previous Chapters
(i.e. Chapter 3, 4, 5, and 6). These test results reveal that these waste materials (SFS, CW,
and RC) could have a complementary function when they were blended together. SFS
and CW together can provide enough shear strength to the waste mixtures, CW and RC
could reduce the swelling of SFS, SFS and RC could reduce the particle breakage of CW,
and the addition of RC could enhance the energy absorbing capacity and increase the
permeability of the waste mixtures. There must be an optimal mixture that could be
recommended to be used in civil engineering projects.
This Chapter outlines the development of an optimal blend ratio of coal wash, steel
surface slag, and rubber crumbs to enhance the energy absorption capacity for use as
subballast (capping layer) in a railway system. In this manner, an alternative material that
is economically and environmentally friendly, while also minimizing track degradation
is proposed, thus minimising the need for freshly quarried natural aggregates.
In this Chapter, the subballast layer and the existing criteria for selecting traditional
subballast materials will be described firstly. Then the parameters used to evaluate
SFS+CW+RC mixtures as subballast will be discussed. This is followed by the
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optimization of the waste mixtures through comparing the geotechnical properties with
traditional subballast.

7.2 Capping layer

7.2.1 Functions of capping layer
The capping layer, which is also designated as the subballast of the track system, is
constructed between the ballast and the subgrade (see Figure 7.1). Generally, subballast
materials are a broadly graded, composed of natural aggregates or processed mixtures of
sand and gravel or slag (Trani, 2009), and the usual thickness of the subballast layer is 15
cm (Profillidis, 1995).

Figure 7.1 Railway system
The layer of subballast has two broadly grouped functions, namely a stress distribution
function and hydraulic function. These functions can be divided into several subfunctions as follows (Profillidis, 1995, Trani, 2009):
a) Stress distribution of traffic induced stress from the upper ballast layer;
b) Separation of the subgrade and ballast and protection of the subgrade;
c) Prevention of upward migration of fine particles from the subgrade into the ballast;
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d) Facilitation of water runoff from the upper ballast layer, and prevention of upward
water movement from the subgrade;
e) Imparting a transverse slope (commonly 0.6%) to the upper surface of the
subgrade for facilitating the runoff;
f) Frost protection for the subgrade.
The above sub-functions are very important to the long-term operation of the whole track
system. In addition, subballast can also serve as a temporary haul way to protect the
subgrade from wetting up and losing strength.

7.2.2 The existing selection criterion for traditional subballst
The selection criteria of the capping layer materials are typically based on the functions
of the subballast mentioned in section 7.2.1. The existing selection criteria are mainly
related to filtration and drainage, and both of them can be achieved adjusting the
subballast gradation. The filter criteria were firstly proposed by Bertram (1940) with the
assistance of Terzaghi and Casagrande and subsequent studies were conducted by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (Indraratna. B. et al. 2011,
p. 220). The equations for the gradation criteria proposed are:
𝑫𝟏𝟓 ≤ 𝟓 ∙ 𝒅𝟖𝟓

(7.1)

𝑫𝟓𝟎 ≤ 𝟐𝟓 ∙ 𝒅𝟓𝟎

(7.2)

and

where, 𝐷𝑛 is the filter grain size and 𝑑𝑛 is the base particle size, which passed n percent
by weight of the total filter and the base, respectively.
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For the railway system, the capping layer is regarded as the filter material and the
subgrade is regarded as the base material. Equation (7.1) indicates the coarsest particles
𝑑85 of the base soil will be blocked by the finest particles 𝐷15 of the filter soil. The
criterion presented by Equation (7.2) ensures that the filter gradation is parallel to the base
soil, thus avoiding gap graded filters. Furthermore, to minimise the likelihood of filter
particle segregation the coefficient of the uniformity should satisfy Equation (7.3):
𝑫

𝑪𝒖 = 𝑫𝟔𝟎 ≤ 𝟐𝟎

(7.3)

𝟏𝟎

The filter criteria are used to establish the relationship between the subballast and the
subgrade. As a layer between ballast and subgrade, the subballast should also satisfy the
criteria in relation to ballast. Therefore, the coarse particles should large enough to match
the size of the particle of ballast, and the finer particles should be small enough to match
those of the subgrade.
In addition, the drainage criteria are established to help the drainage design of the
subballast. As an intermediate layer, in order to drain the water come down from the upper
layer, the capping layer should have a hydraulic conductivity smaller than the ballast, and
have a surface sloped towards the outside of the track. To drain the water seeping from
the subgrade, including the excess pore water pressure induced by cyclic loading, the
hydraulic conductivity of capping layer should greater than that of subgrade. Therefore,
the hydraulic conductivity of the subballast should be set between the ballast and the
subgrade. This requirement can be achieved by satisfying Equations (7.1) and (7.2). To
guarantee an adequate hydraulic conductivity of capping layer, an additional criterion is
established:
𝑫𝟏𝟓 > (𝟒~𝟓)𝒅𝟏𝟓
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(7.4)

7.3 Parameters used to evaluate the waste mixtures

7.3.1 Summary of the required parameters
The parameters used to evaluate SFS+CW+RC mixtures as subballast are based on the
existing criteria for traditional subballast as well as considering the geotechnical
properties of the three waste mixtures. The parameters for evaluating the waste mixtures
suitability as subballast are illustrated in Figure 7.2. First, the waste mixtures should fulfil
the functions of the capping layer, then the adverse geotechnical properties of the waste
materials (i.e. swelling of SFS, breakage of CW, and high deformation and low shear
strength of RC) should be controlled to an acceptable range. Moreover, to develop an
energy absorbing capping layer superior to traditional subballast the waste mixtures
should maintain enough energy absorbing capacity. Therefore, the parameters used to
evaluate the waste mixtures are discussed as follows.
The main functions of the subballast layer are filtration, drainage, and controlled stress
distribution reaching the soft subgrade soil. While a suitable gradation prevents the
upward migration of fine particles from subgrade to the ballast layer, a relatively high
permeability sustains effective drainage of the substructure. Further, the subballast also
requires adequate stiffness to control load distribution to the subgrade. For selecting the
SFS+CW+RC mixtures used as a suitable subballast layer material, the three functional
parameters i.e. gradation, permeability coefficient, as well as the peak friction angle or
CBR value should be considered firstly (Table 7.1 and Figure 7.2). The required range of
parameters was set to ensure the optimum composition of SFS+CW+RC mixtures having
mechanical properties similar to or superior to traditional subballast materials.
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Figure 7.2 A summary of parameters used to evaluate waste mixtures as subballast
The adverse individual geotechnical properties of the three granular wastes, i.e. breakage
of CW, swelling of SFS, as well as low shear strength and high deformation of RC must
be controlled properly to enable the SFS+CW+RC mixtures to be used as subballast.
Therefore the other four parameters are used to control the adverse geotechnical
properties of the SFS+CW+RC mixtures (Table 7.1 and Figure 7.2). The breakage index
(BI) should not exceed that of conventional subballast (2% for crushed rock upon shearing
with σ′3 = 40 kPa) in order to maintain its function as a filter. The swell pressure should
be less than the minimum overburden and wheel load stresses (i.e. 30kPa; Ferreira &
Teixeira, 2012). The total axial strain of the optimum mixture under cyclic loading should
be less than the mean acceptable axial strain of subballast (0.02; Teixeira et al., 2006).
The resilient deformation is evaluated by the resilient modulus 𝑀𝑅 , and according to
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traditional subballast, 𝑀𝑅 is expected to be in the range 60-100 MPa when 𝑞𝑐𝑦𝑐 is around
80 kPa (Shahu et al., 1999).
Table 7.1 Parameters and the required range used to evaluate SFS+CW+RC mixtures
for subballast
Parameters
Required range
References
Gradation

similar with traditional
subballast

Haque et al., 2007;
Radampola et al., 2008

Permeability coefficient

10-5 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 10-3 m/s

Trani & Indraratna, 2010

Peak friction angle

∅′𝒑𝒆𝒂𝒌 ≥ 49°

current study

California bearing ratio

Soaked CBR ≥ 50%

ARTC, 2013

The breakage index

BI < 2%

current study

swell pressure

Pswell < 30 kPa

Ferreira &Teixeira, 2012;
Indraratna et al., 2011
Mean acceptable axial strain
(cyclic)

𝜀1 ≤ 0.02

Teixeira et al., 2006

Resilient modulus

𝑀𝑅 ≥ 60 𝑀𝑃𝑎

Shahu et al., 1999

Strain energy density

𝐸𝑑 ≥ 4.39 kPa

current study

The addition of rubber crumbs enhances the potential for the waste mixtures to absorb
strain energy from external loads, thus contributing to a reduction in ballast degradation
and the stresses transmitted to the subgrade. The strain energy density adopted to evaluate
the energy-absorbing capacity is another parameter considered when optimizing the waste
mixtures (Table 7.1; Figure 7.2).
The above parameters have been examined through extensive laboratory tests (i.e.
permeability tests, swell tests, CBR tests, static consolidated triaxial tests, and cyclic
triaxial tests) on SFS+CW+RC mixtures with different SFS:CW and RC contents, as well
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as traditional subballast (crushed rock) which was obtained from Bombo quarry near
Wollongong, New South Wales, Australia.

7.3.2 Parameters related to functions of subballast
Parameters related to the functions of subballast are PSD, permeability coefficient k, and
peak friction angle (or CBR). As mentioned previously, all the waste materials were
mixed with the same PSD to eliminate the influence of gradation, and this target was
selected by comparing with traditional subballast (Figure 7.3). The PSD of the traditional
subballast tested in this study is similar to the target PSD (Figure 7.3). Therefore, the PSD
of all the waste mixtures are satisfied with capping layer condition.

Figure 7.3 The target PSD comparing with traditional subballast
Figure 7.4 shows the summary of the permeability coefficient and the peak friction angle
of SFS+CW+RC mixtures. The permeability of these waste mixtures increases with larger
content of rubber crumbs as well as the increasing ratios of SFS:CW, because a larger
amount of RC or SFS results in an increase in the corresponding void ratio. All the waste
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mixtures with SFS:CW≥ 5: 5, and RC≥ 10% could ensure a good drainage condition
(Figure 7.4 a), as the ‘good drainage’ permeability range for subballast was between 10-5
m/sec and 10-3 m/sec (Trani & Indraratna, 2010).

Figure 7.4 Permeability coefficient and peak friction angle of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
In terms of the peak friction angle, it decreases as the amount of RC increases, and
increases as the ratio of SFS:CW increases. It is noteworthy that for the ratios of SFS:CW
smaller than 5:5, the addition of RC exceeding 10% results in ∅′𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 being smaller than
those typically adopted for traditional subballast (e.g. crushed rock, ∅′𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 = 49° tested
𝜎′3 = 40 𝑘𝑃𝑎). In contrast, the waste mixtures having ratios of SFS:CW≥ 7: 3, and RC
≤ 20% exhibit a higher shear strength than conventional subballast. While by comparing
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the peak friction angle and CBR value (which is described in Chapter 4) of the waste
mixtures it was found that similar conclusions can be draw. Therefore here only the peak
friction angle is adopted to optimize SFS+CW+RC mixtures.

7.3.3 Parameters related to adverse geotechnical properties of waste
materials
Four parameters (i.e., breakage index, swell pressure, axial strain under cyclic loading,
and resilient modulus) are selected to evaluate the adverse geotechnical properties of SFS,
CW, and RC.
The breakage index and swell pressure are related to the particle breakage of CW and the
expansion property of SFS, respectively. The summary of these two parameters is shown
in Figure 7.5 (a) and (b). If a similar performance to that of conventional subballast is to
be achieved, it seems that blends having ratios of SFS:CW≥7:3 and 10% RC will be
sufficient to ensure particle breakage within acceptable limits (BI=2%) tested for
conventional subballast at 𝜎′3 = 40 𝑘𝑃𝑎 (crushed rock) in this study. In terms of swell
pressure, it is concluded that the swell pressure of the waste mixtures with SFS:CW≤ 8:2
and 𝑅𝑏 ≥ 10% is smaller than the applied load (30 kPa; Ferreira &Teixeira, 2012;
Indraratna et al., 2011) to subballast layer. Moreover, it can be seen that SFS:CW plays a
much more significant role on the swell pressure than 𝑅𝑏 (Figure 7.5 b).
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Figure 7.5 Breakage index and swell pressure of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
The high compressibility of rubber materials makes the deformation a great concern for
the application of the SFS+CW+RC mixture as subballast. Therefore the axial strain and
resilient modulus under cyclic loading are adopted to evaluate the total vertical
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deformation and resilient deformation of the waste mixtures, respectively. As proved in
Chapter 5, 𝑅𝑏 is the key factor that governs the deformation of the waste mixtures. Figure
7.6 presents the influence of 𝑅𝑏 on the total axial strain and resilient modulus of the waste
mixtures. These test results reveal that when SFS:CW=7:3, SFS+CW+RC mixtures with
𝑅𝑏 < 15% have less vertical deformation and higher resilient modulus than conventional
subballast.

Figure 7.6 The final axial strain and resilient modulus of SFS+CW+RC mixtures under
cyclic loading
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7.3.4 Parameters of energy absorbing capacity
Strain energy density is a parameter that can examine the energy absorbing capacity of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures, which can verify the possibility of developing an energy
absorbing layer by the inclusion of RC.
Strain energy density of the waste mixtures with RC and without RC as well as the
traditional subballast is shown in Figure 7.7. It can be seen that the inclusion of RC can
significantly increase the strain energy density of the waste mixtures regardless of
SFS:CW. Moreover, the waste mixtures without rubber has a similar strain energy density,
which proves that the addition of RC in the waste mixtures could provide an energy
absorbing layer superior to traditional subballast.

Figure 7.7 Strain energy density of SFS+CW+RC mixtures and traditional subballast
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Figure 7.8 further proves that strain energy density of the waste mixtures is governed by
𝑅𝑏 rather than SFS:CW. Furthermore, when 𝑅𝑏 ≥ 10%, strain energy density of the
waste mixtures only increases marginally as more RC is included. Therefore, 10% RC is
enough to improve the energy absorbing capacity of the waste mixtures.

Figure 7.8 Strain energy density of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with different SFS:CW and
RC contents
7.4 Optimizing the waste mixtures as subballast
In the test program, all the waste mixtures were suitably graded to meet the same
gradation as conventional subballast. Moreover, the permeability, energy-absorbing
capacity and particle breakage characteristics of all the waste mixtures with RC≥10 %
and SFS:CW≥5:5 satisfy the required range given in Table 7.1. However, having a
greater proportion SFS induces more swelling, and greater the CW content, the lower the
shear strength, i.e. the ratio of SFS:CW plays a crucial role in governing the level of shear
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strength and the swell pressure of the waste mixtures. To select the optimum mixture, the
ratio of SFS:CW was first justified by using the test results of the shear strength and swell
pressure of waste mixtures with 10% RC, and then the amount of RC was optimised using
the comprehensive test results of the waste mixtures with the selected ratio of SFS:CW.
Figure 7.9 shows the ratio of SFS:CW was justified in the optimum mixture according to
the peak friction angle and swell pressure. To ensure that the optimum mixture has a
higher shear strength than conventional subballast and less swell pressure compared to
the typical loads applied to the capping layer, the waste mixtures should satisfy ∅′𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 ≥
49°, and 𝑃𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 < 30𝑘𝑃𝑎 (shaded region in Figure 7.9), thus the ratio of SFS:CW = 7:3
could be selected as an optimum ratio.

Figure 7.9 Optimization of SFS:CW
The permeability 𝑘 and energy absorption property of all the mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3
satisfied the required range shown in Table 7.1. Figure 7.10 shows that only mixtures
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with 𝑅𝑏 from 8~18.5% satisfy the required range based on particle breakage (BI≤ 2%)
and shear strength ( ∅𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 ≥ 49° ), only mixtures with 𝑅𝑏 from 2 ~ 18% satisfy the
required range of axial strain under cyclic loading (≤ 2%) and swell pressure (𝑃𝑠𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 <
30𝑘𝑃𝑎), and based on the test results of resilient modulus 𝑅𝑏 should less than 15%.
Therefore, the combined acceptable range of particle breakage, shear strength, axial strain,
swell pressure, and resilient modulus, the amount of RC in the waste mixtures should be
between 8 ~ 15%. It is interesting to note that 10% of RC is sufficient to improve
substantially the energy-absorbing capacity of the waste mixtures, without influencing
significantly the axial displacement and associated shear strength in both static and cyclic
loading conditions. On this basis, 10% of RC can be taken as the optimum amount of RC.
In summary, the optimum mixture could be established as SFS63+CW27+RC10
(SFS:CW=7:3, and 10% RC). While the results reported herein are promising, it is
important to note that findings reported in this study may not be applicable to all types of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures because the geotechnical properties of these waste materials
depend strongly on the original source and manufacturing processes. For this reason, it is
strongly recommended that field trials be carried out on the selected SFS+CW+RC
mixtures to investigate their actual performance under cyclic loading.
Typically, capping materials used for rail substructure includes crushed rock, coarse
sands and natural gravels and these materials cost around $45 per ton, whereas waste
materials such as CW and SFS costs less than half. Therefore it will be economical
attractive and environmental friendly to replace the natural subballast materials.
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Figure 7.10 Optimization of RC contents
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7.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter, the functions (i.e., filtration, drainage, and stress distribution) of subballast
and the accordingly existing criteria for selecting capping layer materials were described
firstly. By incorporating the existing criteria and considering the geotechnical properties
of the waste materials, eight parameters were considered for evaluating the suitability of
an energy absorbing layer with superior characteristics to traditional subballast. There are
three parameters related to the functions of capping layer, namely, gradation, the
permeability coefficient, the peak friction angle (or CBR). Another four parameters (swell
pressure, the breakage index, the axial strain under cyclic loading, and the resilient
modulus) are used to control the adverse geotechnical properties (i.e., the swelling of SFS,
the particle breakage of CW, and the high deformation of RC). Moreover, strain energy
density is another parameter that can evaluate the energy absorbing capacity of the waste
mixtures.
In order to identify a suitable SFS+CW+RC blend ratio for subballast, the required range
of the seven parameters (including gradation, permeability, peak friction angle, breakage
index, swell pressure, strain energy density, and axial strain under cyclic loading) was
formulated by comparing the geotechnical characteristics of conventional subballast. A
ratio of 7:3 of SFS:CW was selected based on the test results of swell pressure and shear
strength. Then the optimal RC content (10%) was proposed based on the shear strength,
particle breakage, swell pressure, and the axial strain subjected to cyclic loading. Finally,
the optimum mixture to replace conventional subballast was established as
SFS63+CW27+RC10 (63% SFS, 27% CW, and 10% RC).
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This chapter is related to Journal papers: Qi, YJ, Indraratna, B & Vinod, JS (2017), ‘Behavior of Steel Furnace
Slag, Coal Wash, and Rubber Crumb Mixtures, with Special Relevance to Stress-dilatancy Relation’, J.
Mater. Civ. Eng., (Tentatively accepted).
Qi, YJ, Indraratna, B, Heitor, A & Vinod, JS (2017). ‘Bounding surface model of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
under monotonic loading capturing the energy absorbing property’ (under preparation).

CHAPTER EIGHT

8. Constitutive Modelling

8.1 Introduction
The geotechnical properties of SFS+CW+RC mixtures under static and cyclic loading
have been described in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. While the test results reveal that
incorporating RC into SFS+CW blends can reduce the particle breakage of CW and
swelling of SFS, as well as increasing the energy absorbing capacity, a better
understanding of the effect that RC has on the geotechnical behaviour of SFS+CW+RC
mixtures from a constitutive modelling perspective is critical. Despite the extensive
research efforts on study of soil-rubber mixtures, most have only focussed on laboratory
studies. Indeed, only limited studies focused on the development of theoretical models
that can be used to predict the behaviour of soil-rubber mixtures.
Lee et al. (1999) proposed a hyperbolic model to predict the monotonic stress-strain
behaviour of sand-tyre mixtures, but this model could not capture the post-peak stressstrain response observed. Other previous studies such as Youwai & Bergado (2003) and
Mashiri et al. (2015b) modelled the static behaviour of sand-tyre chips mixtures using a
hypoplasticity model without incorporating the effect of energy absorbing capacity of
rubber materials. Moreover, as rubber crumbs essentially behave differently to tire chips
or shreds, these past studies cannot fully capture the behavior of RC-waste mixtures.
Mashiri et al. (2015b) found that sand-tyre chips mixtures cannot achieve the critical state,
whereas in Chapter 5 the dilatancy curves for SFS+CW+RC mixtures indicates a critical
state can be achieved beyond 25% of axial strain. Furthermore, hardly any past studies
focussed on the modelling of the cyclic loading behaviour of rubber-soil mixtures.
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A typical cyclic model would need to incorporate the role of the variation in loading
magnitude and hardening modulus when the loading directions are changed, which leads
to the flexibility of the yield surface formulation. This is also the most complex aspect in
the development of a cyclic model that can accurately predict the cyclic loading behaviour
of the waste mixtures.
In order to capture the evolution of the hardening modulus during loading, unloading, and
reloading, the concept of bounding surface was adopted for modelling the behaviour of
SFS+CW+RC mixtures. The advantages of bounding surface plasticity theory over
conventional elastic-plasticity theory is that it adopts a versatile formulation for loading
surface and bounding surface to remove the abrupt transition from elastic to elastic-plastic
behaviour (Russell & Khalili, 2005).
The aim of this chapter is to develop a constitutive model for SFS+CW+RC mixtures
under both static and cyclic loading conditions using boundary plasticity theory based on
critical state concepts, incorporating the influence of the rubber crumbs and capture their
associated energy absorbing property.

8.2 The critical state capturing the energy absorbing capacity
𝑑𝑞

𝑑𝑝

𝑞

𝑞

𝑑𝜀

The critical state (CS) of conventional soils is typically defined by 𝑑𝜀 = 𝑑𝜀 = 𝑑𝜀𝑣 = 0;
𝑞

this means that once CS is attained, there will be no further changes in the deviator stress
and mean effective stress upon further straining the soil, and dilatancy also reaches zero.
To investigate the critical state of SFS+CW+RC mixtures, triaxial tests were carried out
to the maximum axial strain (generally around 25%) possible in the apparatus described
in Chapter 3. Mixtures of tire shreds/chips-sand with large amounts of rubber chips cannot
reach CS, even at large strains (e.g. 𝜀1 = 25%, Mashiri et al., 2015), because tire chips
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keep on deforming until the end of the test (Youwai & Bergado, 2003). However, RC are
much smaller than tire chips, and upon compression they are surrounded by rigid particles
(i.e. SFS and CW) which may prevent further deformation of RC particles.
In this study, the SFS+CW+RC mixtures with lower 𝑅𝑏 (0% and 10%) can directly
achieve CS, whereas those having higher 𝑅𝑏 (20-40%) cannot reach CS at the end of test,
albeit it is still possible to reach CS beyond 𝜀1 = 25%. Therefore, based on 𝑅𝑏 (%), two
ways for determining the CS for SFS+CW+RC mixtures are suggested:
(1) With 𝑅𝑏 smaller than 10% (e.g. 0% and 10%), the CS of the SFS+CW+RC
mixtures can be obtained by comparing the curves in the 𝜀𝑞 − 𝜂, 𝜀𝑞 − 𝜀𝑣 , and 𝑑 −
𝜂 spaces. An example of an SFS+CW+RC mixture with 10% RC at 𝜎′3 = 10 𝑘𝑃𝑎
is shown in Figure 8.1 (a & b). It can be observed that dilatancy decreases after
𝜂 (𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘) and zero is attained when the stress ratio 𝜂 = 2.01 (Figure 8.1b).
𝑞

Meanwhile, the increment of 𝑝′ − 𝜀𝑞 and 𝜀𝑣 − 𝜀𝑞 curves also reaches zero at the
same point (Figure 8.1a), so the critical state of the SFS+CW+RC mixture with
10% RC is now determined (𝑀𝑐𝑠 = 2.01).
(2) The CS of mixtures with larger 𝑅𝑏 (20%, 30% and 40%), can be determined by
extrapolating the curves to the most probable value; Carrera et al. (2011),
Indraratna et al. (2014), and Modoni et al. (2011) also used this method. Figure
8.1(c and d) show an example of an SFS+CW+RC mixture with 𝑅𝑏 =30% at
𝜎′3 = 40 𝑘𝑃𝑎. Here the critical stress ratio is predicted from the stress ratiodilatancy curve by extending the last part of the curve to the point of intersection
with the zero dilatancy axes (Figure 8.1d). The 𝜂 − 𝜀𝑞 curve and 𝜀𝑣 − 𝜀𝑞 curve
are also extrapolated until the constant 𝜂 and 𝜀𝑣 are obtained, and thus 𝑀𝑐𝑠 =
1.61 has been determined.
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Figure 8.1 Determination of the critical point for waste mixtures: (a) the stress-strain
curve, and (b) the stress ratio-dilatancy curve for 10% RC at 𝜎′3 = 10 𝑘𝑃𝑎; (c) the
stress-strain curve, and (d) the stress ratio-dilatancy curve for 20% RC at 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎

The value of 𝑀𝑐𝑠 and the critical void ratio 𝑒𝑐𝑠 of the waste mixtures are shown in Table
8.1. The results reveal that 𝑀𝑐𝑠 depends on the effective confining pressure and 𝑅𝑏 (%),
and it is no longer a constant for each SFS+CW+RC mixture since CSL does not go
through the origin in the p’-q plane (e.g. Figure 8.2) indicating apparent cohesion exist.
This is in line with previous studies of sand-rubber mixtures tested by Mashiri et al.
(2015a), Zornberg et al. (2004), and Youwai & Bergado (2003). Moreover, noted that the
waste mixtures with a dense state yield a phase transformation stress ratio 𝜂𝑃𝑇𝑆 higher
than the critical stress ratio 𝑀𝑐𝑠 (Figure 8.2).
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Table 8.1 Critical state total work parameters for SFS+CW+RC mixtures
Data
𝑅𝑏
𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
Mixtures
𝜎′3(kPa)
𝑀𝑐𝑠
𝑒𝑐𝑠
source
(%)
(kPa)
10
1.94
0.395
2.18
SFS70+CW30
0
40
1.804
0.328
9.02
70
1.739
0.281
10.79
10
2.01
0.395
4.84
SFS63+CW27+RC10 10
40
1.613
0.292
14.80
70
1.548
0.235
31.18
10
1.98
0.416
5.95
Current
SFS56+CW24+RC20 20
40
1.55
0.263
18.66
study
70
1.51
0.198
33.82
10
2.0
0.401
5.46
SFS49+CW21+RC30 30
40
1.61
0.236
21.93
70
1.48
0.162
38.58
10
1.8
0.390
5.81
SFS42+CW18+RC40 40
40
1.5
0.216
23.28
70
1.43
0.148
42.74
50
1.40
0.543
2.9
Sand100+RC0
0
100
1.38
0.529
4.63
200
1.34
0.525
18.97
50
1.40
0.387
7.41
Sand80+RC20
20
100
1.30
0.382
18.3
200
1.30
0.372
40.33
Youwai
50
1.36
0.394
10.509
&
Sand70+RC30
30
100
1.3
0.374
37.408
Bergado,
200
1.29
0.353
56.59
2003
50
1.35
0.394
Sand60+RC40
40
100
1.31
0.374
200
1.27
0.353
50
1.42
0.626
Sand0+RC100
100
100
1.33
0.551
200
1.20
0.482
*Test data for sand60+RC40 was calculated by Equations (8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4, and 8.5).
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Figure 8.2 Critical state line (CSL) and phase transformation state (PTS) line in p’-q
plane
In the 𝑒𝑐𝑠 − ln 𝑝′𝑐𝑠 space a linear relationship was established for the critical state line of
the SFS+CW+RC mixtures (Figure 8.3a):
𝑒𝑐𝑠 = Γ − 𝜆 ln 𝑝′𝑐𝑠

(8.1)

where Γ is the void ratio at 𝑝′𝑐𝑠 = 1 𝑘𝑃𝑎, and 𝜆 is the gradient of the critical state line in
𝑒 − ln 𝑝′ space. It is worthy to note that the critical state lines in 𝑒 − ln 𝑝′ space rotate
clockwise as 𝑅𝑏 (%) increases, thus indicating that Γ and 𝜆 are parameters associated
with 𝑅𝑏 (%) (Figure 8.3a). As expected, Figure 8.3 (b) shows that Γ and 𝜆 are in a linear
relationship with 𝑅𝑏 (%):
Γ ∗ = Γ1 + Γ2 𝑅𝑏

(8.2)

𝜆∗ = 𝜆1 + 𝜆2 𝑅𝑏

(8.3)

where Γ ∗ and 𝜆∗ are the critical state parameters modified 𝑅𝑏 . Γ1 , Γ2 , 𝜆1 , and 𝜆2 are the
calibration parameters calculated by the test data of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
(SFS:CW=7:3). Likely, in Figure 8.4 a linear relationship was also found for sand-RC
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mixtures tested by Youwai & Bergado (2003). This linear relationship is based on the
mixtures that could or almost get to the critical state in the laboratory condition, namely
sand-RC mixtures with 0, 20, 30, and 100% RC (test data is shown in Table 8.1).

Figure 8.3 (a) 𝑒 − ln 𝑝′ curves at critical state; (b) The relationship of Γ and 𝜆 in terms
of RC contents

Figure 8.4 The relationship of Γ and 𝜆 in terms of 𝑅𝑏 (%) for sand-RC mixtures in
Youwai & Bergado (2003)
The energy absorbing property of SFS+CW+RC mixtures is captured by examining the
total work 𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 until the specimen achieved its point of failure. Here failure is taken to
correspond to the maximum deviator stress attained, which is in agreement with Zornberg
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et al. (2004). In general, the work given to a unit volume of SFS+CW+RC mixtures upon
the applied stresses is partly consumed by friction due to particles rearrangement, and
partly used by particles deformation. As the deformation of the rigid particles (i.e. SFS
and CW) is negligible, the energy consumed by particle deformation is only occurred to
RC. This also explains why rubber materials have high energy absorbing capacity (Zheng
& Kevin, 2000). Two components are distinguished in the total work, i.e. volumetric and
deviatoric, and by decoupling these two components, the increment of W applied onto
the sample can be determined (Modoni et al., 2011)
𝑑𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑝′ 𝑑𝜀𝑣 + 𝑞𝑑𝜀𝑞

(8.4)

The value of 𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 of the mixtures is shown in Table 8.1. It is worthy to note that 𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
is a parameter that incorporates the effects of 𝑅𝑏 and the applied stress, and it increases
as 𝑅𝑏 and the confining stress increases. As mentioned above, 𝑀𝑐𝑠 is not a constant as it
changes with confining stress and 𝑅𝑏 . Therefore, 𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 may be a good parameter to
reflect the changes of 𝑀𝑐𝑠 . Chavez & Alonso (2003) proposed a model for rockfill using
the plastic work to capture the changes of 𝑀𝑐𝑠 due to suction and confining stress. Here
as the elastic deformation generated by RC cannot be neglected, and thus the total work
𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is used to reflect the changes of 𝑀𝑐𝑠 due to confining stress and 𝑅𝑏 . By connecting
𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 to 𝑀𝑐𝑠 , an empirical relationship is established for the SFS+CW+RC mixtures
(Figure 8.5). In this way, the energy absorbing property of RC is translated through 𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 .
∗
𝑀𝑐𝑠
= 𝑀0 ∗ (

𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝛼
)
𝑊0

(8.5)

where 𝑀0 is the critical stress ratio when 𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 1 𝑘𝑃𝑎, 𝛼 is a regression coefficient,
and 𝑊0 = 1 𝑘𝑃𝑎 is used to keep the unit of both side of the equation the same. Moreover,
in Figure 8.5 a similar power relationship is established between 𝑀𝑐𝑠 and 𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 for sand182

RC mixtures (Youwai & Bergado, 2003) based on test data for sand-RC mixtures with 0,
20, and 30% RC indicating that this empirical relationship now can be extended to sandRC mixtures. Therefore, the critical state parameters for sand-RC mixtures (i.e. with 40%
RC) that could hardly achieve the critical state under laboratory condition now can be
obtained through Equations (8.1), (8.2), (8.3), (8.4), and (8.5).

Figure 8.5 The relationship of 𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 and critical stress ratio 𝑀𝑐𝑠 for SFS+CW+RC
mixtures and sand-RC mixtures
8.3 Constitutive modelling
The conventional triaxial 𝑝′ − 𝑞 notation is used, where there are two state variables:
mean effective stress (𝑝′) and deviator stress (𝑞) as follows
𝜎′1 +2𝜎′3

,

(8.6)

𝑞 = 𝜎′1 − 𝜎′3,

(8.7)

𝑝′ =

3
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and two strain variables: volumetric strain 𝜀𝑣 and shear (deviator) strain 𝜀𝑞 . The
increments of the two strain variables are
𝑑𝜀𝑣 = 𝑑𝜀1 + 2𝑑𝜀3 ,

(8.8)

𝑑𝜀𝑞 = 2 (𝑑𝜀1 − 𝑑𝜀3 )⁄3.

(8.9)

In the above, subscripts 1 and 3 denote the axial and radial components, respectively, and
compressive stresses and strains are assumed positive.
Then the total strain increments can be obtained in the usual way, as follows
𝑑𝜀𝑣
𝑑𝜀𝑣 𝑒
𝑑𝜀𝑣 𝑝
[
]=[
]+[
].
𝑑𝜀𝑞
𝑑𝜀𝑞 𝑒
𝑑𝜀𝑞 𝑝

(8.10)

8.3.1 Stress-strain relationships
The incremental elastic strains are linked to the incremental stress invariant by the elastic
compliance 𝐷 𝑒 as
𝑒
𝑑𝑝′
𝑒 𝑑𝜀𝑣
[ ]=𝐷 [
],
𝑑𝑞
𝑑𝜀𝑞 𝑒

(8.11)

𝐾
0

(8.12)

𝐷𝑒 = [

0
],
3𝐺

where K is the tangential bulk modulus, and G is the tangential shear modulus.
The plastic stress-stain relationship can be written as
𝑑𝜀𝑣 𝑝
𝑑𝑝′
1 𝑇
[
],
𝑝] = 𝑯 𝒏 𝒎 [
𝑑𝑞
𝑑𝜀𝑞
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(8.13)

𝑇

𝒏 = [𝒏𝑝 , 𝒏𝑞 ] ,
𝑇

𝒎 = [𝒎𝑝 , 𝒎𝑞 ] ,

(8.14)

(8.15)

where n is the unit normal loading direction vector; 𝒎 is the plastic flow direction vector,
and H is the hardening modulus.
By combining Equations (8.11), (8.12), (8.13), (8.14), and (8.15), the stress-strain
relationship is obtained as:

[

𝐷𝑒 𝒎𝒏𝑇 𝐷𝑒
𝑑𝜀𝑣
𝑑𝑝′
] = (𝐷𝑒 −
)[
]
𝑇
𝑒
𝑑𝑞
𝑯 + 𝒏 𝐷 𝒎 𝑑𝜀𝑞

(8.16)

8.3.2 Elasticity
For the elastic compression, the elastic volumetric strain increment is postulated to be

𝑑𝜀𝑉𝑒 =

𝜅 ∙ 𝑑𝑝′
(1 + 𝑒0 )𝑝′

(8.17)

where 𝜅 is the gradient of the swelling line; 𝑒0 is the initial void ratio.
From the above equation, then elastic modulus K is defined as

𝐾=

(1 + 𝑒0 )𝑝′
𝜅

(8.18)

The elastic shear strain increment is:

𝑑𝜀𝑞𝑒 =

1
𝑑𝑞
3𝐺

(8.19)

In the above, G is the shear modulus and can be deduced from K with Poisson’s ratio v
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𝐺=

3(1 − 2𝜈)
𝐾
2(1 + 𝜈)

(8.20)

It has been found by Bellotti et al. (1989) in experiments that truly elastic deformation in
sands ends at 0.01%, which is too small and can be omitted in the bounding surface model.
The neglect of the purely elastic region will have negligible change to the stress-strain
response (Bardet 1986). Thus for simplicity, in this research, the purely elastic region is
omitted and all deformation is regarded as elastic-plastic.

8.3.3 Bounding surface and loading surface
In this research, the concept of a bounding surface which was first introduced by Dafalias
& Popov (1975) is applied due to its versatility and ability to accurately reproduce the
stress-strain behaviour of various soil types (Russell & Khalili, 2006; Sun et al., 2014).
According to the bounding surface concept, the hardening modulus is a decreasing
function of the distance between the stress point and an “image point” on the bounding
surface (Khalili et al., 2008).
The selection of bounding surface is best to be experimentally selecting, and in this
research, the undrained response is chosen for this purpose. Previous studies has chosen
the bounding surface shape as a straight line (Dafalias et al., 2004; Gajo et al., 1999;
Mashiri et al., 2015b), a single ellipse (Bardet, 1986), a tear drop (Khalili et al., 2005;
Russell & Khalili 2005; Khalili et al., 2008), or a combination of segments of a hyperbola
and an ellipse (Crouch et al., 1994).
The bounding surface shape is shaped as half tear drop which only covers the triaxial
compaction part. To facilitate further analysis, the loading surface is following the same
shape of the bounding surface. The bounding surface 𝐹(𝑝̅ ′, 𝑞̅ , 𝑝̅ ′𝑐 ) = 0 and the loading
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surface (for monotonic loading) 𝑓(𝑝′, 𝑞, 𝑝′𝐶 ) = 0 for the SFS+CW+RC mixtures can be
taken as
1⁄𝑁0

̅̅̅
𝑝′

𝐹(𝑝̅ ′, 𝑞̅ , 𝑝̅ ′𝑐 ) = {𝑞̅ + 𝑀𝑐𝑠 (𝑤)(𝑝̅ ′ ) [𝑁 ln( 𝑝′
)]
̅̅̅
𝐶

}=
(8.21)

0,
𝑝′

1⁄𝑁0

𝑓(𝑝′, 𝑞, 𝑝′𝐶 ) = {𝑞 + 𝑀𝑐𝑠 (𝑤)(𝑝′) [𝑁 ln(𝑝′ )]
𝐶

}=
(8.22)

0,
where 𝑝̅′𝑐 and 𝑝′𝐶 are the intercepts of the bounding surface and loading surface with the
𝑞 = 0 axis, respectively, controlling the size of the bounding surface and the loading
∗ (𝑊
surface (Figure 8.6). 𝑀𝑐𝑠
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ) is the critical stress ratio modified with total work input

expressed with Equation (8.5). 𝑁0 ≥ 1 is a material constant controlling the curvature of
the bounding surface. A material constant 𝑅 is adopted here to express the ratio between
𝑝′ at the intercept of the loading surface with the 𝑀𝑐𝑠 line and the image point 𝑝′𝐶 , and
̅ at the intercept of the loading surface with the 𝑀𝑐𝑠 line and the image
the ratio between 𝑝′
̅ 𝐶 (Figure 8.6).
point 𝑝′

𝑅=

̅
𝑝′
𝑝′
=
̅𝐶
𝑝′𝐶 𝑝′

(8.23)

By a radial mapping rule the stress ratio can be described as
𝑞̅

𝑞

𝜂 = 𝑝′ = 𝑝′
.
̅̅̅

(8.24)

By combining Equations (8.22), (8.23), and (8.24), the ratio R can be got
1

𝑅 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [− 𝑁 (𝑀
0
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𝜂

𝑐𝑠 (𝑤)

)𝑁0 ].

(8.25)

The evolution of the bounding surface is controlled by 𝑝̅ ′𝑐 which is related to the
evolution of the volumetric strain. By adopting the swelling line
𝑒 = 𝑒𝜅0 − 𝜅 ln 𝑝′

(8.26)

and recalling Equations (8.2) and (8.3), the position of 𝑝̅ ′𝑐 on the bounding surface can
be determined
𝑝′𝑟
Γ ∗ (𝑅𝑏 ) − e − 𝜅 ln 𝑝′
𝑝̅′𝑐 =
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
)
𝑅
𝜆∗ (𝑅𝑏 ) − 𝜅

(8.27)

where 𝑒𝜅0 is the void ratio when 𝑝′ = 1 in Equation (8.26). 𝑝′𝑟 is the unit pressure.

Figure 8.6 Schematic representation of the bounding surface and loading surface in 𝑝’ −
𝑞 plane

The unit normal vector at the image point on the bounding surface can be got in the
general way
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𝑇

̅′
𝜕𝐹 ⁄𝜕𝜎

𝑛 = ‖𝜕𝐹⁄𝜕𝜎̅′‖ = [𝑛𝑝 , 𝑛𝑞 ] =
𝑇

𝑁0
̅
𝑞
)
1−(̅̅̅̅ ∗
𝑃′𝑀𝑐𝑠 (𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 )
2
𝑁0 2
𝑁0 −1
̅
̅
𝑞
𝑞
∗ (𝑊
𝑁0 ]
√[1−(
))
)
)
]
+[(
(𝑀
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑐𝑠
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅𝑀∗𝑐𝑠 (𝑊
𝑃′
𝑝′
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 )

[

̅ 𝑁0 −1
𝑞
∗ (𝑊
𝑁
[𝑀𝑐𝑠
(̅̅̅̅)
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 )] 0
𝑝′

,
̅
𝑞
√[1−(
̅̅̅̅𝑀∗ (𝑊
𝑃′
𝑐𝑠

𝑁0 2

)

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 )

̅
𝑞

𝑁0 −1

] +[(̅̅̅̅′ )
𝑝

2
∗ (𝑊
𝑁
𝑀𝑐𝑠
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 )) 0 ]

.
(8.28)
In terms of cyclic loading, the function of bounding surface is the same as Equation (8.21)
in static modelling. For the loading surface, the first time loading is different with
reloading and unloading, which are shown in Figure 8.7. For the first time loading, the
loading surface is the same as the loading surface in static modelling. For unloading and
reloading, the centre of homology moves from the origin to the last post of stress reversal
(Figure 8.7). In this condition, the first loading surface serves as the bounding surface,
and the loading surface for unloading and reloading moves within the new bounding
surface and is tangent to the new bounding surface at the last point of stress reversal. For
similarity, kinematic hardening is adopted for loading and unloading under cyclic loading
condition. The functions of the first time loading, unloading and reloading can take the
form
𝑓(𝑝′, 𝑞, 𝑝′𝐶 ) = {𝑞 +
𝑝′

∗ (𝑊
𝑀𝑐𝑠
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 )(𝑝′) [𝑁0 ln(𝑝′ )]

1⁄𝑁0

𝐶

the first time loading
} = 0,

𝑓(𝑝̃′, 𝑞̃, 𝑝̃′𝑐 ) = {𝑞̃ +
̃
𝑃′

∗ (𝑊
𝑀𝑐𝑠
̃′ ) [𝑁0 ln( 𝑝̃′ )]
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 )(𝑝

1⁄𝑁0

𝐶

(8.29a)

unloading and reloading
} = 0,

(8.29b)

where 𝑝̃′ = 𝑝′ − 𝛼𝑝 , 𝑞̃ = 𝑞 − 𝛼𝑞 , 𝑝̃′𝑐 = 𝑝′𝐶 − 𝛼𝑝 . 𝛼𝑝 and 𝛼𝑞 are the components of the
kinematic hardening vector 𝜶(𝛼𝑝 , 𝛼𝑞 ) . 𝑝̃′𝑐 is the isotropic hardening parameter
controlling the size of the new loading surface. 𝛼𝑝 and 𝛼𝑞 are determined by enforcing
the constraint that the loading surface must be tangent to the new loading surface at the
center of homology, and 𝑝̃′𝑐 is determined by requiring that the stress state 𝜎′ must
always be located on the new loading surface. Notice that for 𝛼𝑝 = 𝛼𝑞 = 0, Equation
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]

(8.29b) reduces to the form as Equation (8.29a) which is the function for the first time
lading. Thus the simulation of the cyclic response of the waste mixtures is achieving by
the combination of the isotropic hardening and kinematic hardening.

Figure 8.7 Loading surface for unloading and reloading

8.3.4 Plastic potential
The plastic potential, also regarded as the dilatancy relationship, represents the ratio
between the incremental plastic volumetric strain and the plastic shear strain. The
dilatancy of soil is usually related to the state of soil which corresponds to its density and
pressures. Been & Jefferies (1985) proposed a state parameter 𝜓 to capture the influence
of the density and stress on the deformation of soils, where this state parameter is defined
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as the difference between the current void ratio and the critical void ratio at the same
pressure:
𝜓 = 𝑒 − 𝑒𝑐𝑠

(8.30)

Figure 8.8 Definition of the state parameter and the critical state line for the
SFS+CW+RC mixture (SFS:CW=7:3) having 0% and 30% RC
Figure 8.8 shows the definition of the state parameter. All the specimens of waste
mixtures tested in this study were in a dense state after consolidation, so only 𝜓 < 0
appeared. After consolidation at the same effective confining pressure, the initial void
ratio of the SFS+CW+RC mixtures with a greater 𝑅𝑏 (%) is smaller than those with less
𝑅𝑏 (%), thus proving the high compressibility of rubber materials. As mentioned
previously, the critical void ratio of the waste mixtures is related to 𝑅𝑏 (%), therefore the
state parameter 𝜓 can be modified as:
𝜓 ∗ = 𝑒 − (Γ ∗ − 𝜆∗ ln 𝑝′𝐶𝑆 )
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(8.31)

Following Li & Dafalias (2000), the dilatancy of soil 𝑑 associated with the state
parameter, and is expressed as:
𝑑𝜀𝑣𝑝
𝜂
∗
𝑑 = 𝑝 = 𝑑0 (𝑒 𝑚𝜓 (𝑅𝑏) − ∗
)
𝑀𝑐𝑠 (𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 )
𝑑𝜀𝑞

(8.32)

∗
where 𝑑0 and 𝑚 are two material parameters, 𝑀𝑐𝑠
is the critical stress ratio modified with

𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 , and 𝜓 ∗ is the state parameter modified with 𝑅𝑏 (%).
With the dilatancy form Equation (8.32), the unit vector of plastic flow (𝒎) at 𝛔′ can be
defined in the general way:
𝜕𝑔
𝑇
𝑑
1
𝑇
𝜕𝜎
𝒎=
= [𝑚𝑝 , 𝑚𝑞 ] = [
,
]
2 √1 + 𝑑 2
𝜕𝑔
+
𝑑
√1
‖ ‖
𝜕𝜎

(8.33)

where, 𝑔 is the plastic potential.

8.3.5 Hardening rule
In light of the bounding surface concept, the hardening modulus is spilt into two
components:
𝑯 = 𝑯𝒃 + 𝑯𝜹

(8.34)

where 𝑯𝒃 is the plastic modulus at 𝛔
̅′ on the bounding surface and 𝑯𝜹 is the arbitrary
modulus at 𝛔′. 𝑯𝒃 can be defined by adopting an isotropic hardening rule with changes
in the plastic volumetric strain as follows
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𝑯𝒃 = −

∗
𝜂
)
𝑑0 (𝑒 𝑚𝜓 (𝑅𝑏 ) − ∗
𝑀𝑐𝑠 (𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 )

1 1+𝑒𝑖

=𝑁

0

𝜆−𝜅

𝜕𝐹 𝜕𝑝̅′𝑐 𝑚𝑝
𝜕𝑝̅ ′𝑐 𝜕𝜀𝑣 𝑝 ‖𝜕𝐹 ⁄σ
̅ ′‖
(8.35)
2

.
2

2
𝑁0
𝑁0 −1
∗
̅
̅
𝑞
𝑞
∗ (𝑊
𝑁
√1+[𝑑0 (𝑒 𝑚𝜓 (𝑅𝑏 ) − ∗ 𝜂
)] ∗√[1−(̅̅̅̅ ∗
) ] +[(̅̅̅̅′ )
(𝑀𝑐𝑠
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 )) 0 ]
𝑀𝑐𝑠 (𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 )
𝑃′𝑀𝑐𝑠 (𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 ))
𝑝

As mentioned previously, 𝑯𝜹 is a decreasing function of the distance between 𝛔′ and 𝛔
̅′
on the bounding surface, and it can be taken as an arbitrary form:
𝑯𝜹 = ℎ0 𝛿

𝛿

𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝛿

1+𝑒𝑖 𝑝′
𝜆−𝜅 𝑝̅ ′𝑐

,

(8.36)

where ℎ0 is a scaling parameter controlling the steepness of the response in the 𝑞 − 𝜀𝑞
plane. For some soils or for some limited range of initial conditions, ℎ0 may be a material
constant, but for other soils or with varying initial loading conditions (i.e. loading
frequencies, loading amplitude, confining pressures), ℎ0 may be defined as a function of
initial conditions or changing state (Russell & Khalili, 2005; Sun, 2017; Bardet, 1986).
𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝛿 are the distance from the stress origin and the current stress point to the image
stress point, respectively (Figure 8.6). When 𝛔′ = 𝛔
̅′ , 𝑯𝜹 = 0 , and 𝑯 = 𝑯𝒃 ; when
𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≤ 𝛿, 𝑯𝜹 = +∞, 𝑯 becomes very large, and the response is purely elastic.
For cyclic loading, the hardening modulus is still governed by two components like static
modelling, 𝑯𝒃 (plastic modulus at 𝝈
̅ ′ on the bounding surface) and 𝑯𝜹 (arbitrary
modulus at 𝝈′ on the loading surface). As the bounding surface function is the same as
static modelling, thus 𝑯𝒃 is the same as Equation (8.35), while the arbitrary modulus on
the loading surface will be
𝑯𝜹,𝑳 = ℎ0 𝛿

𝛿

1+𝑒𝑖 𝑝′

𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝛿 𝜆−𝜅 𝑝̅ ′𝑐

𝛼𝑝 = 𝛼𝑞 = 0,

,

(8.37a)

the first time loading.
𝑯𝜹,𝑼&𝑹 = ℎ0

𝛿

1 + 𝑒𝑖 𝑝′ 𝑝̅ ′𝑐
[ − 1],
𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝛿 𝜆 − 𝜅 𝑝̅ ′𝑐 𝑝̃′𝑐
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𝛼𝑝 ≠ 0, 𝛼𝑞 ≠ 0,
unloading and reloading.

(8.37b)

8.3.6 Evaluation of model parameters
Parameters in the proposed model can be divided into five categories: elastic, critical state,
bounding surface, plastic potential (dilatancy), and hardening rule. All the parameters for
SFS+CW+RC mixtures are listed in Table 8.2 and Table 8.3.
8.3.6.1 Elastic parameters
There are two elastic parameters in this model. 𝜅 is a material constant and it can be
determined by unloading and reloading in the isotropic compression. Poisson’s ratio v is
also a material parameter.
8.3.6.2 Parameters for critical state
𝑀0 , 𝛼, Γ1 , Γ2 , 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 are parameters used for critical state. 𝛼 and 𝑀0 can be obtained
by fitting the relationship of work input and critical state stress ratio illustrated in Figure
8.5. Likely, Γ1 , Γ2 , 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 can be calculated via curve fitting shown in Figure 8.4.
8.3.6.3 Parameters for bounding surface
Parameters 𝑁0 and 𝑅 are used for defining the shape of bounding surface. They can be
obtained from a normalized 𝑞~𝑝′ plot of yield points of the undrained triaxial tests. As
no undrained tests for the waste mixtures were available in this study,
𝑁0 = 1 is set for simplicity.
8.3.6.4 Parameters for dilatancy and hardening rule
𝑑0 and 𝑚 are two parameters used in soil dilatancy. 𝑚 can be determined by Equation
𝑑𝜀

𝑝

(8.32) at the phase transformation state when 𝑑 = 𝑑𝜀𝑣𝑝 = 0, 𝜓 ∗ = 𝜓 ∗ 𝑑 , and 𝜂 = 𝜂𝑑 , thus
𝑞
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1

𝜂

𝑚 = 𝜓∗ ln (𝑀∗ (𝑊𝑑
𝑐𝑠

𝑑

),

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 )

(8.38)

and parameter 𝑑0 can be calculated at the peak deviator point, i.e. 𝑑 = 𝑑𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 , 𝜓 ∗ =
𝜓 ∗ 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 , and 𝜂 = 𝜂𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 . Thus,
𝑑0 =

𝑑𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘

(𝑒

𝑚𝜓∗ 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘

𝜂𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘

.

(8.39)

)
− ∗
𝑀𝑐𝑠 (𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 )

ℎ0 is the hardening parameter related to the initial conditions of soils. For monotonic
loading, the confining pressure is the only condition that varied for each SFS+CW+RC
mixture in current study, therefore ℎ0 is material constant under static loading, and can
be calculated by fitting 𝑞 − 𝜀𝑞 curve. For cyclic loading tests under different loading
frequencies and loading amplitudes, ℎ0 is not a material constant and it changes with
these initial loading conditions. The following generalization form of ℎ0 can be found:
ℎ0 = 𝑎(𝑇𝑦)𝑐

(8.40)

where 𝑎 and 𝑐 are material constants determined by fitting curves. 𝑇𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑜𝑟 𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥 )
indicates different loading conditions. In this case, ℎ0 can be determined by trial and error
based on the test data from the first loading cycle.
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Table 8.2 Parameters of critical state and dilatancy for SFS+CW+RC mixtures and
Sand-RC mixtures
Data
RC
Mixtures
𝜎′3(kPa)
𝑚
𝑑0
source
(%)
10
-0.659
3.307
SFS70+CW30
0
40
-0.876
3.119
70
-1.30
3.03
10
-0.46
2.95
SFS63+CW27+RC10
10
40
-2.15
2.17
Γ1 =0.064
70
-2.86
1.83
Γ2 = 0.01
10
-0.53
5.12
Current
𝜆1 = 0.069
SFS56+CW24+RC20
20
40
-2.98
2.18
study
𝜆2 = 0.003
70
-5.29
3.19
M0 = 2.258
10
-0.93
3.80
𝛼 = −0.117
SFS49+CW21+RC30
30
40
-2.36
3.29
70
-4.16
2.49
10
-0.556
6.014
SFS42+CW18+RC40
40
40
-2.819
2.325
70
-4.307
2.890
50
0.2
1.045
Sand100+RC0
0
100
1.425
2.987
200
0.528
1.977
Γ1 = 0.418
50
-2.197
1.871
Γ2 =6.09× 10−3
Sand80+RC20
20
100
2.809
0.772
Youwai
𝜆1 =-1.64×
200
1.356
1.216
&
10−3
Bergado,
50
-0.634
1.907
𝜆2 =1.04× 10−3
2003
Sand70+RC30
30
100
0.853
0.374
M0 =1.472
200
0.332
0.806
𝛼 = −0.035
50
-0.544
1.360
Sand60+RC40
40
100
0.439
1.258
200
0.356
0.867
Table 8.3 Parameters of hardening, elastic equations, and bounding surface for
SFS+CW+RC mixtures and Sand-RC mixtures
Data
ℎ0
𝜅
𝜐
𝑅𝑏
mixtures
source
(%) static cyclic
SFS70+RC30
0
4.0
3.5
0.0020
0.29
a=1.796
SFS63+CW27+RC10 10
2.5
0.0035
0.3
Current
c=0.536
study
SFS56+CW24+RC20 20
0.77
1.0
0.0048
0.31
SFS49+CW21+RC30 30
0.88
1.0
0.0059
0.35
SFS42+CW18+RC40 40
0.68
0.8
0.0063
0.35
Youwai
Sand100+RC0
0
3.5
0.0046
0.33
&
Sand80+RC20
20
0.8
0.0015
0.33
Bergado,
Sand70+RC30
30
0.6
0.0053
0.33
2003
Sand60+RC40
40
0.5
0.0040
0.33
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8.3.7 Comparison between experimental results and model simulations
The proposed constitutive model was validated by comparing the test data with the model
prediction. The validation includes three parts, i.e., the dilation curves, the static stressstrain curves, and the cyclic total strain-loading number curves.
Figure 8.9 (a, b, c, d, and e) illustrate the dilatancy model predictions for SFS+CW+RC
mixtures with 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% RC at different effective confining pressures.
Figure 8.9 (f) shows a comparison of the dilatancy model predictions with test results of
mixtures with different 𝑅𝑏 (%) at 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎 . It is clear that dilatancy prediction
agrees well with the data tested for the SFS+CW+RC mixtures.
Figure 8.10, Figure 8.11, and Figure 8.12 compare the constitutive model prediction for
static stress-strain curves with test data. It is evident that the model captures the overall
stress-strain trend for SFS+CW+RC mixtures indicating the correction of the model.
Moreover, it is clear that the proposed model fit well for Sand-RC mixtures (Figure 8.13
and Figure 8.14). In Figure 8.14, compared to the model proposed by Youwai & Bergado
(2003), the proposed model can capture the stress-strain behaviour of Sand-RC mixtures
better as the critical state parameters are more accurate by relating the work input and 𝑅𝑏
(%).
Figures 8.15-8.19 present the stress-strain curves of cyclic loading results and model
prediction for SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3, 𝑅𝑏 = 0 − 40% tested at 𝜎′3 =
70 𝑘𝑃𝑎 with 5 Hz and CSR=0.8. It is obvious that the mathematic model can simulate
the strain and stress amplitude, and the inclination of hysteretic loops for different 𝑅𝑏
well, albeit the model prediction cannot reflect the loading irregularity at the early stage.
The test results matches well with the model prediction, which verifies the model.
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Figure 8.9 Comparison of tests results and model predictions (stress ratio versus
dilatancy) for waste mixtures (SFS:CW=7:3) (a) with 0% RC, (b) with 10% RC, (c)
with 20% RC, (d) with 30% RC, (e) with 40% RC, (f) with different 𝑅𝑏 at 𝜎′3 =
70 𝑘𝑃𝑎
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Figure 8.10 Test results and model prediction for waste mixtures with different RC
content under 𝜎′3 = 10 𝑘𝑃𝑎: (a) deviator stress-axial strain curves; (b) volumetric
strain-axial strain curves
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Figure 8.11 Test results and model prediction for waste mixtures with different RC
content under 𝜎′3 = 40 𝑘𝑃𝑎: (a) deviator stress-axial strain curves; (b) volumetric
strain-axial strain curves
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Figure 8.12 Test results and model prediction for waste mixtures with different RC
content under 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎: (a) deviator stress-axial strain curves; (b) volumetric
strain-axial strain curves
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Figure 8.13 Test results and model prediction for Sand-RC mixtures with different RC
contents under σ′3 = 50 kPa (data sourced from Youwai & Bergado, 2003): (a)
deviator stress-axial strain curves; (b) volumetric strain-axial strain curves
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Figure 8.14 Test results and model prediction for Sand60+RC40 (data sourced from
Youwai & Bergado, 2003): (a) deviator stress-axial strain curves; (b) volumetric strainaxial strain curves
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Figure 8.15 Cyclic loading test result and model prediction for SFS+CW+RC mixtures
with SFS:CW=7:3 and 0% RC tested at 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎, 5 Hz, and CSR=0.8: (a-b)
deviator stress-axial strain curves; (c-d) volumetric strain-stress ratio curves
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Figure 8.16 Cyclic loading test result and model prediction for SFS+CW+RC mixtures
with SFS:CW=7:3 and 10% RC tested at 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎, 5 Hz, and CSR=0.8: (a-b)
deviator stress-axial strain curves; (c-d) volumetric strain-stress ratio curves
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Figure 8.17 Cyclic loading test result and model prediction for SFS+CW+RC mixtures
with SFS:CW=7:3 and 20% RC tested at 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎, 5 Hz, and CSR=0.8: (a-b)
deviator stress-axial strain curves; (c-d) volumetric strain-stress ratio curves
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Figure 8.18 Cyclic loading test result and model prediction for SFS+CW+RC mixtures
with SFS:CW=7:3 and 30% RC tested at 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎, 5 Hz, and CSR=0.8: (a-b)
deviator stress-axial strain curves; (c-d) volumetric strain-stress ratio curves
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Figure 8.19 Cyclic loading test result and model prediction for SFS+CW+RC mixtures
with SFS:CW=7:3 and 40% RC tested at 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎, 5 Hz, and CSR=0.8: (a-b)
deviator stress-axial strain curves; (c-d) volumetric strain-stress ratio curves
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8.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter, a bounding surface model was proposed to predict the stress-strain
behaviour of SFS+CW+RC mixtures under monotonic and cyclic consolidated drained
triaxial conditions based on the critical state concept. The addition of RC into the mixtures
of SFS+CW mixtures can significantly influence the behaviour, especially the critical
state of the waste mixtures. It has been found that the critical state parameters in 𝑒 − ln 𝑝′
space have a linear relationship with 𝑅𝑏 (%), and an empirical relationship is also
developed between the critical stress ratio and the work input until failure of the test.
For monotonic loading conditions, the proposed model was validated by the test data for
SFS+CW+RC mixtures in current study and data from Tasalloti et al. (2015) and Youwai
& Bergado (2003). A good correlation between the test data and the model simulation
was observed. Moreover, the empirical relationships of the critical state parameters for
SFS+CW+RC mixtures can also be adopted to Sand-RC mixtures. In this way, the critical
state parameters for the Sand-RC mixtures cannot achieve the critical state in the
laboratory condition now can be obtained using the empirical relationships. For the cyclic
loading conditions, the mathematic model was verified by comparing the stress-strain
curves from the model prediction and test results for SFS+CW+RC mixtures including.
The model prediction shows a good agreement with the test results.
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CHAPTER NINE

9. Conclusions and Recommendations

9.1 Introduction
This chapter concludes the main findings related to the behaviour of the SFS+CW+RC
mixtures, including the basic geotechnical properties, the static and cyclic loading
response, and the constitutive modelling. Recommendations for future work on the waste
mixtures are also discussed in this chapter.

9.2 Basic geotechnical properties of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
(1) The compaction curves indicate that the maximum dry density increased as
SFS:CW increased, but it decreased as RC content (𝑅𝑏 ) increased. In addition, an
increase of both SFS:CW and 𝑅𝑏 (%) proportions in the mixture can contribute to
a reduction in particle breakage during compaction.
(2) The permeability coefficient of the waste mixtures increases with the addition of
RC, and this also happens when the blending ratio of SFS:CW is increased. This
is likely due to the increasing void ratio.
(3) The swelling behaviour of the waste mixtures was influenced by the percentage
of the three waste materials (i.e. SFS, CW, and RC). The addition of CW as well
RC can significantly reduce the swelling of the waste mixtures, which due to the
collapse behaviour of CW and the deformation of RC.
(4) The soaked CBR value increases as ratio of SFS:CW increases while decreases as
𝑅𝑏 increases.
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9.3 Static loading response of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
(1) The shear strength of the waste mixtures increases as SFS:CW and 𝜎′3 increase,
but it decreases as 𝑅𝑏 (%) increases. As more RC is included, the shear strength
of the mixtures decreases, the stress-strain curve changes from brittle to ductile,
and the specimen becomes more contractive.
(2) Strain energy density 𝐸𝑑 is used to evaluate the energy absorbing property of the
mixtures. It is found 𝐸𝑑 is mainly affected by 𝑅𝑏 and 𝜎′3 . As 𝑅𝑏 (%) and 𝜎′3
increases, 𝐸𝑑 increases, but when 𝑅𝑏 > 10% , the increase in 𝐸𝑑 of the
SFS+CW+RC mixture is marginal indicating 10% RC is enough to improve the
energy absorbing capacity of SFS+CW+RC mixtures.
(3) The particle degradation of the mixtures is reduced efficiently with the addition
of RC as well as the increasing of the blending ratio of SFS:CW. This is due to
the high energy absorbing capacity of RC and the reduction in CW content,
respectively.
(4) The initial tangent modulus of SFS+CW+RC mixtures decreases as 𝑅𝑏 increases
and SFS:CW decreases because of high compressibility of RC and CW.
(5) As 𝑅𝑏 increases and SFS:CW decreases, the dilatancy of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
decreases. Moreover, the dilatancy curves indicates that only the SFS+CW+RC
mixtures with 0% and 10% RC can directly achieve the critical state. As more RC
are included 𝑑 = 0 (where volume change approaching zero) is harder to reach,
whereas the trend of dilatancy indicates it is still possible to achieve the critical
state beyond the 25% of axial strain.
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9.4 Cyclic loading response of SFS+CW+RC mixtures
(1) The permanent axial and volumetric strain increased with the increasing RC
contents, confining pressures, and CSR, but they decrease as the loading
frequency increases. A novel 3D empirical model to evaluate the permanent
strains associated with different RC content and confining pressure was developed,
and demonstrated good prediction capability.
(2) The resilient deformation increased with the inclusion of rubber crumbs, the
loading frequencies, and CSR, but it decreased as the confining pressure increased
reflected by an increase of the resilient modulus. A 3D empirical relationship was
also established for the resilient modulus with RC contents and confining
pressures, and the model matched the test results very well.
(3) The addition of RC also caused the shear modulus to decrease and the damping
ratio to increase; this indicated that the stiffness of the waste mixtures decreased,
while the absorbed energy dissipated to heat or breakage became more efficient.
It was also found that the behaviour of shear modulus and damping ratio was
controlled by the percentage of the waste mixtures inside the mixtures. The
particles that form the skeleton of the specimens changed from rigid particles (SFS
and CW) to RC gradually as the RC contents increased, and the transition point
was around 20% RC. Moreover, the shear modulus and damping ratio increase as
CSR increases, while increasing the confining pressure and loading frequencies
will cause shear modulus to increase and damping ratio to decrease.
(4) The energy absorbing analysis indicates higher RC contents could increase the
energy absorbing capacity of the waste mixtures, but continuing to increase the
RC content will not necessarily be beneficial because of the increased
compression and reduced resilient modulus, albeit reduced particle degradation.
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With the recommended RC content of 10%, the waste mixture will still retain a
sufficiently high energy absorbing capacity, an adequate damping ratio, an
acceptable magnitude of resilient modulus, as well as significantly reduced
particle breakage, thereby offering a competent and cost-effective subballast in
lieu of traditional capping materials.

9.5. The optimal mixture for subballast
(1) Eight parameters were determined to evaluate the possibility of developing an
energy absorbing layer which is superior to traditional subballast materials. There
are three parameters related to the functions of capping layer, namely, particle size
distribution (PSD), the permeability coefficient, the peak friction angle (or
California Bearing Ratio, CBR). Another four parameters (swell pressure, the
breakage index, the axial strain under cyclic loading, and the resilient modulus)
are used to control the adverse geotechnical properties (i.e., the swelling of SFS,
the particle breakage of CW, and the high deformation of RC). Moreover, strain
energy density is another parameter that can evaluate the energy absorbing
capacity of the waste mixtures.
(2) A ratio of 7:3 of SFS:CW was selected based on the test results of swell pressure
and shear strength. Then the optimal RC content (10%) was proposed based on
the shear strength, particle breakage, swell pressure, and the axial strain subjected
to cyclic loading. Finally, the optimum mixture to replace conventional subballast
was established as SFS63+CW27+RC10 (63% SFS, 27% CW, and 10% RC).
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9.6 Constitutive modelling
(1) For SFS+CW+RC mixtures with 𝑅𝑏 < 20%, the critical state can be achieved
directly, while when 𝑅𝑏 ≥ 20% extrapolation was used to obtain the critical state.
On the 𝑒 − ln 𝑝′ plane, a linear relationship was proposed for the critical state line
dependent on 𝑅𝑏 (%).
(2) The changing 𝑀𝑐𝑠 due to 𝑅𝑏 and 𝜎′3 was reflected by the parameter 𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
through an empirical function, and this equation also provides a way relating the
energy absorbing property with 𝑀𝑐𝑠 .
(3) The dilatancy behaviour of the SFS+CW+RC mixture was predicted by a
modified dilatancy function proposed by Li & Dafalias (2000). In this function
∗
the energy absorbing property of RC was captured through the relationship of 𝑀𝑐𝑠

and 𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 , while the dilatancy behaviour with the variation of 𝑅𝑏 (%) was also
translated by the modified state parameter 𝜓 ∗ . This dilatancy model agrees very
well with the experimental data.
(4) A bounding surface model based on the critical state concept was developed to
predict the monotonic and cyclic loading behaviour. The monotonic part was
verified by the test data in the current study and also from Youwai & Bergado
(2003). A good correlation between the test data and the model simulation was
observed. For the cyclic loading part, the mathematic model was verified by
comparing stress-strain curves from the model prediction and test results for
SFS+CW+RC mixtures. The model prediction shows a good agreement with the
test result.
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9.7 Recommendations for future work
(1) Due to the scope of this study, i.e. application in transport infrastructure, both
static and cyclic triaxial tests are limited to relatively low confining pressures
(𝜎′3 ≤ 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎). To explore a more extensive use of the waste mixture in other
geotechnical applications, it is beneficial extend the range of confining pressures
adopted in triaxial tests.
(2) A loading frequency of 𝑓 ≤ 5 𝐻𝑧 was adopted in this study to eliminate the mass
inertia effect. However, in the actual field conditions, the subballast is likely
subjected to higher loading frequencies (≥ 10 𝐻𝑧). Therefore the cyclic loading
tests with higher loading frequencies are recommended for the future work.
(3) Due to the scope of this study, the cyclic triaxial tests on the waste mixtures are
focused on the large strain level (shear strain > 0.1%), while the dynamic
behaviour under small strain level can be a good design reference if the waste
mixtures applied in the geotechnical projects where earthquake loading may be of
concern. It is recommended that bender element tests on the small strain behaviour
of the waste mixtures should be conducted in the future study.
(4) All the triaxial tests were conducted under a saturated condition to simulate the
field condition of track in the east coast line in Australia. While in other regions,
subballast is usually under an unsaturated condition where suction needs to be
considered. It is recommended that future studies should explore the role of
suction and behaviour of these waste mixtures under unsaturated conditions.
(5) As the geotechnical properties of these waste materials depend strongly on the
original source and manufacturing processes, it is important to note that findings
reported in this study may not be applicable to all types of SFS+CW+RC mixtures.
For this reason, it is strongly recommended that field trials be carried out on the
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selected SFS+CW+RC mixtures to investigate their actual performance under
cyclic loading.
(6) Only a constitutive model for SFS+CW+RC mixtures was developed in this study,
and thus numerical modelling could be done for the future study to facilitate the
predictions of the behaviour of the waste mixtures for engineering application.
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Appendix A CT Scan and the Uniformity of the Mixtures
X-ray computed tomography (CT) is a non-destructive experimental technique. There
is a direct relationship between the shades of grey in the CT scan images and the
density of the materials, and this can be used to characterize phase distribution and
pore geometry in porous media (Wildenschild, 2002). In this study it is used to
examine the uniformity of the granular materials inside the waste materials samples.
The sample used for CT scan tests was the same for triaxial test. To examine the
uniformity of the granular materials in the sample, CT scan was carried out on three
sections on the sample which distributed in the upper, middle, and bottom of the
sample showed in Figure A1.

Figure A1 CT scan sections on the sample of the waste mixtures
Figure A2 gives an example of the CT scan test results on the SFS+CW+RC mixtures
with SFS:CW=7:3, and 𝑅𝑏 = 10%. The white part in the picture can be referred to
the granular materials with higher density, i.e. SFS and CW, while the black part
within the round figure is referred to the lighter materials, i.e. RC. It can be observed
that the black part are scattered uniformly in each section, and the area of the black
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part in the three sections approximately equals. It further proves that there is no
segregation appears to the samples when the three waste materials are mixed
thoroughly with the method explained in Chapter 3. This may probably due to the
same particle size distribution and angular shape of SFS, CW, and RC, and when they
are mixed thoroughly with the optimum moisture content, interlock between the
particles can be formed.

Figure A2 CT scan results of SFS+CW+RC mixtures with SFS:CW=7:3, 10% RC: (a)
CT scan at section A, (b) CT scan at section B, (c) CT scan at section C
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Appendix B Malvern Test to Determine the Minimum Particle Size
To draw the arbitrary boundary of maximum breakage line for the analysis of particle
breakage, the minimum particle size of the waste materials (CW and SFS) that can break
need to be determined firstly. Therefore, in this study, the Malvern instrument was used
to determine the minimum particle size of the waste materials that can break. As RC
cannot break, the dried waste mixture with particle size less than 2.4 mm of
SFS70+CW30 after monotonic triaxial shearing at 𝜎′3 = 70 𝑘𝑃𝑎 was used for the
Malvern tests.

Figure B1 Analysis table of the Malvern test for the waste mixtures after shearing

7 tests were carried out, and the average test result was shown in the analysis table in
Figure B1, while the distribution lines were shown in Figure B2. It can be observed that
the minimum particle size of the waste mixtures after sharing could be 0.15-10 μm which
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account for 2.3% of the whole volume of the sample tested. The test results for the 7
samples are consistent (Figure B2). Therefore 10 μm (0.01 mm) was determined as the
minimum particle size of the waste mixtures that can break under the conditions in the
current study.

Figure B2 The Malvern test results for SFS70+CW30 after shearing
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